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Abstra t

A writeup of a series of informal seminars, intended for graduate students, on the
subje t of oupling dependen e in quantum eld theory, with an elementary introdu tion to the notion of resurgent fun tion that forms the appropriate framework for the
oupling dependen e of stri tly renormalizable theories. While most of the dis ussion is
pedagogi al, there is also something for the expert: we demonstrate, by studying a model
spe tral integral, that an amplitude may possess both the tHooft set of singularities
in the oupling- onstant plane, and Borel-plane singularities of the infrared-renormalon
type in its perturbative part, and yet be uniquely re onstru tible from its resurgent symbol, the appropriate generalization of the semi onvergent perturbation expansion. In the
same model we demonstrate the virtues of a quasi-perturbative expansion, obtained by
resummation of the resurgent symbol in its nonperturbative dire tion, and whi h in ontrast to the perturbative one is Borel summable. On the basis of this expansion, we
dis uss a systemati approximation method for the re onstru tion of orrelation fun tions with the resurgent oupling dependen e typi al of asymptoti ally free theories.
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0 Generalities on Coupling Dependen e
We know everything that is knowable about a quantum eld theory (QFT) on e we
know the full set of its Eu lidean orrelation fun tions,

GN (x1 ::: xN ) = h0j' (x1 ) ' (x2 ) ::: ' (xN )j0i ;

(0.1)

for all on gurations N of elementary elds, or equivalently their Fourier transforms
de ned by
Z
dD x1 ::: dD xN ei (k1  x1 + ::: + kN  xN ) GN (x1 ::: xN )
(0.2)
= (2 )D ÆD (k1 + k2 + ::: + kN ) G~ N (k1 ::: kN )
at Eu lidean momenta ki . Here we denote by D the Eu lidean spa etime dimension,
whi h we will allow to deviate from the realisti value of D = 4, both for the purpose
of looking at lower-dimensional model theories (D = 3; 2; 1) and for dealing with ultraviolet divergen e in D = 4 through dimensional regularization (D = 4 2 "). For
simpli ity we mostly onsider, instead of (0.2), the momentum-spa e, Eu lidean, proper
vertex fun tions N , that is, the onne ted, amputated, and one-parti le irredu ible
fun tions, sin e these are the simplest building blo ks from whi h the full G~ N an be
pie ed together purely algebrai ally. Their full set of fun tional dependen es is
N

=

N (k1 ; k2 ;

::: kN ; g2 (); m ();  () ::: ; )R ;

(0.3)

where the momenta obey the onstraint  ki = 0 of total-momentum onservation, and
 denotes the arbitrary renormalization mass s ale introdu ed by renormalization in
a s heme R not usually indi ated expli itly { here, a dimensional-regularization-plusminimal-subtra tion s heme. Moreover, g2 (); m ();  () ... are the renormalized
oupling onstant, renormalized elementary masses, renormalized gauge- xing parameter ... of the theory, de ned at the "sliding s ale"  [WEI96℄ and therefore "running"
with that s ale, sin e upon hanging the arbitrary  they all need to be readjusted to
keep the observable quantities onstant.
In these seminars our fo us will not, as usual, be on the momentum dependen e
of the fun tions (0.3), but rather on their dependen e on the oupling onstant g2 ().
(Renormalization-Group (RG) analysis shows that these two are in fa t related, and we
are going to use this relation in pla es, but the link is really tight and restri tive only
for two-point fun tions depending on a single squared Eu lidean momentum k2 , sin e
for higher orrelation fun tions the RG governs only the behavior under uniform s aling
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of all momentum arguments but says little about individual momentum dependen es.)
We are less interested here in the dependen e on other parameters su h as m ();  (),
and therefore will mostly get rid of those by onsidering massless theories (m = 0),
adopting spe ial hoi es of gauge xing (su h as  = 0), et . This, of ourse, is not to
say that the other dependen es may not be of paramount interest in dealing with spe i
problems, but the intera tion strength g2 (), whi h makes for a nontrivial theory in the
rst pla e, does play a distinguished role, of whi h these talks are intended to provide a
glimpse.
To anyone with a basi knowledge of QFT, the full g2 () dependen e of amplitudes
generated by a realisti , intera ting, renormalized QFT would at rst sight appear to be
of unfathomable omplexity, nothing short of a horrible mess. It is therefore surprising
that for a lass of intera ting theories with mild ultraviolet problems, the so- alled
superrenormalizable theories (essentially, theories in whi h the mass dimension [g2 ℄ of
g2 () is positive, and whi h therefore mostly live in spa etime dimensions D  3)
this full oupling dependen e an in prin iple be re overed from (though it is not given
expli itly by) the most straightforward and unsophisti ated ansatz on eivable, that of
a "perturbative" power-series expansion about the free- eld situation g2 = 0:
1
g2 ()
pert (fk g; (); ) = X p (p) pert (fk g; ) ;
;
(0.4)
=
i
i
N
N
4
p=0
pert
, are just the ordinary Feynman
where the zeroth-order terms, the "bare verti es" (0)
N
rules to be read o from the a tion of the theory. This situation will be brie y sket hed
and ommented upon in hapter 1 below. We re all that an expansion of type (0.4) is
straightforward to generate formally, either by expanding the path-integral representation of orrelation fun tions (see (1.25) below) in powers of the intera tion term of the
Lagrangian ("integral" approa h), or alternatively by iterating the oupled equations of
motion of the vertex fun tions around their zeroth-order terms in , whi h again are the
(0) pert
of (0.4) ("di erential" approa h). Either route leads to the familiar representaN
tion of the p-th order term N(p) pert as a sum of Feynman diagrams with the external-legs
on guration N and p su essive momentum integrations ("loops"). The main pra ti al
obsta le at present to a tually evaluating terms of higher perturbative order p (p  3,
say) is the explosive growth with p of the number of diagrams ontributing that will
soon ome to haunt us in the form of eq. (0.5) below, but for the superrenormalizable
theories, whi h enjoy the property that overall onvergen e of loop diagrams in the ultraviolet improves with in reasing p, the time is probably not far away when omputer
programs, following one of the above two routes, will furnish us with N(p) pert s for all
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on gurations N of pra ti al interest at the orders p (in the range of 101 to 102 ) that
are nowadays routinely omputed in series expansions for statisti al-me hani s models.
That expansion (0.4) is at best a rst step in analyzing oupling dependen e has
to do with the fa t that, in the superrenormalizable and in more omplex theories alike,
the series turns out to be badly divergent. Dyson [DYS52℄ as early as 1952 was the
rst to show, by an ingenious physi al argument, that in the ase of quantum ele trodynami s (QED), the orrelation fun tions must possess some kind of non-analyti ity
at real negative , and that onsequently the radius of onvergen e in the omplex
plane for expansion (0.4) is zero. Later work by many authors, work whi h re eived a
parti ular boost from the instanton results of Lipatov [LIP72℄, established te hniques
for al ulating the leading large-p behavior of the oeÆ ients N(p) pert , with the results
always tting into the generi form

 
(p) pert
B
p
! p A p! 1 + O 1p
(p ! 1) ;
(0.5)
N
where arries the momentum dependen e, and A; b are real onstants. (The large-p
al ulations form an interesting subje t in themselves, into whi h these seminars annot
really enter, so I must refer you to the editors introdu tion and the reprinted primary
sour es in the edited volume [LGZ90℄ if you wish to pursue this spe ial topi .) In parti ular, the instanton ontribution to large-p behavior, whi h is al ulated along the
"integral" route mentioned above by expanding the path-integral representation semilassi ally around a nite-a tion solution to the Eu lidean lassi al equations of motion
("instanton"), has the onstant A equal to that nite a tion. That this instanton saturation does at h the full large-p behavior is, as far as I know, urrently a hope. Indeed
in the stri tly renormalizable theories additional ontributions have been identi ed in
perturbation theory, whi h we shall have o asion to mention in se t. 2.4; they also follow the pattern (0.5) but with di erent onstants A; b; . In the absen e of a omplete
lassi ation of possible ontributions to large-p behavior, the mathemati ally minded
person would not regard the divergen e of the expansion as proven, but sin e the
pattern of eq. (0.5) has resurfa ed in all large-p studies performed so far, we shall assume here pragmati ally that up to linear ombination with possibly di erent sets of
onstants, but with the p! fa tor ommon to all terms, this relation does give the large-p
behavior. The fa torial growth, whi h in the superrenormalizable theories simply ree ts the fast in rease in the number of ombinatorial possibilities of drawing a p-loop
Feynman diagram, pre ludes onvergen e of the series (0.5) at any .
It is then obvious that for oupling dependen e, expansion (0.5) is not simply "the"
answer. To make some use of the information ontained in it, one essentially has three
3

options. If a regime exists where the running oupling () is small, one may exploit
the fa t that (0.4) with (0.5), its divergent hara ter notwithstanding, possesses the
property of semi onvergen e (se tion 1.1) to halt the expansion at a nite p = pmax and
use the resulting polynomial approximant dire tly as an estimate for the fun tion N {
an estimate whose a ura y, while limited in prin iple, may in pra ti e be quite satisfa tory. This is what Poin are, in hapter VIII of his elebrated Nouvelles Methodes de la
Me anique Celeste [PO893℄ where he introdu ed the modern on ept of semi onvergent
series, referred to as la regle des astronomes { and "les astronomes" were, of ourse,
the perturbative physi ists of his day, the pra titioners of elestial me hani s al ulating
planetary-orbit perturbations. This is also what is routinely done in the ele troweak
theory, where the gauge ouplings are indeed small in the urrently a essible range of
<
s ales,  
v  250 GeV (the ele troweak s ale).
In regimes where () is not small enough to provide good semi onvergen e, one
may try to addu e physi al arguments to justify, for parti ular kinemati al situations,
an estimation of N by "partial resummation", i. e., the exa t summation to all orders
of ertain subseries of (0.4) whose terms one has reason to believe will dominate the
parti ular phenomenon. In most ases the series summed are subseries of nonzero onvergen e radius { geometri , exponential, or Bessel-fun tion series { whi h stay lear of
the p! growth problem. Examples are the "leading-logarithms" geometri resummations
one performs (as dis ussed in se t. 2.1 below) in order to trade the oupling () for a
oupling (Q2 ) running with some momentum variable Q2 (one of the ki2 or ki  kj or a
ombination of these) of N , or al ulations of bound states like positronium by solving
a Bethe-Salpeter equation with low-order irredu ible kernel, whi h amounts to summing
an integral-kernel-valued geometri series in . Su h summations are useful and (as in
the bound-state problem) sometimes ne essary to extend the range of appli ability of
low-order perturbative information, and to the extent that the resummed fun tion often
has properties qualitatively di erent from those of the nite polynomial approximants,
they may be alled "nonperturbative". One should however keep in mind, parti ularly
when looking beyond the superrenormalizable theories, that they will not re over terms
that are invisible in prin iple in the semi- onvergent perturbative expansion, and in the
ontext of these seminars I will therefore refer to them as "weakly" nonperturbative.
On the other hand if one is interested in the more theoreti al question of whether,
or to what extent, the series determines the "true", exa t fun tion N , one must look
for uniqueness properties justifying the appli ation of what mathemati ians all limiting
pro edures, or summability methods { the ne art of sensibly assigning a value to a
divergent series. Su h uniqueness results exist for the superrenormalizable theories and
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will be sket hed in se t. 1.2; se t. 1.3 will then go on to dis uss the most frequently
used te hnique, the Borel-Lapla e transform, of a tually performing the re onstru tion
of N . In this ontext, se t. 1.3 will also take a look at the analyti - ontinuation step
required for that transform { apparently a purely te hni al problem, but one that will
guide us in more entral, analogous problems arising further down the road in se t. 3.1.
{ All of the material of hapter 1 is "old", and most of it in fa t was old already when
physi ists be ame interested in it in the late 1960s, dating ba k as it does to the work
of mathemati ians of the late 19th and early 20th enturies, but I believe it is of timeless
interest and value, and deserves to be retaught on o asion.
The situation is markedly di erent in the realisti eld theories in D = 4 { in parti ular, the asymptoti ally free gauge theories entral to present-day parti le physi s {
that are "stri tly" or "marginally" renormalizable but not superrenormalizable ( hapter
2). There, the very de nition of the theory involves a ru ial new element, a divergent
oupling renormalization. (More pre isely, the tri- and quadrilinear intera tion monomials in the Lagrangian of the theory, whi h in the superrenormalizable ases underwent
at most nite res alings, now demand their own ultraviolet-divergent renormalizations,
but here we will ontinue to somewhat loosely refer to just the oupling renormalization
that is at the ore of these). If g 0 (") denotes the bare oupling originally appearing in
the intera tion terms of the Lagrangian, with mass dimension [g 0 ℄ = " = 21 (4 D)
in D = 4 2 " dimensions, then its relation to the dimensionless and renormalized
oupling g () that parametrizes the fun tions (0.3) must in these theories be written
as
g20 (") = g2 () 2 " Z (g2 (); ") ;
(0.6)

where the oupling-renormalization onstant, Z , is ultraviolet divergent as " ! 0 at
any nite order in g2 () ex ept for the zeroth order, Z (0; ") = 1. This is in ontrast
to the superrenormalizable theories where Z is ultraviolet nite term by term and an
always be transformed to 1 by a nite res aling of the elementary elds ' (x) (and,
possibly, of m ()). You have be ome a ustomed (or so I presume) to the idea that the
renormalization pro ess is every bit as important in determining the dynami s of a QFT
as the essentially lassi al Lagrangian, and you will therefore be prepared to hear that
this new ingredient draws a ne but fateful line between the superrenormalizable and the
stri tly renormalizable eld theories, a line signalling in fa t a deep and fundamental
divide. (I onfess that doubts sometimes beset me as to whether the authors of the
myriad s holarly papers studying superrenormalizable models in order to learn something
for the realisti theory have always fully realized what they were up against.) As we
shall re all in se t. 2.1, this new feature dire tly translates into the emergen e of an
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"RG-invariant mass s ale", , that is non-analyti at = 0 in su h a way as to permit
no power-series expansion in at all, not even in the semi onvergent sense [GNV℄. In
su h a theory, the very a t of writing expansion (0.4) already implies that one has lost
an important lass of terms in the orrelation or vertex fun tions, and although ertain
tra es of the loss remain, it is essentially irretrievable. (The terms lost will be ome
important as soon as one or more of the Lorentz-invariant momentum arguments ki  kj
in our fun tions are not mu h larger than 2 .) To spe ify the minimal information
required for a re onstru tion of su h a fun tion one then needs, in pla e of (0.4), a
more detailed formal onstru t alled a general resurgent symbol, or a resurgent double
expansion, whi h still has a "perturbative dire tion" pro eeding in powers of , but now
also features a "nonperturbative dire tion" providing for a systemati approximation of
the new, strongly nonanalyti dependen e. As dis ussed in se t. 2.3, the re onstru tion
(through an extension of the Borel-Lapla e pro ess) then takes pla e in the framework
of what might be alled, in relation to the summable semi- onvergent series, the next
larger, mathemati ally well-delineated lass of fun tions, known to mathemati ians as
the resurgent fun tions. In se t. 2.2 we sket h how an old a quaintan e, the operatorprodu t expansion (OPE) of Wilson [WIL72℄ in the ase of an asymptoti ally free theory,
an be re ognized as a resurgent double expansion, and provides hints as to the spe ial
form this expansion will take in an asymptoti ally free situation. Se tion 2.4, in whi h
I hope you will nd something new, examines a simple model of a oupling-resurgent
fun tion, lose enough in form to simple eld-theory amplitudes to laim relevan e for
our subje t, but still fully tra table by analyti means. This example will (I hope)
onvin e you of the importan e of treating a resurgent fun tion as a whole: you will
see how its analyti properties seem to sabotage the Lapla e re onstru tion from the
perturbative expansion (0.4), but how in fa t the re onstru tion is entirely well de ned
when the strongly nonperturbative parts, whose separation is stru turally averse to the
fun tions resurgent hara ter, are fully taken into a ount.
The nal hapter 3 is more spe ial. It attempts to explain the basi ideas (while
glossing over mu h te hni al detail) of a parti ular strategy for dealing with the one
question to whi h the present mathemati s of resurgent fun tions does not seem to ontain a ready-made answer, and on whi h the physi ist, for the time being, is therefore
left to his own heuristi devi es. This is the question of how to obtain some systemati
formal representation of a resurgent amplitude (from whi h resurgent analysis proper
may start) when the double formal series is not satisfa tory for this purpose but needs a
ertain amount of analyti ontinuation to begin with. This need arises from the simple
fa t that the basi equations of motion generating the resurgent amplitudes of QFT are
not, as in almost all ases studied in mathemati al theory, ordinary di erential, integro6

di erential, or di eren e equations with respe t to the oupling, but a rather omplex,
hierar hi ally oupled, and renormalizably divergent system of integral equations with
respe t to the momentum (or oordinate) arguments of orrelation fun tions, equations
into whi h the oupling enters only as a parameter. A tually, the emergen e of fun tions
resurgent with respe t to a parameter { rather than the variable a ted upon by a di erential operator { from di erential equations has been studied in mathemati s under the
name of quantum resurgen e, and properly speaking it is this kind of resurgen e that
will on ern us below. But there is an extra diÆ ulty here, arising from the fa t that the
nonperturbative oupling dependen e enters as a dimensionful parameter, the mass s ale
, and is therefore inextri ably linked with the dependen e on the momentum variables
ki : in the integral equations, the loop integrals extend down to the smallest momenta
jki j, and in order to get started at all, we need to have something to insert for the integrands that is valid also at jki j  , whereas resurgent symbols of the OPE variety only
furnish asymptoti representations for jki j  . We are therefore going to need, from
the very start, at least some partial ontinuation (namely, with respe t to the  variable)
of the symbols. Se tion 3.1 outlines one pra ti al form of su h a partial ontinuation,
drawing on what we may have learned in se t. 1.3, whi h an be ast in the suggestive
form of generalized Feynman rules, obje ts of zeroth order (p = 0) in the "perturbative
dire tion" but providing a systemati ontinuation-through-resummation in the "nonperturbative dire tion". Se tion 3.2 sket hes the spe ial self- onsisten y me hanism by
whi h the generalized Feynman rules an establish themselves in the hierar hi al vertex
equations, and mentions some nontrivial onsequen es of the fa t that this me hanism
is tied to the renormalizable loop divergen es of those equations. Se tion 3.3 is a brief
outlook on some of the features of the oupling-resurgent iterative solution that an then
in prin iple be generated from the generalized Feynman rules { an outlook ertain to be
in omplete, as many other su h features probably remain to be explored. My goal here
will have been attained if you ome away from this with a realization that the two-step
nature of this re onstru tion pro ess is not due to the short omings of the physi ists
heuristi pat hwork, but is rmly rooted in the mathemati al nature of resurgent fun tions.
Despite their title, these talks are not le tures on mathemati s. Although we are
going to quote a few mathemati al theorems without proofs and indulge in a ertain
amount of name-dropping, we will mostly pro eed, as physi ists do more often than not,
by plausibility, formal al ulation, and simple examples. The reason is la k of expertise,
ertainly not la k of enthusiasm, on the part of your speaker. I do feel obliged, however, to draw your attention to the fa t that there already exists a substantial body of
mathemati al resear h on the fas inating obje ts alled resurgent fun tions. (I learned
7

what little I hope to have understood from sele ted hapters of the books [CNP93℄ and
[STS96℄.) A large part of this resear h builds on the fundamental ontribution of one
person, the Fren h mathemati ian Jean E alle, who in Les fon tions resurgentes (1981
- 85), a three-volume work totalling almost 600 pages [ECA81℄, rst singled out resurgent fun tions as a remarkable and unexplored phenomenon within lassi al omplex
analysis, studied omprehensively their stru tural aspe ts { the algebras and subalgebras, auto- and homomorphisms, dual-spa e and ber-bundle stru tures engendered by
them { that are of premier interest to the mathemati ian, introdu ed, in the form of
the so- alled alien derivatives (derivations etrangeres) and of the asso iated alien differential equations, a whole array of powerful new tools and on epts for hara terizing
the pe uliar ontinuation behavior of resurgent fun tions around singularities of their
Borel transforms, and developed on this basis a new lassi ation of ordinary di erential
equations of truly remarkable s ope and depth, where large lasses of equations related
by quite general analyti mappings an now be hara terized by a single " omplete set of
holomorphi invariants". In these seminars, be ause of the limitations imposed by time
and by my insuÆ ient mathemati al preparation, I am going to use only a few of the
very simplest and most qualitative on epts from this beautiful edi e, but even these
few will, I am on dent, demonstrate to you one hallmark property of E alles theory:
its power to stru ture, to larify, and to provide larger perspe tive on, what previously
may have looked like heaps of isolated and poorly understood results.
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1 Superrenormalizable Theories: Summability
1.1

Semi onvergent or Asymptoti

Series

We are a ustomed to dealing with fun tions f (z ) of a omplex variable z analyti
around z = 0 and therefore having a power-series expansion in z within a ir le of
onvergen e around the origin. Semi onvergent, or asymptoti , expansions at the origin
usually arise in situations where z = 0 is not only a point of non-analyti ity of f (z ), but
is in fa t a member of a whole set of non-analyti ity points { an endpoint of a bran h ut,
say, or an a umulation point of a sequen e of poles, et . { that rea h up to the origin
from somewhere in the omplex plane, and the analyti ity situation, not only globally
but already lo ally around z = 0, is therefore "anisotropi " to begin with: the residual
domain of analyti ity, starting at z = 0, is usually on entrated along some dire tion,
or se tor of dire tions, in the z plane. In our ontext, where z is the oupling g2 or , the
positive real axis is distinguished among possible dire tions of this kind: it represents
the physi al values of the oupling, and if a eld-theory amplitude were singular or twovalued at points on this axis, the underlying QFT would quite simply be nonexistent as
a physi ally a eptable theory. We will therefore always assume that our fun tions f (z )
are analyti in at least some narrow region R along the positive real axis (mathemati al
theory, to be sure, deals with mu h more general situations). This, for example, may
simply be a strip of onstant width along the axis (Fig. 1.1 (a)), or a se tor of opening
angle with apex at the origin (Fig. 1.1 (b)), or, to mention a seemingly exoti ase
that is nevertheless of relevan e for QFT, a region bounded by ir ular ar s tangent to
the positive real axis at z = 0 (Fig. 1.1 ( )). The "se torial" analyti ity of Fig. 1.1
(b) is the standard situation postulated in pra ti ally all mathemati al treatments, and
indeed often made part of the very de nition of asymptoti series, but we should keep
in mind that physi s may for e other kinds of domains on us. However, they all have in
ommon that they do not allow for a nite ir le of analyti ity around the point z = 0.
A formal power series in z , i. e., an obje t of the form
1
X
an z n
(1.1)
n=0

with real or omplex oeÆ ients an and with nothing being said as yet about its possible
value, is alled a semi onvergent or asymptoti expansion for our fun tion f (z ) if for all
z in the analyti ity region R the error estimate

f (z )

N
X

n=0

an z n
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Examples of regions R of analyti ity
in luding the positive real axis

is valid for all nonnegative integers N , with onstants CN + 1 su h that the error bound
eventually diverges for large N everywhere in R:

CN + 1 jz jN + 1

! 1

(N

! 1) :

(1.3)

One expresses this situation by writing

f (z )



1
X
n=0

an z n ;

(1.4)

with the  sign being read as "has the asymptoti expansion". In ontrast to the ase
of a onvergent series, (1.2) does not guarantee that the error on its l.h.s. an be made
arbitrarily small at all points in R by going to suÆ iently large N . The expansion may
nevertheless by useful for obtaining estimates of f (z ) at small z in R: for jz j  1, the
exponential de rease of jz jN with N may, for the rst few N s, win over the growth of
the CN + 1 , with the divergen e (1.3) making itself felt only at larger N s, and if one
halts the expansion "in time", one may ome away with an error that is tolerable for the
purpose at hand. Su h an error pattern, illustrated in Fig. 1.2, is behind all "pragmati "
appli ations of asymptoti expansions, where one stri tly avoids asking questions about
a possible meaning or value of the series (1.1) to all orders.
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N

f (z) - Σ an z n
f (z)
1.0

0.5

min
(N)
0.1

N

0
10

5

15

Fig. 1.2 Typi al error behavior of semi onvergent expansion

This pragmati handling of asymptoti series is fa ilitated by some simple formal
properties: two formal series semi onvergent to fun tions f1 (z ) and f2 (z ) in the same
region R an be linearly ombined, with omplex oeÆ ients 1 and 2 , and multiplied
to give formal series that are semi onvergent to the orresponding linear- ombination
and produ t fun tions, 1 f1 + 2 f2 and f1  f2 , respe tively. A series (1.1) asymptoti
to f (z ) may be integrated termwise from z = 0 out to some z 2 R to give a series
asymptoti to a primitive of f ,
Zz
1 a
X
n 1 n
z :
(1.5)
f (w) d w 
n
n=1
0

On the other hand the series produ ed by termwise di erentiation,
1
X
(n + 1) an + 1 z n ;
n=0

11

(1.6)

an be trusted to be semi onvergent to the derivative fun tion f 0 (z ) in R only if one
knows in advan e that this derivative exists, is ontinuous, and does possess an asymptoti expansion.
Can a fun tion have more than one asymptoti expansion? It is easy to see that the
answer is no [WIG77℄: divide the estimate (1.2) by jz jN so that one fa tor of jz j remains
on the r. h. s., and let z ! 0 from within R or, as we will put it in view of the spe ial
nature of our regions R, "from the right". You get
N
P

f (z )

an z n

n=0
! 0 as z ! 0 + (all N ) ;
(1.7)
zN
a property often used as an alternative de nition of semi onvergen e. Spelling this out
for su essive N s one has
h

f (z )



"

a0

i

f (z ) a 0
z
f (z ) a0
z

z

a1

) a0 = f (0+) ;

=0

z ! 0+


z ! 0+

) a1 = f 0 (0+) ;

=0

#

a1

a2

z ! 0+

=0

) a2 =

f 00 (0+)
2!

(1.8)

;

et . That is, if a fun tion f (z ), analyti in a region R as spe i ed above, has an
asymptoti expansion at all, then that expansion is identi al with its Taylor series "from
the right" at z = 0:
1
an =
n!

 n 
d f

d zn

z ! 0+

(n = 0; 1; 2; ::: ) :

(1.9)

Moreover, by writing the Taylor expansion of f (z ) with remainder term at z
obtains the integral representation

f (z )

N
X
n=0

2

an z n =

4

1
N!

Z1

2 R, one

3

d t (1

t)N f (N + 1) (t z )5 z N + 1

(1.10)

0

of the error term. If the derivatives jf (N + 1) j are all bounded throughout R by N dependent onstants, then so is the bra keted integral, and the bound gives ba k the
onstants CN + 1 of (1.2). This point is important { for the bound of (1.2) to hold, it is
12

not suÆ ient to know the large-n behavior of the Taylor oeÆ ients at z = 0+ (su h
as relation (0.5)). We also need some boundedness properties of the fun tion f and its
derivatives away from zero, whi h the formal series alone does not supply.
Importantly, the statement onverse to this result is not true: a given formal series
(1.1) an be a semi onvergent expansion for more than one fun tion f (z ) analyti in
R, and in fa t to in nitely many su h fun tions. Indeed if f1 (z) and f2 (z) di er by a
fun tion g (z ) analyti in R and having all its derivatives vanishing as z ! 0+,
 n 
d g
f2 (z ) f1 (z ) = g (z ) ;
= 0 (all n) ;
(1.11)
d z n z ! 0+
then both have the same asymptoti expansion. Su h a g (z ) would vanish identi ally if
it were to be analyti in a region around z = 0, but with our mu h weaker ondition of
"anisotropi " analyti ity in a region R, it is quite possible for g (z ) to be nonzero. From
(1.2) we an immediately dedu e an alternative hara terization of su h fun tions,

jg (z)j  DN + 1 jzjN + 1

(z

2 R; all N ) ;

(1.12)

with onstants DN . That is, they "vanish faster than any power of z " as z ! 0+ in
R. Of ourse, the two fun tions f1 and f2 di ering by g have di erent onstants CN
(namely, CN(2)+ 1 = CN(1)+ 1 + DN + 1 ) in their error estimates (1.2), so these onstants are
hara teristi of the individual fun tions, not of their asymptoti expansion.
In order to pin down more pre isely this lass of fun tions whi h "fail to show up"
in an asymptoti expansion, and also to estimate the minimal error observed in Fig. 1.2,
we need to adopt more spe i hypotheses about the onstants CN in (1.2). In view
of what we said in the introdu tion about the large-p pattern (0.5) in QFT, it seems
natural to assume from now on that
(N  1) ;
(1.13)
CN(f ) = (f ) N B jAj N N !
(although as already emphasized this does not follow from (0.5) alone). Here only the
positive onstant (f ) depends on the individual fun tion f (z ), while B and A are to be
the same for all fun tions having the same asymptoti expansion (this is not essential
but simpli es al ulations). This form learly has the property (1.3). It would obtain,
for example, if in (1.10) we had the estimate

jf (N ) (z)j 

(f ) N

B jAj N

(N !)2 ;

z

2R:

(1.14)

The ase B = 0 is known as fun tions of Gevrey lass 1 in the mathemati al literature.
With this assumption, a fun tion g (z ) as in (1.11) satis es
N
(1.15)
jg (z)j  (g) N B Az N ! (N  1) :
13

We an nd the lowest among this in nite sequen e of bounds by minimizing the r. h. s.
with respe t to N at xed jz j. For this purpose, we temporarily treat N as a ontinuous
variable, writing N ! = N (N ). The ondition for (1.15) to be minimal at N = Nm
then turns out to be
z
B+1
=0;
(1.16)
ln
+ (Nm ) +
A
Nm
where (x) is the logarithmi derivative of the gamma fun tion. There is no losed-form
solution to this equation, but we are primarily interested in small-z behavior, jz j  jAj,
where we expe t Nm  1, so we may use (x) = ln x + O (x 2 ) [GRY94℄, the Stirling
expansion applied to , to write


ln Nm

z
A



+

B+1
+
Nm



The leading-order solution obviously is Nm
expansion in Az and obtain

Nm =

A
z





O N12 = 0 :
m
A
z

(B + 1) +

(1.17)

, so we an write Nm as a Laurent


O Az :

(1.18)

Plugging this into the r. h. s. of (1.15) while using for N ! on e more the Stirling formula,
we obtain the lowest bound on g (z ) in the form of a small-z expansion,

jg (z)j 



(g)

p

2  jAjB

0

jzj

B0

jAj

e jzj [1 +

O (jzj)℄ ;

(1.19)

where B 0 = B + 21 , and where the last fa tor in square bra kets is a power series in
jzj arising from the higher orre tions in both eq. (1.18) and the Stirling formula. (Of
ourse, unless the Nm of (1.18) happens to be an integer, the a tual minimum will o ur
at [Nm ℄ or [Nm ℄ + 1, but in the ase Nm  1 of primary interest here, this leads only
to a minor readjustment of the onstants in (1.19) [STS96℄). We will refer to fun tions
satisfying a bound of this type as exponentially suppressed (remember that even if B 0 >
0, the fun tion exp jjAzjj vanishes so fast as jz j ! 0 as to suppress arbitrary negative
powers). Thus if a fun tion g (z ), analyti in R, has vanishing asymptoti expansion
and in addition satis es a bound of the spe ial form (1.15), then our earlier statement
"vanishes faster than any power" an be repla ed by the more pre ise statement of
exponential suppression. It is lear that the same result (1.19), with (g) repla ed by
(f ) , also holds as a minimum-error estimate for the semi onvergent approximation of a
fun tion f (z ) having a nonvanishing semi onvergent expansion, and in addition obeying
the spe ial ondition (1.13) on its error-bounding onstants CN .
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On the other hand if g (z ) is known to be of the form

g (z ) = d(g) z

B0

e

0

A
z

[1 +

O (z)℄

0

(A > 0)

(1.20)

with real onstants A0 ; B 0 ; d(g) , then all its derivatives ontain the fa tor exp ( A0 = z )
and therefore vanish as z ! 0 from the right, no matter what B 0 and the bra keted
power series are, and so it at least has vanishing asymptoti expansion. That in addition
it also falls into the lass of eq. (1.15) an be proved generally only for the "se torial"
analyti ity situation of Fig. 1.1 (b) with opening angle < , where one may write
e

0

A
z

e

jAj
jz j

with



jAj = A0 os 21



;

(1.21)

but it may be true in individual other ases, and in any ase the weaker statement is
quite suÆ ient for our purposes.
A very interesting observation in this ontext is that the square-bra keted power
series in (1.19), arising as it does from the semi onvergent Stirling approximations for
(N ) and (N ), is itself semi onvergent, and that semi onvergent series are also admissible for the bra keted series in (1.20), without hanging our on lusion. Thus within the
lass of fun tions hara terized by (1.13), the sub lass of "es aping" fun tions that are
left undetermined by a semi onvergent series are typi ally of the form
0 of an exponentialsuppression fa tor (possibly pre eded by an arbitrary power z B that does no harm)
times another power series whi h may itself be semi onvergent. This observation is one
of the possible heuristi starting points for the more general theory dis ussed in hapter
2.
Of ourse, life would be mu h simpler if we ould get rid of the undetermined part
altogether when trying to re onstru t a fun tion from its asymptoti expansion. In su h
ases the series is referred to as summable: there is then a unique fun tion f (z ) having
this series as its small-z expansion. It is to su h a situation that we turn next.
1.2

Nevanlinna-Sokal Analyti ity and Appli ation to QFT

A suÆ ient ondition that has been widely invoked for unique re onstru tion of a
fun tion from its asymptoti expansion, in both mathemati s and physi s ontexts, is
based on a theorem found by Phragmen and Lindelof already at the end of the 19th
entury. It again refers to the "se torial" analyti ity situation of Fig. 1.1 (b), but this
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time with an opening angle larger than  (see Fig. 1.3):
Phragmen-Lindelof Theorem: A fun tion g (z ) analyti
in a se tor S of radius R and angle >  with apex at the
origin, and ful lling the ondition of exponential suppression
(1.19) throughout S , must vanish identi ally.

(1.22)
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γ

Re z

R

R

Fig:1:3

Se torial region of analyti ity of opening angle > 
in the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem

I refer you to, for example, ref. [STS96℄ for a proof of this theorem, whi h is based
on an appli ation of the maximum prin iple of omplex-fun tion theory. Note that a
nite radius R of the se tor is quite suÆ ient for this theorem; the essential point is the
large angle of the analyti ity se tor.
An immediate appli ation of this theorem is to a fun tion f (z ) analyti in su h
a se tor of wide opening and having an asymptoti expansion (1.2) there, with errorbounding onstants CN given by (1.13). We have seen in the last se tion that for su h
a fun tion the "es aping" fun tions g (z ), by whi h it di ers from all other fun tions
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having the same asymptoti expansion in the same analyti ity domain, obey the bound
(1.19). We therefore have the
Uniqueness Theorem I: If a fun tion f (z ) is analyti in
a se tor S of opening angle > , and possesses in this se tor an asymptoti expansion (1.1) with error-bounding onstants given by (1.13), then it is the only fun tion with this
asymptoti expansion in S .

(1.23)

This appli ation was made in 1912 by G. N. Watson [WAT12℄, who ombined it with
a proof that one parti ular method of re onstru ting the unique f (z ) from the series
{ the Borel-Lapla e pro ess we are going to dis uss in the next se tion { works under
the same hypothesis. His result, known as Watsons theorem, be ame the favorite
summability provider for more than half a entury, right through to the rst summability
proofs for (superrenormalizable) QFTs in the mid-1970s. It is a quirk of mathemati al
history that nobody seems to have been irritated by the fa t that the Lapla e-transform
representation established by Watson { our eq. (1.45) below { did not re over f (z ) in
its full Phragmen-Lindelof analyti ity domain of Fig. 1.3 used as input to the proof, but
only in a mu h smaller subdomain { the hat hed ir le of Fig. 1.4. Didnt this look
suspi iously as if analyti ity in that smaller domain should have been suÆ ient in the
rst pla e?
Sokal [SOK80℄ in 1979 proved pre isely this, and also redressed an injusti e of
history by pointing out that the result had in fa t been given as early as 1918 by the
Finnish mathemati ian F. Nevanlinna [NEV18℄, though in a journal perhaps not readily
a essible to many resear hers. We may state a rst segment of this result as our
Uniqueness Theorem II: If a fun tion f (z) is (i) analyti
in the ir ular region CR given by

Re

1
1
>
z
R

,

z

1
1
R < R
2
2

(R real and positive), and (ii) possesses in this region the
semi onvergent expansion (1.1) with "fa torial" error bound
(1.13), then it is the only fun tion with this asymptoti expansion in CR . In parti ular, with R ! 1, analyti ity in
the half-plane j arg z j < 2 is a suÆ ient form of (i).
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(1.24)
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Fig. 1.4 The ir ular region CR in theorem (1.24).

The se ond, more te hni al segment of the Nevanlinna-Sokal result, whi h again
on erns the Borel-Lapla e re onstru tion, will be stated and dis ussed as theorem (1.41)
below.
Our two examples of suÆ ient summability onditions, theorems (1.23) and (1.24),
reate (when appli able) a situation whi h, if you think about it, is quite remarkable:
under their hypotheses a divergent power series, initially a purely formal obje t, is nevertheless found to be asso iated with, and thus in a sense to determine, a unique analyti
fun tion, in mu h the same way as a onvergent expansion does. They are therefore
sometimes [STS96℄ referred to as quasi-analyti ity prin iples. What makes them work
is the potent mixture of analyti ity and strong error bounding they postulate for the
asso iated fun tion in suitable domains { I only need to drop the at hword of Liouvilles theorem in omplex analysis in order to remind you of how powerful that kind of
ombination an be. Yet it is prudent to remember that both theorems spell out suÆient, not ne essary, onditions for unique re onstru tion. Uniqueness may still hold in
spe ial ases not tting into their assumptions, and se tion 2.4 will indeed treat you to
an entirely nontrivial example of this.
For the physi ist interested in QFT, the most important appli ations of these theorems undoubtedly have been the summability results for the oupling dependen e of
orrelation fun tions in superrenormalizable theories, beginning in 1975 with a proof
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[EMS75℄ for the 4 theory { a neutral s alar eld with quarti self-intera tion { in
D = 2 Eu lidean dimensions, and later extended along similar lines to  (Yukawa)
theory in D = 2 and, most signi antly, to the superrenormalizable 4 theory in D = 3,
the workhorse of the modern theory of phase transitions and riti al exponents [MAG77℄.
(It is widely believed that analogous summability properties also hold for other superrenormalizable theories, and in parti ular for abelian and non-abelian gauge theories in
D = 2 and D = 3, though for some reason these do not seem to have been analyzed
with the same degree of mathemati al rigor.) These proofs involve a good deal of heavy
mathemati al te hni ality, and I annot even begin to do them justi e here, but let me
try to give you at least a super ial glan e at their main ideas. The starting point is
always the Eu lidean path-integral representation of orrelation fun tions: taking the
4 theories as an example, we have

GN (x1 ::: xN ;
where

g2 )

=

R

D  [R℄  (x1 ) :::  (xN ) e
D  [℄ e SI [℄

SI [℄

;

(1.25)

Z

g2
SI [℄ =
dD x  (x)4
(D = 2; 3) ;
(1.26)
4!
and where the Gaussian fun tional measure, D  [℄, in orporates the bilinear part of the
Eu lidean a tion. If the integrals were ordinary multi-dimensional integrals, it would be
straightforward to on lude they are analyti fun tions of g2 in at least the half-plane
j arg (g2 )j < 2 , i. e. Re (g2 ) > 0, sin e the integrands are obviously analyti and
the integrations strongly onvergent in that region. In fa t the integrations are in nitedimensional and, for the axiomati eld theorist, therefore all for an exa t de nition
of the Gaussian measures D  [℄, and sin e ultraviolet renormalization in these theories
an be dealt with at the level of one- and two-point fun tions, that de nition will also
have to a ount for renormalization. Conveniently, in the years before 1975, the measures D  [℄ for the prototype superrenormalizable theories had already been studied
exhaustively, and it had been found that the (small nite number of) renormalization
ounterterms suggested by perturbation theory were in fa t suÆ ient for su h a onstru tion. Therefore these measures were already under good enough ontrol mathemati ally
so the analyti ity argument ould be arried over without diÆ ulty.
To establish the se ond pillar of summability, the fa torial error bound of eq. (1.13)
in the analyti ity domain Re (g2 ) > 0, the su essive derivatives with respe t to g2
of expression (1.25) were analyzed with the help of the luster-expansion te hnique
of statisti al me hani s, whi h in parti ular allows division of the denominators into
numerators { the "removal of va uum bubbles" in physi s language { to be made expli it,
19

and were estimated using suitable orrelation-fun tion inequalities also established by
earlier onstru tive work. The result typi ally was an estimate of the form of eq. (1.14)
above,
n
G ( ::: ; g2 )  C1 (C2 )n (n!)2
(Re g2 > 0) ;
(1.27)
 (g2 )n N
whi h when used in the remainder term (1.10) of the Taylor expansion around g2 = 0
yields the desired bound.
An in onspi uous but nevertheless ru ial pre ondition for the su ess of these
proofs is that in eq. (1.26) we did not need to distinguish between a bare oupling
g0 that appears in the intera tion Lagrangian, and a renormalized oupling g that serves
as the perturbative expansion parameter. Indeed as remarked above, in the superrenormalizable theories the two di er at most by a nite res aling, so one may expand dire tly
in the g2 of eq. (1.26) without loss of generality, sin e a nite res aling merely hanges
the meaning of the onstant jAj in eq. (1.13). In the stri tly renormalizable theories this
simple onne tion is lost: between the Lagrangian g0 and the expansion parameter of the
perturbation series, there is now the abyss of an ultraviolet-divergent renormalization
(0.6), whi h an no more be absorbed into a rigorous onstru tion of a Gaussian measure
D  [℄. That this simpli ity is lost is presumably the main reason for the ontinuing
la k, after more than 25 years, of omparable results for realisti theories.
The superrenormalizable QFTs are as lose as one an ome to a perturbation
theorists paradise: in these theories the perturbation series, while divergent, nevertheless " ontains the whole truth" in that it has asso iated with it unique orrelation
fun tions without es aping remainders. Conversely, in su h theories there is in prin iple
nothing that annot be represented by, and re overed from, a semi onvergent expansion
in the oupling. The term "nonperturbative" in these models an at best have a rather
restri ted meaning: it an refer only to what in the introdu tion we dubbed weakly
nonperturbative phenomena, whose al ulation requires some all-orders resummation of
their perturbation series. This makes both for the spe ial harm of these theories and
for their limited usefulness when trying to learn something for the realisti , marginallly
renormalizable ases.
Before moving on to the te hni alities of the most widely used re onstru tion pro edure, it may be useful to emphasize that on e you have veri ed some suÆ ient ondition
for uniqueness of f (z ), it is in prin iple a se ondary matter what method you use to
get hold of that fun tion. You may simply guess it if you are lever. Among more
systemati methods, the hoi e depends largely on the pattern of divergen e in your
given series, but even for the fa torially divergent series of type (0.5) one usually fa es in
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perturbative QFT, the Borel-Lapla e pro edure dis ussed below has no monopoly. To
mention just one alternative, many fun tions having asymptoti expansions with this
divergen e pattern an be re onstru ted by the method of Pade approximants [BAK70℄:
one approximates f (z ) by a rational fun tion with numerator and denominator degrees
and N respe tively,

f (z )

2
M
 fM; N (z) = b10 ++ b1 zz ++ b2 zz2 ++ :::::: bM zzN ;
1
2
N

(1.28)

and adjusts the M + N + 1 oeÆ ients of this fun tion so as to make its rst M +
N + 1 Taylor oeÆ ients at z = 0 agree with the oeÆ ients a0 ::: aM + N of the given
divergent series (1.1). Of ourse, this method is easiest to apply if you have some advan e
information about the large-z behaviour of f (z ) to guide you in the hoi e of the relative
degree M N . For example, if f (z ) is known to t into the general form
Z1
 (x)
f (z ) = d x
;
 (x)  0 ;
(1.29)
z+x
0

i. e. to admit a spe tral representation with a ut on the negative real z axis (so that in
fa t we have the luxury of Phragmen-Lindelof analyti ity in a "se tor" with R = 1 and
angle just in nitesimally smaller than 2 ), and if the oeÆ ients in its formal small-z
expansion
Z1
 (x)
n
n = 0; 1; 2; :::
(1.30)
dx n+1 ;
an = ( )
x
0

while forming a fa torially divergent sequen e, are individually nite, then the "diagonal"

Pade approximants with N = M , f(N; N ) (z ), are known [BAK70℄ to onverge to f
uniformly on ompa t domains in the ut plane. (If (1.30) exists also for n = 1, so that
f (z ) ! a 1 = z for jz j ! 1 outside the ut, then the N = M + 1 approximants,
of ourse, will onverge better). Su h fun tions are known as Stieltjes fun tions, and
their Pade re onstru tion has been used su essfully to sum perturbation series in the
4 theory at D = 1 (the theory of the anharmoni os illator) [LOE69℄. However, even
in the absen e of su h detailed information, the method is often applied heuristi ally
be ause of its simpli ity, generality, and relative robustness. It does have its drawba ks
{ when applied dire tly to a fa torially divergent series, its onvergen e in low orders
M + N may be errati , and for this reason it is more frequently used as an analyti ontinuation engine within the Borel-Lapla e method, to whi h we turn in our next
se tion. However, in prin iple it an stand on its own feet.
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1.3

The Borel-Lapla e Summation Pro ess

In the ase of a summable formal power series
1
X
an z n ;
ff (z ) =

(1.31)

n=0

the most widely used method of re overing from the series the fun tion f (z ) uniquely
asso iated with it is the venerable Borel-Lapla e (BL) pro ess [BOR28℄. It requires some
mild additional restri tion on that fun tion, but it is apable of handling the "fa torial"
oeÆ ient growth

an

!

A

n

(n + B + 1)

(n

! 1) ;

(1.32)

whi h is essentially the same as that of (0.5) sin e (n + B + 1) ! (n + 1)B (n + 1)
for n ! 1 [GRY94℄. It is therefore suitable for summing the perturbative expansions
of superrenormalizable QFT.
The rst step is to map f (z ) by an invertible integral transformation
fun tion b (s) of another omplex variable s, the Borel transform of f :
1
b (s) = B [f ; s) : =
2i
where

Z+i1
 i1
 

d  es  f~ ( ) ;

B onto a
(1.33)

1
1
:
(1.34)
f~ ( ) = f


(This pe uliar-looking pres ription is adopted here to onform with the onvention used
below in eq. (1.45) for the Lapla e transform.) The notation B [f ; s) is used for a
quantity that is both a fun tional of the fun tion f and an ordinary fun tion of the
variable s. The path of integration in the  plane, Re  = , is hosen su h that all
singularities of f~ ( ) remain to the left of it.
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Fig:1:5

Re ζ

(a) Region of analyti ity under Phragmen-Lindelof onditions
and integration ontour in the Borel transform.
(b) Deformation of integration ontour into

In the situation where uniqueness of f is guaranteed by its ful lling the onditions of
theorem (1.23), the domain of analyti ity of f~ ( ) is the image of the "wide-angle-se tor"
of Fig. 1.3 under the inversion  = 1 = z , and is therefore the shaded region in Fig. 1.5
(a), while under the hypothesis of uniqueness theorem II, (1.24), it is simply the halfplane Re  > R1 , so in both ases we should hoose
1
<<
R

1:

(1.35)

From eq. (1.33), it is lear that the growth restri tion we must impose on our fun tion
f (z ) is modest: f (z ) should be su h that its asso iated f~ ( ), eq. (1.34), possesses a
Fourier transform with respe t to the imaginary part  = Im  of its argument.
The transformation an next be applied, termwise, to the series (1.31), giving a series
alled the formal Borel transform,
9
8
s(Z+i1)
>
>
1
=
<
X
1

(
n
+
1)
de 
sn ;
(1.36)
bf (s) = B [ff ; s) =
an
>
>
2

i
;
:
n=0
s( i1)
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where  = s , and if the integrals in both (1.33) and (1.36) exist, this series is in turn
semi onvergent to b (s). The integration path is Re  = s  for real and positive s and
is "tilted" for omplex s, but sin e the only singularity of the integrand is now a pole at
 = 0, it an always be deformed, by bending its ends over to the left, into the ontour
of Fig. 1.5 (b). The resulting integral is Hankels integral representation [GRY94℄
of the inverse gamma fun tion,
1
2i

Z

d  e 

=

1
;
( )

at integer = n + 1. (If this looks unfamiliar to you, take
residue of the integrand at  = 0.) Therefore
1 a
X
n n
s :
bf (s) =
n
!
n=0

(1.37)
integer and work out the
(1.38)

We ould have simply de ned bf by this series, but sin e we are going to need the on ept
of Borel transform for obje ts more general than the series (1.31), we have hosen to
derive it here from the more general integral transform (1.33).
Thus we have manufa tured a series with mu h faster-de reasing oeÆ ients than
(1.31), and if the an oeÆ ients grow no faster than (1.32) at large n, then bf is a tually something mu h better than a mere asymptoti expansion of b (s), namely a truly
onvergent expansion: it is given by the generalized geometri series
1 (n + 1 + B )  s n

X
s  (B + 1)
= (B + 1) 1
;
(1.39)
(n + 1)
A
A
n=0
plus a faster- onvergent remainder series having a least the same onvergen e radius,
and is therefore onvergent in the ir le

jsj < jAj ;

(1.40)

where it de nes b (s) onstru tively. This is not yet all of b (s); we shall need to perform
an analyti - ontinuation pro ess A to ontinue b from the ir le (1.40) into as mu h as
possible of the s plane, and in parti ular along the real positive s axis if we are to re over
the original f (z ) uniquely at the real positive values of z in whi h we are primarily
interested. It is no surprise that the onditions of theorem (1.24) also guarantee that
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this an be done { a statement known as the [SOK80℄
Nevanlinna-Sokal theorem: If f (z ) ful lls the onditions

of theorem (1.24), then its Borel transform b (s) is analyti
be yond the ir le (1.40) in the striplike region js lR+ j <
jAj on both sides of the real s axis lR+, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.6. Moreover,
b (s) is exponentially bounded there by
 
j
s
j
onst. exp R , and f (z ) is uniquely given by the Lapla e
integral (1.45) below for all z in its region of analyti ity Re
1
1
z > R.

(1.41)

We an see from (1.39) that (at least for B > 1) the sum of the bf series is singular
at s = +jAj for A > 0, and at s = jAj for A < 0. Thus under the onditions of
the Nevanlinna-Sokal theorem, the A in (1.32) an only be negative: the large-n terms
of (1.31) must have alternating signs. We emphasize that (1.41) again gives suÆ ient
onditions; the desirable behavior of b (s) on the positive s axis may still obtain in other
ases with suitable modi ed hypotheses.
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Fig. 1.6

Re s

Region of analyti ity in the s plane of the Borel
transform b (s) in the Nevanlinna-Sokal theorem

With su h behavior of b (s) se ured, we an nally re onstru t from it the fun tion
f (z ) in its region of analyti ity by inverting the transformation B of (1.33): the inversion
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theorem in the theory of Lapla e transforms [GRY94℄ states that
Z1
f~ ( ) = d s e  s b (s) :

(1.42)

0

[If you feel you need proof of this, write eq. (1.33), with  parameterized as  + i , in
the form of a Fourier transform,
+1
Z
1

s
d  ei s  f~ ( + i ) ;
(1.43)
e b (s) =
2
1
and evaluate the Fourier transform of the produ t
 (s) [e

 s b (s)℄

;

(1.44)

by the Fourier onvolution theorem plus ontour losing, using [i (! i ")℄ 1 as the
Fourier transform of the unit-step fun tion  (s)℄. Therefore we re over our fun tion
f (z ) through what for our purposes we shall all the Lapla e transform,
Z1
s
1
d s e z b (s) ;
(1.45)
f (z ) = L [b; z ) : =
z
0

for values of z su h that the integral onverges. Under the onditions of the NevanlinnaSokal theorem (1.41) above, this is obviously the ase for Re 1z > R1 , i. e. in the entire
original region of analyti ity of f . Under the stronger Phragmen-Lindelof or Watson
onditions, that region does not be ome any larger, but b (s) then has in addition a
"se torial" region of analyti ity in the s plane, with opening
, that may be useful
for some purposes. For example, the integration path in the variable t = zs , namely, the
ray
1
t =  (0 ::::: 1) ;
(1.46)
z
an in this ase be rotated ba k to the real axis without hanging the value of the integral
provided jarg z j < 21 (
), and (1.45) is then equivalent to
Z1
f (z ) = d t e t b (t z ) ;
(1.47)
0

whi h otherwise an be justi ed only for real, positive z . This form lends itself more
readily to generalization to more than one variable [STS96℄, and in identally is best
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suited to performing the nal he k on our re onstru tion pro edure: from (1.47), the
Taylor oeÆ ients of f from the right follow by di erentiations under the integral sign
and use of (1.38),






Z1
Z1
1 dn f
an
d n
1
t
b (s)
=
d t e t tn ;
(1.48)
= dt e
t
n! d z n z!0+
n! d s
n
!
s=0
0
0
and sin e

Z1

d t e t t = ( + 1) ;

(1.49)

0

this be omes equal to an , so (1.45) indeed gives the fun tion f (z ) that has the series
(1.31) as its asymptoti expansion.
A remark on onventions: our de nition of the Lapla e transform, eq. (1.45), is
adapted to the study of semi onvergent expansions at small z , and has been hosen so
as to agree with the onvention used in the majority of the eld-theory textbooks that
dis uss the subje t [WEI96℄ [ZNJ89℄ [ITZ80℄. It is also the onvention used by Watson
[WAT12℄ and by Sokal [SOK80℄. Most of the mathemati al literature on resurgent
analysis (su h as referen es [ECA81℄, [CNP93℄, and parts of [STS96℄) studies expansions
at a large argument  and therefore needs to be translated to our ontext through z = 1 ;
moreover it uses a di erent de nition, namely eq. (1.42), for the Lapla e transform. This
makes for simpler appearan e of a number of formulas (for example, the onvolution
theorem, line 10 in Table 1 below, gets rid of the extra z fa tor on its l. h. s.) but on the
other hand requires the separate introdu tion of a unit element, the delta distribution
Æ (s), for the algebra of formal Borel transforms bf (s), sin e (1.42) fails to map b  1
onto f~  1. To further ompli ate matters, a re ent QFT textbook [SIE99℄ also uses this
"mathemati al" de nition of the Lapla e transform, while referen e [STS96℄ o asionally
swit hes between small-argument and large-argument onsiderations. So be prepared to
spend some time limbing around between the various onventions.
To summarize, the BL re onstru tion pro eeds in three steps:
(1) " Borelize" the given asymptoti series:

ff (z ) (eq:(1:31))

B! bf (s) (eq:(1:38)) :

(1.50)

(2) Continue bf to b analyti ally along the positive real s axis:

bf (s)

A! b (s) :
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(1.51)

(3) Obtain f (z ) from b (s) through Lapla e transform:

b (s)

L! f (z) :

(1.52)

The importan e of the se ond step, the analyti ontinuation A, an hardly be overemphasized: without it we would make no progress at all. Indeed if we forget that step and
simply plug expansion (1.38) into the integral of (1.47) { i. e. if we use (1.38) beyond
its radius of onvergen e { then obviously we do nothing but repeat the al ulation of
eqs. (1.48) and (1.49), and are led ba k to our original semi onvergent series (1.31)
without having ome any loser to re overing the "true" fun tion f (z ). (A tually, one
standard way in whi h semi onvergen e arises is as a punishment for your having used
a series in an integration outside its ir le of onvergen e.) Needless to say the simplest
method of ontinuing (1.38) analyti ally, namely to sum the series in losed form as we
did in (1.39), is hardly ever appli able in realisti ases, where the an oeÆ ients result
from ompli ated perturbative al ulations, and often are only available numeri ally for
a limited number of orders n. The pra ti al methods that have been used { parti ularly
in studies of riti al phenomena based on the superrenormalizable 4 theory in D = 3
{ are surveyed in hapter 37 of [ZNJ89℄. Here I would like to mention just one method
whi h, while no more the most re ned one for the spe i purpose of al ulating universal
quantities in phase-transition theory, is still widely used in statisti al me hani s be ause
of its simpli ity and exibility. This is again the method of Pade approximants, whose
dire t appli ation to the original asymptoti series (1.31) we already mentioned in se t.
1.1, but whi h is usually applied more pro tably to the better- onverging "borelized"
series (1.38), where its onvergen e in the lower orders as a rule is less errati . Thus one
approximates
P (s)
(1.53)
b (s)  b(K; L) (s) = K
QL (s)
with polynomials Pk and QL of orders K and L respe tively, and with QL (0) normalized
to 1 without loss of generality. The K + L + 1 oeÆ ients of this fra tion are then
determined either by mat hing the oeÆ ients of s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; ::: sK + L in its expansion
around s = 0 to those of bf (s) (Pade-I method), or by mat hing the entire fra tion at
K + L + 1 points si within the ir le of onvergen e of bf to the numeri ally summed
bf (Pade-II method). The L roots sl of the denominator polynomial,

QL (s) =

L
Y
l=1

(s

sl ) ;

(1.54)

then approximate the singularities of b (s) { it is an advantage of the method over,
e. g., onformal-mapping methods that one does not have to know the positions of these
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singularities in advan e. Nor, in prin iple, does one need to know mu h about the largejsj behavior of b (s), provided one is willing to work through the entire "Pade table", i. e.
the entire set of possible (K; L) pairs at given K + L + 1. If the true b (s) bears some
resemblan e to (1.39) at large s, then the approximants with K < L will onverge best,
and one may write a partial-fra tion de omposition,

b(K; L) (s) =

L
X
l=1

s

rl

sl

;

rl =

PK (sl )
Q0L (sl )

(1.55)

whi h allows the Lapla e transform (1.45) to be arried out analyti ally a ording to
line 11 of table 1 below:
L
s 
sl
1X
(1.56)
rl e z Ei l :
f (z )  f(K; L) =
z l=0
z

If f is Borel summable and ff has real oeÆ ients, the sl must all be o the positive
real s axis, and thus ome either at negative real s or in omplex- onjugate pairs, so all
the Ei fun tions in (1.56) are unambiguous.
For the last step (1.52) of the re onstru tion s heme, it is often onvenient to have
a little toolkit of basi BL transforms available, so Table 1 o ers su h a list. All entries
in this table are straightforward to verify by elementary al ulation. (Many lines arry
some lauses or restri tions that are usually obvious and not mentioned expli itly.) The
rst line, for  = n an integer, repeats what we have already used to derive (1.38), but
it also shows that it is just as easy to "Borelize" more general formal series with some
noninteger power in front:
!
"
1
1
X
X
an
an z n ; s = s
B z 
sn
( > 1) :
(1.57)
(
n
+
+
1)
n=0
n=0

The fourth line is interesting be ause it states that B and L ommute with the in nitesimal generator of dilatations, so that f ( z ) and b ( s) form a transform pair if f (z )
and b (s) do. The tenth line expresses the well-known onvolution theorem of Lapla etransform theory, with the onvolution b1  b2 of two fun tions being de ned by the r.
h. s.
Lines 11 and 12 feature a simple higher trans endental fun tion studied already by
Euler in the 18th entury, the exponential-integral fun tion Ei (z ) de ned [GRY94℄ by
the integral
Zz
eu
(z 6= 0) :
(1.58)
du
Ei (z ) =
u
1
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Table 1: Some Borel-Lapla e transform pairs

L [b; z)

f (z ) =

4.
5.
6.

1
z

7.

12.
13.

Zz

0

1

1

!z

z

f

1

z

di
b (s)
ds
d b (s)
s
ds
 d
d
b (s )
s
ds ds
s  b (s)
1
s

s0
z

d t b (t)

0

e! s b (s)

!z
(b1

 b 2 ) (s ) =

Zs

0

s 
0

1
e Ei
z
z
1  s0 
Ei
z
z

e

Zs

d b (s)
ds



z  f1 (z )  f2 (z )
s0
z

0

f (0)



d t b (t )

Æ (s) +

d w f (w )

f (z )

8.

11.

h

1
 f (z )
z
d f (z )
z
dz
d f (z )
dz
d
z [z f (z )℄
dz

3.

10.

Zs

z  f (z )

2.

9.

1
s
( + 1)

z  ( > 1)

1.

B [f ; s)

b (s) =

s

d t b1 (t) b2 (s
1

1
 (s
s

f (z )

 (s
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s0
s0 )

s0 ) b (s

s0 )

t)

The equivalent spe tral representation (w = z u)
Z1
e w
z
dw
Ei (z ) = e
z w

(1.59)

0

shows that the fun tion is analyti in the z plane ex ept for a ut along the positive real
axis, where its dis ontinuity is

Ei (x + i 0)

Ei (x

i 0) = 2  i  (x)

(x real) :

(1.60)

The ut is thus logarithmi , as shown expli itly by the alternative representation

Ei (z ) =

E

+ ln ( z ) +

Zz

0

du

eu

u

1

;

(1.61)

in whi h the integral is an entire fun tion. Formal expansion of the denominator in
(1.59) and integration beyond the onvergen e ir le results in the divergent series
1
1
ez X
p! p ;
(1.62)
Ei (z ) =
z p=0 z
so that

a
e
z

a
z

Ei

a

z

=

1
X
p=0

(a p p!) z p

(1.63)

is a simple example of a fa torially divergent series of type (0.5); line 11 of Table 1 just
des ribes the BL re onstru tion from this series. Line 12, on the other hand, follows
from the appli ation of line 3 to the Lapla e-transform representation
Z1
 a
 s i
s h
1
Ei
=
;
(1.64)
d s e z  (s a) ln
z
z
a
0

where a is real and positive. This representation embodies the modern-day signi an e
of the Ei fun tion as the simplest among a family of elementary building blo ks for
resurgent fun tions, the so- alled resurgen e monomials [ECA81℄.
The last two lines of Table 1 a tually go beyond the framework we dis ussed so far: by
onsidering Borel-transform fun tions with jumps, they remind us of the fa t that for
the Lapla e integral (1.45) to be well-de ned, it is quite suÆ ient that b (s) should only
be pie ewise ontinuous on the real s axis, rather than fully analyti in a region along
it. In this they point ahead to hapter 2, where we will exploit this greater generality.
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As a matter of etiquette, we must a knowledge that the three-step s heme of (1.50)
to (1.52) should a tually be pre eded by a zeroth step:
(0) Che k onditions for summability, i. e., uniqueness of f (z ) :

(1.65)

But you know that real life isnt like that { outside the ar adian realm of the
superrenormalizable theories, physi ists hardly ever have enough information to do su h
a he k. So as a rule they will pro eed heuristi ally, apply the BL ma hinery to the
limited information they have, and expe t to be punished by some singularities on the
real Borel axis should they have ommitted some invisible o ense. If you feel bad about
this state of things, you may nd sola e in the words of the great Poin are, who learly
had a heart for the poor physi ists when (on the limits of "pragmatism" in dealing with
asymptoti series) he wrote [PO893℄: "Les astronomes ne les onnaissent pas toujours
dune fa on bien pre ise, mais ils les fran hissent rarement, ... dailleurs leur instin t
les guide et, sil les trompait, le ontr^ole de lobservation les avertirait promptement de
leur erreur".
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2 Stri tly Renormalizable Theories: Resurgen e
2.1

Coupling Renormalization and Lambda S ale

When passing from the superrenormalizable theories dis ussed in se t. 1.2 to a "realisti ", stri tly renormalizable theory, su h as (4 )D = 4 , (Yukawa)D = 4 , or a nonabelian
gauge theory in D = 4, we en ounter no hanges in the form of the orresponding
Lagrangians, or in the symmetries displayed by these Lagrangians. Also, the renormalizations related to the bilinear parts of the Lagrangians { eld renormalizations and, if
bare-mass terms are present, mass renormalizations { remain ultraviolet divergent, as
they were already in the superrenormalizable ases, the only hange being that they are
now divergent in all orders of perturbation theory, rather than in a few low orders only.
The only fundamentally new element in the de nition of the theory is the divergent oupling renormalization (0.6). It be omes ne essary be ause the three-point and four-point
vertex fun tions that evolve through quantum e e ts from the trilinear and quadrilinear Lagrangian intera tion terms now be ome super ially divergent, whi h amounts to
saying that the bare oupling g0 be omes dimensionless as D ! 4.
The information about this new onstitutive element, whi h will turn out to have a
strong e e t on all the orrelation fun tions of the theory, is originally ontained in the
oupling-renormalization onstant Z of (0.6), whi h perturbatively takes the form of a
Laurent expansion in the dimensional regulator " = (4 D) = 2,
1
1
Z (g2 ; ") = 1 + 1 (g2 ) + 2 (g2 ) 2 + ::: :
(2.1)
"
"
Ea h n is in turn a (semi onvergent) series in g2 starting at order (g2 )n , sin e ultraviolet
divergen e of type " n only omes from diagrams with at least n loops:
 g 2 n + 2
 g 2 n
+ n; n + 1
:::
(n  1) :
(2.2)
n (g2 ) = n; n
4
4
The set of all oeÆ ients n; k (n  1; k  n) perturbatively represents the omplete
information about the oupling renormalization. However there is a mu h more ompa t
and onvenient way of en oding the same information, suggested by renormalizationgroup (RG) analysis, namely, in terms of the RG beta fun tion,

d g ()
:
(2.3)
d
This fun tion is UV nite (the renormalized oupling g () being UV nite by de nition),
and its dependen e on the regulator is therefore mu h simpler. Sin e this is an important
(g ()) = 
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point in all that follows, let me brie y repeat how these two en odings are onne ted
[THO73℄. We an in prin iple determine (g) from Z by applying the operation  d = d 
on both sides of (0.6) and using the fa t that g 0 , a bare quantity, knows nothing about
the sliding s ale , so d g 0 = d  = 0. We nd
"g
(g; ") =
:
(2.4)

2
1 + g  g2 (ln Z )
Upon inserting expansion (2.1) this be omes
(g) = " g +

0
g3 1

g3 h 0

+
" 2

0

0
g2 (1 )2

1 1

i

+

O



1
"2



(2.5)

Here the primes denote di erentiation by g2 . Sin e (g) must be nite as " ! 0 we
on lude, rst, that all terms with powers of 1" on the r. h. s. must vanish separately.
This gives a sequen e of onditions on the n whi h generally determine n0 for n  2 in
terms of lower  s. For example, the 1" term displayed in (2.5) gives
h

0

i 0

0

2 (g2 ) = 1 (g2 ) + g2 1 (g2 ) 1 (g2 ) :

(2.6)

These relations are interesting in themselves; they may be exploited e. g. to derive a
su ession of partially resummed forms for the perturbative expansion of Z , but sin e
su h forms are more easily derived from the losed-form result of eq. (2.12) below, we do
not dwell on them here, noting only that all the n with n  2 are in prin iple determined
by the fun tion 1 (g2 ) alone, the residue of Z at " = 0. Thus (2.1) is a tually a highly
redundant form of onveying the information on oupling renormalization.
Se ond, omparison of the nite parts in eq. (2.5) now gives
(g; ") = " g + g3

d 1 (g2 )
d g2

(2.7)

and therefore a (semi onvergent) perturbative expansion


(g; ") = g " +
k



0

g 2
+
4

= (k + 1) 1; k + 1



1



g 4
+ ::: ;
4

(k = 0; 1; 2; ::: ) :

(2.8)
(2.9)

You will remember the parti ular signi an e of 0 , the leading beta-fun tion oeÆ ient
at " = 0 { the theory is asymptoti ally free, i. e. its oupling de reases like an inverse
logarithm at large s ales , if and only if 0 > 0. Also, let me re all without omment
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that the rst two oeÆ ients, 0 and 1 , are independent of the renormalization s heme
R in a large lass of s hemes that in ludes the dimensional s hemes [WEI96℄.
Having expressed, in eq. (2.7), the beta fun tion in terms of the residue at " = 0
of Z , we may now invert the pro edure and express Z in terms of the beta fun tion.
From (2.4), we have

1
(4 )2 2 ln Z =
;
(2.10)
g
 + "  ()
where we abbreviated (g = 4 )2 = , and where

 () =

1

(4 )2 10 (g2 )

=

0

1
+ 1 +

2 2

+ :::

(2.11)

ontains the information of the beta fun tion at " = 0. Integrating with respe t to g2
under the initial ondition Z (0; ") = 1 then gives the integral representation [THO73℄
(g Z
= 4  )2

(

Z (g2 ; ") = exp

0

)

d 0
:
0 + "  (0 )

(2.12)

This exa t expression shows the well-known double fa e of renormalization onstants:
when expanding the integrand "perturbatively", i. e. in powers of  with 0 = " as
a leading term, and integrating termwise, you get ba k the perturbation expansion of
(2.1) and (2.2) in whi h every term is ultraviolet divergent as " ! 0 { though with all
oeÆ ients now expressed in terms of those of (g) or 1 (g2 ), and with the relations for
the higher ns, like (2.6), therefore built in:


g 2 1
+ O (g4 ) :
(2.13)
4 "
On the other hand if you ask about the behavior as " ! 0 of the full, resummed
expression (2.12), you nd exp ( 1) = 0 ! To see exa tly how the fun tion vanishes
requires a minor detour in order to get rid of the lower-limit divergen e of the  integral
at " = 0: write
1
d
1
=
ln [ + "  ()℄ ;
(2.14)
0
 + "  () 1 + "  () d 
Z (g; ") = 1

0

where the prime is now a di erentiation with respe t to , and perform a partial integration. You get
" 
i 
Z (g; ") = h g 2
g 2
+
"

0 4
4
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( " 0

 exp "  ()1 ln+(" +0 (") ())
Z

0



(2.15)

#)

0
0
00 (0 )
ln [ + "  ( )℄
d
0
0
2
[1 + "  ( )℄
0



0 (0) ln "0
1 + " 0 (0)

 = ( 4g )2

:

The remaining integral is nite at " = 0; the exponent has terms of order " and " ln "
only in that limit; so
"
2
Z (g2 ; ") =
(2.16)
g 2 [1 + O ("; " ln ") (g ())℄
0 4

is an exa t statement. (The writing emphasizes that the additional terms still depend on
g2 () in a ompli ated way). This will not surprise latti e theorists, sin e when inserted
into (0.6) it says that in the removal-of-regulator limit of a nonperturbative al ulation,
the bare oupling should be tuned to zero a ording to


"
g 0 (") 2
= 2 " [1 + O ("; " ln ") (g2 ())℄ ;
(2.17)
4
0
and for them this is entirely familiar if they repla e " with something proportional to
their regulator a, the latti e onstant.
There is yet a third way of en oding the information on oupling renormalization,
whi h in a sense is the most physi al sin e it relates to the representation of dimensionful
observables. In the stri tly renormalizable theories the oupling be omes dimensionless
as D ! 4, and if the theory has no expli it mass terms in its Lagrangian (or, as in QCD
with only light quarks, masses that are orders of magnitude too small to explain anything
observed), then there seems to be at rst sight no dimensionful quantity available to set
the s ale for dimensionful observables. For example, a pure Yang-Mills theory an still
generate nonzero glueball masses, or nonzero s attering lengths (low-energy s attering
amplitudes) between its gauge bosons. The solution to the paradox [GNV℄ is that
the theory reates its own mass s ale "spontaneously" through quantum e e ts { and
essentially the same quantum e e ts (i. e., loops) that are responsible for the ne essity of
oupling renormalization. Sin e observable quantities are to be expressed as multiples of
powers of this s ale, it annot simply be the arbitrary sliding s ale , nor an it depend
on arbitrary gauge- xing parameters. In an otherwise massless theory, this s ale, alled
, must therefore depend on  and on g () in su h a way as to be an RG invariant, i.
e. it must be a solution of




d
+ (g (); ")
 (g; ) = 0 ;
(2.18)
  (g (); ) = 
d

g
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the simplest RG equation on eivable. Mass dimension requires  to be of the form
  E" (g ()), with the dimensionless fun tion E" (g) ful lling



1 + (g; ")
g



E" (g) = 0 ;

(2.19)

so separation of variables gives the representation
" (g (); ) =  exp

8
>
<
>
:

gZ()
g1

9
>
=

0

dg
(g0 ; ") >
;

(2.20)

with an integration onstant g1 , a trivial RG invariant. A simpler but somewhat more
formal way of seeing the existen e of  ist to write eq. (2.3) as
1
d =


1
dg
(g; ")

(2.21)

and integrate between any two values 1 ; 2 of the sliding s ale, whi h gives

1 e

(g (1 ); ")

= 2 e

(g (2 ); ")

;

(2.22)

with (g; ") denoting a primitive of 1 = (g; "); this says that the ombination (2.20) is
-independent. Thus a divergent oupling renormalization, as expressed in the RG beta
fun tion (2.7), dire tly translates into the "spontaneous" emergen e of a  s ale.
The integration onstant g1 , like the higher beta-fun tion oeÆ ients (2.9) with
k  2, depends on the renormalization s heme adopted, and in fa t is part of its
spe i ation. Changing g1 to g10 while keeping the higher k 's un hanged (a spe ial
hange of s heme) gives another s ale 0 di ering from  by a nite dimensionless
fa tor:
0
h
i
0
"
= exp (g1 )
(g1 ) :
(2.23)
"
Thus the  s ale, while an invariant within one renormalization s heme, is still di erent
for di erent s hemes, with the s for two
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s hemes di ering by a pure-number fa tor. In that sense it is not yet on the same level of
theoreti al nobility as a physi al mass, whi h must in addition be s heme-independent,
but it is a ne essary and important intermediary between the arbitrary  and the measurable masses and lengths.
From the point of view of oupling dependen e, the essential point about the  s ale
emerges in the limit " ! 0: by expanding perturbatively,


 
1
g 2
(4 )2
1
4) ;
+
O
(
g
(2.24)
=
1
(g; 0)
4
0 g3
0
where the terms O (g4 ) again ontain the s heme-dependent higher beta oeÆ ients, we
have
(4 )2  
2 0 g ()2
0



1 







 g 2
2
g i2 2 02
0 2
1
(2.25)
1
+ O (g4 )
4
4
2 03
R
where the (semi onvergent) series in urly bra kets depends on the renormalization
s heme R, and where for the lass of s hemes we use we have hosen g1 su h that,
in the notation of (2.22),

0 =  e

1
2
0



0



:
(2.26)
(4 )2
2
Thus  at D = 4 is the perfe t example on an "es aping" fun tion of the form of
(1.20), a quantity that will never show up in a perturbation expansion in g2 . In making
this identi ation, it is learly essential that 0 > 0, i. e. that the theory should be
asymptoti ally free. In asymptoti ally non-free theories the s ale 0 , rather than being
exponentially suppressed, would be exploding as g2 ! 0+, and none of the things we
are going to dis uss in the following would be appli able.
Moreover, one should not lose sight of the fa t that when talking about "behavior
2
as g ! 0+" here, we are a tually talking about a rather titious, unphysi al limit {
a limit in whi h we imagine g2 being tuned to zero while  is being kept onstant. Only
in this purely formal limit an we speak of 0 being "exponentially suppressed" { in the
physi al world there is no way of getting 0 to vanish, sin e the only parameter there
whi h we an "tune" at will is , and 0 by onstru tion just does not hange with .
(g1 ; 0) =

ln

Now eq. (2.25) would not reate an essentially new situation if the only way 0
o urred in orrelation fun tions were the trivial one: one may of ourse invert eq. (2.20)
to express g in terms of " = , obtaining at " = 0 the well-known expression ([WEI96℄)





()
1
1 ln 0
2 1 ln 0
(2.27)
=
1
+ O 2; 2
2
4
0
0 0
0 0
0
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where

0 = ln

 2


:
(2.28)
20
One may then parameterize the perturbation series in terms of the inverse of this logarithm rather than in terms of , but this will not introdu e any new information beyond
the perturbative one, and this remains true even if we go one step further and invoke
the RG s aling properties of vertex fun tions to rewrite the expansion in terms of a
oupling that "runs" with Q2 , some representative ombination of the fun tions momenta, rather than with 2 [WEI96℄. (This would be the same fun tion as (2.27) with
2 simply repla ed by Q2 .) Sin e
(Q2 )

=





1 + power series in

4

0

ln

 2 
Q

2

(2.29)

p

(as follows by ombining eqs. (2.20) at s ales  and Q2 ), this amounts to a resummation of the perturbation series that is useful for many purposes, but again reates no new
ontent beyond that series. But then if your QFT text mentions no other appli ation of
the lambda s ale than eq. (2.27), you should protest { they are hiding the best from you!
For example, an s-wave s attering amplitude in a massless theory at low enter-of-mass
p
energies s would look like

f0 (s) =

1
p
;
d0 0 + d1 s + d2 s0 + :::

(2.30)

with d0 0 the inverse s attering length, and with the dimensionless oeÆ ients di possibly having some perturbative, power-series dependen e on the oupling (2.29). Or a
bound-state pole in a four-point amplitude T of a massless theory would appear as
0

T (p ; P; p; ) =

 (p0 = 0 ; )   (p = 0 ; )
+ [regular terms℄ ;
P 2 + 20

(2.31)

(where the notation indi ates that the fa torizing residue, in ontrast to the purely nonperturbative denominator, is a mixed perturbative-nonperturbative quantitiy beginning
with at least an overall fa tor of 2 ). In other words, the truly interesting quantities
are powers and inverse powers, polynomials and inverse polynomials, series and inverse
series in 0 , and in these, unlike in (2.27), 0 appears in its full, non-analyti nastiness,
eq. (2.25). We will, for the purpose of these seminars, refer to su h quantities as strongly
nonanalyti at = 0 or strongly nonperturbative, as opposed to mere resummations of
a perturbation series, where 0 only appears in inverse logarithms.
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2.2

Operator-Produ t Expansion and Lambda

Our digression into the Operator-Produ t Expansion (OPE) will be brief and highly
sele tive, serving only the narrow purpose of reminding you of a long established way
[WIL72℄ of asymptoti ally representing the strongly nonperturbative oupling dependen e. For a systemati development of the OPE, refer to [WEI96℄; this referen e also
ontains, in the spe ial ontext of renormalons, a dis ussion equivalent to the one below.
For a terse a ount of Zimmermanns perturbative renormalization [ZIM70℄ of the OPE,
you may onsult [KUG97℄.
Again we only look at one simple example that will exhibit all features of interest
{ the Eu lidean va uum expe tation of a single produ t of two generi elementary elds
with naive mass dimension one at variable separation x,

 

1
1
D (x) = h0j'
x '
x j0i ;
(2.32)
2
2
in the ontext of an asymptoti ally free theory ( 0 > 0) without Lagrangian masses
(m = m0 = 0). (General OPE treatments would onsider orrelation fun tions with
this pair of operators inserted into an arbitrary produ t ' (y1 ) ' (y2 ) ::: ' (yn ) of elds
at xed, distin t, nonzero points yi). Loosely stated, the OPE is the postulate that the
eld produ t permits a small-x expansion of the form
 


l (n)
1 X
X
1
1
Wn; i (x) O2 n; i (0) ;
(2.33)
x '
x =
'
2
2
n=0 i=1
where the O2 n; i (z ) are the full set of lo al operators of mass dimension 2 n, elementary
or omposite, that bear the onserved quantum numbers of the eld produ t. Thus at
the ore of the OPE is a ompleteness hypothesis whi h, to my knowledge, has nowhere
been proven with full mathemati al rigor but is nevertheless highly plausible: the full
set of lo al operators at x forms a basis for the expansion of operator produ ts lustering
around x.
These operators are enumerated here a ording to their naive mass dimensions
2 n = 0; 2; 4; ::: and to a ounting label i ranging over the nite number l (n) of su h
operators with given n, the enumeration beginning at n = 0 with l (0) = 1 and the
dimensionless unit operator,
O0; 1 = 1l :
(2.34)
To make up for the in reasing mass dimensions, the -number fun tions Wn; i (x), the
"Wilson oeÆ ients", onsist of powers (x2 )n 1 times a perturbatively al ulable series
in the oupling that ontains powers of ln x2 .
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More pre isely, what is meant [WIL72℄ by (2.33) is that this expansion should hold
in the sense of "weak operator onvergen e", i. e., not with respe t to any operator norm,
but only when both sides are sandwi hed between normalizable states j 1 i and h 2 j of
the quantized- eld system. The two-point fun tion (2.32) is then the simplest sandwi h
of this kind, where j 1 i = j 2 i = j0i, the physi al va uum state. In a renormalizable
theory, the resulting matrix elements, the "va uum ondensates"

h0jO2 n; i (0)j0i

(n = 0; 1; 2; ::: ; i = 1; 2; ::: l (n)) ;

(2.35)

should nally appear in a renormalized form, referring to a de nite renormalization
s heme R and to a s ale  within that s heme, but sin e the detailed way the renormalization works in an expansion like (2.33) has some aspe ts of interest for our later dis ussion,
we will begin by onsidering a not-yet- ompletely-renormalized version, parameterized
by () but still at a positive value of the dimensional regulator " = (4 D) = 2. When
taking Fourier transforms, su h as

Wn; i (x) =

Z

d4

2" xW
~ n; i (k2 ;

1
; ) ei k  x ;
"

(2.36)

the above mentioned stru ture of the Wilson oeÆ ients is mirrored in the momentumspa e stru ture
~ n; i =
W



1
k2

n + 1

 f perturbatively al ulable series in g ;

(2.37)

with the oeÆ ients of the series ontaining, in general, both 1" ultraviolet divergen es
and the typi al logarithmi modi ations ln (k2 = 2 ). Therefore when passing to the
two-point vertex fun tion 2 = D 1 the expansion will look like
2

(k2 ;

; ") =

k2

l (n)
1 X
X
n=0 i=1

Vn; i



k2 1
; ln 2 ;
 "



h0jO2 n; ij0i
(k2 )n

;"

with perturbatively al ulable oeÆ ients,




1
X
k2 1
k2 1
Vn; i ; ln 2 ;
Vn; i; p ln 2 ;
=
()p :
 "

"
p=0

;

(2.38)

(2.39)

As for the va uum ondensates, whi h at this stage have their own ultraviolet divergen es at " ! 0, let us start by onsidering the expansion purely within the ontext
of perturbation theory. There, we have no known way of "renormalizing" omposite
operators; i. e. rede ning them so as to have nite matrix elements, other than de ning
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them as free- eld normal produ ts :O2 n; i :, but sin e those all have zero expe tation
values in the perturbative va uum, all ondensate terms with n  1 in (2.38) would
then "renormalize" to zero. Thus we on lude that the n = 0 term, involving the trivial
operator (2.34), is the perturbative portion of D 1 ,
pert (k 2 ;
2

; ") =

k2 V



01

k2 1
; ln 2 ;
 "



;

(2.40)

and, sin e the zeroth-order perturbative part is simply k2 ,

V0 1



k2 1
; ln 2 ;
 "



=1+

O( ) :

(2.41)

The situation would be di erent, of ourse, for the more general orrelation-withinsertion fun tions on whi h most dis ussions of the OPE fo us: there one en ounters
matrix elements of the free- eld normal produ t between non-va uum states, whi h in
general have nonvanishing perturbative limits. Pure va uum expe tations like (2.32),
whi h in a sense are more vulnerable to perturbative mutilation, are parti ularly suited
to our purpose be ause they ompel us to make a ru ial point: as originally envisaged
by its inventor [WIL72℄, expansion (2.38) is to be understood here in a more general,
nonperturbative sense, where va uum ondensates for 2 n  2 an be nonzero even
though the OPE by itself o ers no immediate re ipe for al ulating them in a given
renormalization s heme. This indeed is the standpoint taken in the su essful semiempiri al appli ations of the OPE through QCD sum rules [SVZ79℄, another wide and
interesting eld on whi h these seminars will be unable to enter [NAR89℄.
Even without al ulating the ondensates we may, to some extent, dis uss their
renormalization formally to see more pre isely what is "in al ulable" about them. Under
renormalization, omposite operators of the same mass dimension are known to mix
linearly:


l (n)
X
1
h0jO2 n; i (0)j0i ; " =
hO2 n; j iR;  :
(2.42)
Zi(2j n) ;
"
j =1
The renormalization matri es Z (2 n) are of the general form

Zi(2j n)



1
;
"



= Æi j +

O( ) ;

(2.43)

with all terms O ( ) ultraviolet divergent, while the renormalized ondensates hO2 n; j iR; 
are by de nition ultraviolet nite but in general dependent on  and on the the s heme
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R. The right-hand side of (2.38) be omes,
k 2 V 0; 1



; ln



k2
;
2

1
+ k2
"

8
l (n) < X
l (n)
1 X
X

n=1 j =1

:

i=1

Vn; i Zi(2j n)

9
=

hO2 n; j iR;  :
;
(k2 )n

(2.44)

For su h an expansion to remain within the realm of renormalizable QFT in the presently
a epted sense of the term, one of the minimal prerequisites is that nonlo al ultraviolet
divergen es of the form
 m  n
1
1
;
(2.45)
"
k2
whi h would require ounterterms of the same form in the Lagrangian, should be absent.
Therefore the urly-bra keted quantities in (2.44) must all be nite for at least n  2; the
Wilson oeÆ ients must be rendered nite by the omposite-operator renormalizations
separately for ea h n:
l (n)
X
i=1

Vn; i





k2 1 (2 n)
; ln 2 ;
Z
 " ij





1
= Vn;(Rj)
;
"





k2
; ln 2 ; nite as "


! 0 ; (2.46)

where, be ause of (2.43),

Vn;(Rj) = Vn; j ( = 0) +

O( ) :

(2.47)

This "internal" renormalization at ea h n  2 is indeed what happens in the purely
perturbative al ulations alluded to before, for quantities where our ondensates are
repla ed by more general matrix elements having nonzero perturbative limits. It is also
impli it (though, uriously, never dis ussed expli itly) in all ases where one- or two-loop
Wilson oeÆ ients have been al ulated under nonperturbative assumptions allowing for
nonvanishing va uum ondensates [NAR89℄ [RRY85℄ [LAV92℄. This is analogous to the
well-known result of renormalization theory that nonlo al divergen es of type
 m 

1
"

ln

k2
2

p

(2.48)

an el separately in ea h order of the perturbative expansion. Here, sin e we la k the
time to delve into expli it examples, we will simply a ept this general statement as
plausible. (In identally, one of the uses of the te hniques des ribed in hapter 3 may be
to provide a more pre ise framework for su h demonstrations.)
In the n = 1 term, the ounterterm required for an ultraviolet divergen e would
be onstant in momentum, of the form of a mass renormalization, and therefore not
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ex luded by renormalizability, but it turns out to be really ne essary only in the ase of
m 6= 0, a nonzero Lagrangian mass; for a massless theory, where this term represents a
ontribution to dynami al-mass formation not visible in the Lagrangian, the niteness
of eq. (2.46) will persist at n = 1.
On the other hand for the perturbative term with n = 0, asso iated with the trivial operator (2.34), there is no internal renormalization to bring ultraviolet niteness
{ the unit operator "doesnt volunteer" to tame its Wilson oeÆ ient, and that oefient alone { that is, the perturbative series { must therefore be supplied with the
usual "external" renormalization through a eld-renormalization fa tor Z3 . Thus the
general s heme, in the presen e of the nonperturbative OPE terms, is no more that of
multipli ation with one overall Z3 for the entire vertex fun tion, but rather
(D 1 )R;  = Z3 (D 1 )pert
" +
|

{z
nite

X

}

Vn;(Rj)

n; j | {z }
nite

hO2 n; j iR;  :
(k2 )n 1

(2.49)

I have been dwelling on this simple but important point be ause the OPE literature,
vast as it is, does not seem to state it learly, and be ause it means that in the presen e
of the nonperturbative terms, multipli ative renormalizability in the usual simple sense
is no more a property of QFT amplitudes. We will en ounter this pe uliar "two-tra k"
renormalization pattern again, in the ontext of a more dynami al approa h, in h. 3.
below.
In eq. (2.49) we have not yet separated the perturbative and strongly nonperturbative oupling dependen es ompletely. To a hieve su h a separation, we need to note
that in a massless theory, the renormalized ondensates at " = 0 must be of the form

hO2 n; j iR;  = Cn; j ( ())R (20 )Rn ;

(2.50)

sin e 0 is then the only invariant mass s ale available for this purpose. The oeÆ ients
Cn; j , power series in () and in general semi onvergent,
1
X
(q) q
;
(2.51)
Cn; j ( ) =
n; j
q=0

are what gives the va uum ondensates their residual  dependen e within the s heme
R { "residual" be ause the terms without expli it powers of ,
(0)
2 n
n; j (0 )

;

(2.52)

are RG invariants within R. It is these terms, with no perturbative power of but with
the strongly nonanalyti dependen e in 0 still present, that form the "in al ulable"
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ores of the ondensates in the ontext of the OPE. One of the exhilarating experien es
to whi h the formalism of hapter 3 will invite you is that these ores be ome al ulable
there as multiples of powers of 0 in a given (dimensional) s heme, with oeÆ ients
(0)
n; j given by a systemati sequen e of approximations, whi h in turn an be determined
self- onsistently from the equations of motion of the basi vertex fun tions.
Putting things together, and introdu ing modi ed Wilson oeÆ ients

Un(R)





l (n)
X

k2
ln 2 ; () =


j =1

Vn;(Rj)



k2
ln 2 ;




Cn; j ( )

(2.53)

that refer only to the mass dimension 2 n but no more to individual ondensates, we
then have a more transparent form of the OPE,
(

[D
+
where
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1
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(2.54)
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;




k2
1
1
k2
;
=
Z
; ;
V
(2.55)
;
ln
3
0
;
1
2
"
2
" "=0
denotes the renormalized perturbation series. Again, the terms without powers of but
with 0 kept nonzero,
U0(R) ln

(

2 1 +
(D 1 )(0)
R = k

with

Un(R) (0;

0) (20 )n

=

1
X
n=1

l (n)
X
j=1

Un(R) (0; 0)

Vn; j ( = 0)

 2 n )
0
k2

h

(0)
2 n
n; j (0 )

;
i

(2.56)

;

(2.57)

form an RG-invariant " ore" for the two-point fun tion, to whi h the Un power series
add -dependent, perturbative orre tions.
As rearranged in the form of eq. (2.54), the OPE tells us three things. First,
the genuinely nonperturbative oupling dependen e of a orrelation fun tion an be
represented by a series in integer powers of 0 , ea h power being a ompanied by its own
series of perturbation orre tions with the typi al logarithmi momentum dependen es.
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This stru ture has been on rmed in all ases where an OPE ould be studied to some
degree of expli itness in renormalizable model theories with a lambda s ale [DAV82℄
[BBK98℄, and may nowadays be regarded as well established, but it was not always so
lear in the early years when attempts to al ulate ondensates by instanton methods
seemed to indi ate the ne essity of terms with noninteger powers of  [THO79℄. Work
by G. Munster [MUN82℄ later established that these noninteger powers were really an
artefa t of the "dilute-instanton-gas" approximation used in most instanton al ulations,
and that by taking a ount of the denseness of the instanton gas one is led ba k to integer
powers of  (see tHoofts introdu tion for the 1994 reissue of his 1980 le tures, p. 457
of ref. [THO94℄).
Se ond, sin e 0 is dimensionful as opposed to the dimensionless , su h an expansion is automati ally a large-momentum expansion in powers of 20 = k2 . This automati
linkage between oupling and momentum dependen es is mu h tighter and more dire t
than in the perturbative series, where rearrangement in terms of a momentum-dependent
running oupling (Q2 ) is a useful option for physi s but not a mathemati al ne essity.
Third, we have learned that ea h of the strongly nonperturbative (n  1) terms
must establish itself in an ultraviolet- nite manner { a requirement whi h obviously
pla es nontrivial restri tions on any dynami al theory seeking to al ulate those terms.
The OPE, sin e it does not by itself produ e a pres ription to al ulate its own
va uum ondensates, remains a deep stru tural statement but does not represent a ompletely known starting point for an ab initio dynami al theory. It is nevertheless { even
apart from the su essful appli ations already mentioned { of great value for larifying
the oupling dependen e of amplitudes in the stri tly renormalizable theories with a 
s ale. To see this dependen e more expli itly, we may on e more rewrite our result (2.54)
by using the stru ture (2.25) of 0 . Introdu ing the perturbative expansions

Un(R)



k2
ln 2 ;






 2
1

 1
=

1
X
p=0

0 2
3
0

2


u~(n;Rp) ln



2 n

g 2
+ O (g4 )
4


k2 p
2

R

;

we then have for our two-point fun tion the form
(D 1 )R =

1  2 n 
X
2
k
e
k2
n=0

8

4  n <
0
0

:
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4

(2.58)

1
 n 1 X
2
0

p=0

u~(n;Rp)

p

9
=
;

;

(2.59)

a form that stands dire tly at the entran e door to the theory of resurgent fun tions.

2.3

Resurgent Symbols and Fun tions

You will remember that at the end of se t. 1.1 we made a point of the fa t that
the "es aping" fun tions of a semi onvergent expansion typi ally appear again as smallz expansions, eq. (1.20), whose power-series fa tors f1 + O (z )g in general are again
semi onvergent. This observation may be taken as a starting point for the following
heuristi onsideration.
Assume we are dealing with a fun tion f (z ) having an asymptoti expansion
1
X
a0; p z p ;
(2.60)
f (z ) 
p=0

but not suÆ ient analyti ity to be re onstru ted uniquely from it as in hapter 1. We
may take some representative f0 (z ) from the lass of fun tions having this expansion
and write
f (z ) = f0 (z ) + g0 (z ) ;
(2.61)
with g0 (z ) the "es aping" remainder. Assume further that f (z ) has bounding onstants
of the form of eq. (1.13) so the bound of eq. (1.19) holds, and that g0 (z ) a tually has
terms, as e. g. in (1.20), that exhaust the bound:
1
X
s1
g0 (z ) = e z F1 (z ) ;
F1 (z )  z B1
a 1; p z p
(Re s1 > 0) :
(2.62)
p=0

Of ourse, g0 may have other terms, of faster exponential or even super-exponential
de rease, but the series in the F1 fa tor, an obje t as formal as the original series (2.60),
has enough freedom of interpretation to a ommodate all of these. In the simplest ase,
that series will turn out to have a nite radius of onvergen e and thus to determine
uniquely an analyti fun tion F1 (z ), so that the  sign in (2.62) turns into an equals
sign within that onvergen e radius. In this ase, the ombination of eqs. (2.61) and
(2.62) is a omplete and exa t representation of our fun tion f (z ).
But a mu h more interesting ase, and the one we on entrate on in all that follows,
is for the situation of eq. (2.60) to repeat itself: assume F1 (z ) again has a small-z
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expansion that is only semi onvergent, and "es aping" terms led by an exponentially
suppressed one:

F1 (z ) = f1 (z ) + g1 (z ) ;

g 1 (z ) = e

r2
z

F2 (z )

(Re r2

 0) ;

(2.63)

where f1 is some representative of the lass of fun tions having the se ond member of
(2.62) as asymptoti expansion. Again g1 (z ) may have other terms, of faster exponential or even super-exponential de rease, but we are again free to stu these into the
"es aping" terms left undetermined by the formal series expansion
1
X
B
2
a 2; p z p :
(2.64)
F2 (z )  z
p=0

With that understanding we may then write

f (z ) = f0 (z ) + e

s1
z f1 (z )

s2
z

+e

F2 (z )

(s2 = s1 + r2 ) :

(2.65)

Imagine now that this pattern keeps repeating itself, or "resurging", so that at every
stage the es aping fun tions turn out to be led by an exponentially suppressed term.
Then upon putting onventionally

s0 = B0 = 0 ;

(2.66)

we arrive at a formal representation

f (z )
where



1
X
n=0

e

sn
z fn (z )

fn (z ) : = a representative of the lass of fun tions
1
P
having asymptoti expansion z Bn
an; p z p ;

(2.67)

(2.68)

p=0

and where

0 = Re s0 < Re s1

 Re s2  Re s3 :::

(2.69)

The representation may terminate if at some n the formal series for the fun tion Fn (z )
turns out to have a nite radius of onvergen e and determines uniquely an analyti
fun tion Fn (z ), whi h is then equal to fn (z ) without a nonanalyti remainder. (This
ase a tually o urs [STS96℄ in some of the lassi al trans endental fun tions obtained
as solutions to linear, se ond-order di erential equations.)
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However if the de omposition pro ess does not stop and new, nonzero, suppression
onstants rn (or sn = sn 1 + rn ) keep emerging inde nitely, then the representation
(2.67) remains highly formal in that it la ks proper de nition at two fronts. First,
we have said nothing as yet about the onvergen e or divergen e of the n series, nor
about its resummation in the ase of divergen e. Se ond, while it appears plausible
that by going far enough in the expansion (2.67) we will eventually a ount for all the
exponentially suppressed terms, we have ompletely lost tra k of the possible terms with
super-exponential suppression, whi h at every step we swept under the rug of the next
Fn + 1 (z ). Thus at every nite stage of the de omposition, su h as eq. (2.65), they
were still a ounted for by the simple devi e of the last term having an Fn , instead of
fn , that still had room for su h terms { just as in an ordinary semi onvergent series
all suppressed terms were still present in the exa t remainder term of the nite Taylor
expansion (1.10). We lost them the moment we dis arded this subtle di eren e and
jumped ahead to the in nite formal series (2.67) { just as in earlier times we lost all
terms with faster-than-powers suppression in jumping from (1.10) to the formal series
(1.1). The rst and se ond de ien ies are of ourse related { by arrying the analogy
one step further, we an guess that the super-exponentially vanishing terms, if any, must
be hiding behind a divergen e of the n series, and that a ounting for su h terms must
be tantamount to giving a pres ription for resumming that series.
Making bad things worse, we now forget even about our list of spe i hoi es of
representatives fn (z ) for the sums of the various semi onvergent p series, and simply
write
9
8
1
1
=
X
sn < B n X
(2.70)
an; p z p ;
e z z
f (z ) 
n=0

:

p=0

;

a representation still more formal than (2.67) in that it now ries out for answers, not
only to the above-mentioned and related two questions, but also to the question of
the meaning of ea h of the p sums. This formal double expansion is alled a general
resurgent symbol in the mathemati al literature [ECA81℄, and the su essive terms of its
n sum { ea h arrying a de nite exponential-suppression fa tor exp ( sn = z ), ex ept for
the n = 0 term { are referred to as the elementary resurgent symbols. Be ause of its
highly formal hara ter, it would at rst seem like an exoti way of making ones life
ompli ated; yet it is pre isely su h a double expansion that arises in several areas
of both mathemati s and physi s { the perturbation theory of quantum-me hani al
energy levels, the JWKB semi- lassi al expansion, the thermodynami fun tions of the
ideal Fermi gas, the perturbation expansions of elestial me hani s, or, to mention a
purely mathemati al problem that forms the subje t of vol. II of ref. [ECA81℄, the
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lassi ation of germs of analyti fun tions around the origin through a study of their
iterations. Most important for us, a glimpse at eq. (2.59) tells us that the OPE, in a
stri tly renormalizable and asymptoti ally free theory, is also of this form: in a QFT
with divergent oupling renormalization (0.6) and therefore a oupling-nonanalyti mass
s ale (2.20), the operator-produ t expansion is a resurgent-symbol formal representation
with respe t to the oupling of the orrelation fun tions. This representation in terms of
a formal double expansion is the new paradigm that repla es the formal perturbation
series (0.4) in the realm of the stri tly renormalizable theories.
You should realize that eq. (2.70) is a highly pe uliar kind of expansion: it looks as
if one and the same fun tional dependen e on a single variable z were to be expanded
in two sets of basis fun tions simultaneously. If somebody would suggest this to you in
the ontext of onvergent expansions, you would immediately protest the un ontrollable
double ounting. What makes the resurgent-symbol expansion possible is the spe i ,
and mat hing, in ompleteness in both types of "basis fun tions": the z p expansion an
never a ount for an exp ( onst. = z ), and exp ( onst. = z ), being an in nite Laurent
series with only negative powers of z , an never a ount for positive powers z p.
The possibilities of re onstru ting analyti fun tions from su h resurgent symbols
form an important part of the theory of resurgent fun tions. As a preliminary de nition
{ whi h will not satisfy the mathemati ian, but onveys enough of the agenda to be
helpful to the onsumer { we may thus formulate:
A resurgent fun tion is an analyti fun tion that an be
re onstru ted from its formal small-z expansion if the latter
is given at least "to exponential a ura y", i. e. in the form
of a resurgent symbol (2.70).

(2.71)

In dealing with su h fun tions, the physi ist must revise his or her ingrained habit of
negle ting exponentially suppressed terms in the small-z expansion "be ause they are
smaller than any power". While this may be a useful approximation numeri ally at
suÆ iently small z and under favorable ir umstan es (namely, if the leading oeÆ ients
an; 0 ; n  1, are not too large), it is ompletely irrelevant when it omes to knowing
the "true" fun tion: in re onstru ting the latter, one either keeps the exponentially
suppressed terms or gets nonsense, tertium non datur.
Our above heuristi argument emphasized the pe uliar property that gave resurgent
fun tions their name { the fa t that semi onvergent expansions with the spe ial properties of "fa torial" error bounding in N , and of the ensuing exponential error suppression
in z , "resurge" at every level of re nement of the small-z expansion. Yet it does not lead
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to the most general type of resurgent symbol. The more systemati mathemati al approa h [ECA81℄ pro eeds by rmly pla ing the problem from the outset in the framework
of the most powerful and versatile re onstru tion method, the Borel-Lapla e pro ess of
se t. 1.3. The starting point there is a reformulation of the basi Lapla e-transform
representation (1.45): one introdu es a modi ed Borel-transform fun tion B (s), alled
the major of f as opposed to the minor b (s), su h that B (s) has as its sole singularity
a bran h ut along the positive real s axis with dis ontinuity equal to the minor b (s):

B (s + i ")

B (s

For a b (s) suÆ iently de reasing as s
as a spe tral integral,

i ") =  (s) b (s) :

(2.72)

! +1, su h a fun tion may simply be onstru ted

1
B (s) =
2i

Z1

0

b (s0 )
;
ds 0
s s
0

(2.73)

whi h by virtue of the well-known distribution relation

s0

1
(s + i ")

1
(s

s0

i ")

= 2 i  Æ (s

0

s)

(2.74)

ful lls ondition (2.72). (Su h fun tions have o asionally been used in physi s work
too [DAV82℄.) If b (s0 ) does not de rease fast enough, or even in reases, so that the
simple spe tral integral fails to exist, one may use various "subtra ted" or "divided"
forms of the spe tral representation: for example, if under Nevanlinna-Sokal onditions
b (s) turns out to be unfriendly
enough to exhaust its exponential-growth restri tion
s  at s  0, one may set up a spe tral representation for the
jb (s)j  onst
:
exp
 R

0
s
fun tion exp R0  B (s) with R < R, whi h retains all analyti properties of B
sin e the exponential is an entire fun tion, and obtain


Be (s) = e

s
R0



1
2i

Z1

0

0
s
0
0 e R0 b (s )
ds 0
s s

;

(2.75)

where the integral now onverges. Of ourse, this super onvergen e devi e may also be
applied in ases where it is not stri tly ne essary; for example, when the pure-and-simple
Cau hy integral (2.73) already exists, we obviously have

Be (s) = B (s) +

1
2i

Z1

0
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ds

s s
0 e R0

s0

0

s

1

0

b (s ) ;

(2.76)

where the se ond term is an entire fun tion sin e it is now analyti both o and on
the positive s axis. This example illustrates the general truth that an in nite family
of fun tions with the pres ribed right-hand dis ontinuity (2.72) an be onstru ted,
whi h all di er from ea h other by the addition of entire fun tions. The notion of
major therefore really stands for su h a whole equivalen e lass of fun tions, known
to mathemati ians as a hyperfun tion. In a QFT ontext we are usually dealing with
minors b (s) suÆ iently de reasing as s ! +1 { the toy example of eq. (2.191) below
being typi al in that respe t { and therefore will usually be able to get along with
the " anoni al" representatives of eq. (2.73) without really using this generality of
hyperfun tions.
For an ordinary asymptoti series summable to a fun tion f (z ) by the Borel-Lapla e
pro edure, the Lapla e representation (1.45), by virtue of eq. (2.72), an now be rewritten in terms of the major B (s) as

f (z ) =

1
z

Z

ds e

s
z

B (s) ;

(2.77)

+

the integral being taken along the ontour + on both sides of the positive s axis as
shown in Fig. 2.1. In view of the analyti ity of B (s), this ontour an in turn be opened
up, as indi ated in Fig. 2.1, to turn into the ontour 0 parallel to the imaginary s axis.
Thus as an alternative to (1.45) we have an integral transform along the path 0 { that
is, in essen e a Fourier transform { of a major fun tion B (s) whose sole singularity is a
bran h point at s0 = 0.
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Im s

Γ+

Γ0

Re s

Fig. 2.1

Integration ontour + in major-based
BL transform and its deformation into

0

Γ3+
Im s

s1
s3

Γ0

Γ1+
Re s

Γ0+
s0 = 0

Γ2+

s2

Fig. 2.2

Integration ontours in BL integral for
resurgent fun tion with support points sn
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It is this alternative Lapla e integral that forms a onvenient point of departure for
the generalization to resurgent fun tions. Assume we are now given a fun tion B (s)
whi h instead of a single bran h point at s0 = 0 has a denumerable set of singularity
points sn , either bran h points or poles, in the right half plane Re s > 0, possibly in luding one at s0 = 0, and ordered as in eq. (2.69). See Fig. 2.2. We label B (s), somewhat
summarily, by this set fs0 ; s1 ; s2 ; ::: g of singularities, whi h in the mathemati al literature is referred to as the support of a resurgent fun tion or symbol (or both). Assume
that B (s) is su h that the Lapla e integral with ontour 0 ,
Z
s
1
f (z ) =
d s e z Bfs0 ; s1 ; s2 ; ::: g (s) ;
(2.78)
z
0

exists in at least some "anisotropi ", right-hand z -plane domain. This is the basi
representation of a general resurgent fun tion, provided one further ondition is ful lled:
in order to obtain a formula suitable for al ulating f (z ) at small, positive z , we must
be able to bend the ontour 0 ba k to the right as in Fig. 2.2 so as to turn it into
a union of horizontal ba k-and-forth ontours n+ ; n = 0; 1; 2; ::: ; ea h slung around
one of the singularity points sn , so that
X 1 Z
s
d s e z Bfs0 ; s1 ; s2 ; ::: g (s) :
(2.79)
f (z ) =
n z
n+

0

By using integration variables s = s
as

f (z ) =

X

n

e

sn in the individual terms, this an be written
sn
z

8
<

1

:z

Z1

0

ds e

0
s
z

0

0

9
=

bn (s )

;

(2.80)

with a set of dis ontinuity fun tions, or Borel minors, given by
0

0

bn (s ) = B (sn + s + i 0)

B (sn + s

0

i 0) ;

n = 0; 1; 2; ::: ;

(2.81)

where s0 is real and positive. The representation (2.80) is pre isely of the form en ountered in eq. (2.67) above, but with the fn (z ) fa tors now being given a more on rete
meaning through the bra keted Lapla e transforms. The nal step towards a small-z
expansion is then to perform Taylor expansions at z = 0+ { in general semi onvergent
{ of these transforms. For the more ommon types of singularities of the major B (s),
this step is straightforward: in parti ular, if B (s), lo ally around ea h of the sn, is of
the logarithmi ally singular form


1
ln (sn s) n (s sn ) + fregular at sng ;
(2.82)
2i
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with fa tors n analyti at zero argument and thus having expansions
1
X
bn; q vq
n (v) =
q=0

(2.83)

with nite onvergen e radii, then sin e
ln ( s

0

i 0)

0

0

ln ( s + i 0) = 2 i   (s )

at real s0 , the n-th Borel minor simply be omes
1
X
0
0
0
bn; q s q
bn (s ) = n (s ) =
q=0

0

(s > 0) ;

(2.84)

(2.85)

and the small-z expansion is obtained in the form of eq. (2.70) above, with all Bn s
equal to zero. A fun tion f (z ) with su h an "all-logarithmi " Borel major is alled a
"resurgent fun tion with simple singularities", and is the kind of fun tion most frequently
onsidered in the mathemati al literature on resurgen e. In the QFT ontext, where in
view of the form (2.59) of the Operator-Produ t Expansion we expe t an expansion with
non-integer Bn exponents, only a minor extension of this on ept is ne essary as long as
0 < Bn < 1: we assume B (s) to be lo ally of the form (2.82) only near s = s0 = 0,
but of the form
(s n s ) B n 1
 (s
2 i sin (Bn ) n

sn ) + fregular at sn g

(n = 1; 2; ::: )

(2.86)

near the other sn, with Bn non-integer. (The numerator term of minus unity serves no
purpose other than to make the limit Bn ! 0 exist and agree with (2.82)). Then
1
X
0
0
0
0
(0 < Bn < 1) ;
(2.87)
bn; q (s )q Bn
bn (s ) = s Bn n (s ) =
q=0

and the general form of eq. (2.70) is obtained. We see how a resurgent symbol arises
as a small-z expansion "to exponential a ura y" of a resurgent fun tion given by eq.
(2.78).
It has been essential, in deriving the resurgent symbol, that the original ontour 0
ould be deformed into the set of n+s without hanging the value of the integral. For
this it is ne essary, of ourse, that the growth (if any) of the major B (s), or at least
of its dis ontinuities (2.81), as Re s ! +1 be suÆ iently limited to allow the Lapla e
transforms of eq. (2.80) to onverge. But there is also a more subtle pre ondition, whi h
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in the presen e of an in nite set of singularities sn as allowed by our de nition is no
more trivial: we ta itly assumed that the ar s-at-in nity that are invisible in Fig. 2.2,
but ne essary to turn the union of (minus) the old 0 and the new n+ s into a losed
total ontour and thus to establish the equivalen e, an always be supplied even if the
singularities o ur at arbitrarily large distan es jsn j. In other words the set fsn g, while
possibly spreading out to in nity in the right half of the s plane, must not be allowed
to a umulate anywhere in su h a way as to ompletely obstru t, for some dire tion or
se tor of dire tions, analyti ontinuation of B (s) to in nity along paths between them.
The mathemati al literature on resurgen e alls su h fun tions endlessly ontinuable.
We are thus in a position to state the mathemati al de nition of resurgent fun tions:
A resurgent fun tion is an analyti fun tion f (z ) permitting
a Lapla e-transform representation (2.78) / (2.79) with an
endlessly ontinuable Borel major B (s).

(2.88)

It is lear that this de nition is extremely general { it pla es almost no restri tions on
the detailed nature of the singularities of the major at the points sn , or on the detailed
stru ture of the analyti fa tors n (s sn ) asso iated with them, ex ept that they
should not destroy the possibility of a Lapla e-transform representation, and that they
should remain suÆ iently isolated to permit endless ontinuation in between them. It
is no more ne essary, as our introdu tory heuristi argument seemed to suggest, that
ea h rn = sn sn 1 be identi able as the exponential-suppression onstant in the
series of the pre eding, (n 1)-th term. That argument, leading to eqs. (2.67) and
(2.70), really dealt with a spe ial ase, where one not only en ountered the same type of
singularity, namely (2.86), for all n, but also the same type of semi onvergent series Fn (z )
(namely, with fa torial error bounding), and therefore the same type of onvergen e in
the analyti fa tors n , so that in fa t the omplete lo al behavior of the major near
any sn gets revived near all the others. It is this spe ial but also espe ially interesting
ase whi h gave the entire lass of resurgent fun tions their name. In E alles words
[ECA81℄, these are fun tions "possessing a built-in me hanism that ountera ts the usual
"erosion" of lo al properties under analyti ontinuation and provides instead for their
spotwise resurgen e".
Even within this spe ial lass, you should still be prepared for all sorts of nasty little
ompli ations, when a tually trying to re onstru t a resurgent fun tion through, say, the
series (2.80) of partial Lapla e transforms. Our de nitions required the expansions (2.83)
of the analyti fa tors n (v) to have nite onvergen e radii, but this does not prevent
them from having the singularities that limit their onvergen e ir les sit mali iously
at real positive v. If these singularities are poles, then the orresponding partial Borel
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minors, obtained by analyti ontinuation of (2.87), have poles at real positive s0 , and
the asso iated Lapla e integrals in (2.80) have no unique meanings any more { they
depend on the way one evades the pole when integrating, and therefore be ome twovalued fun tions. The omplete resurgent fun tion is then, in general, multi-valued.
The mathemati al de nition (2.88), apart from the weak restri tion of endless ontinuability, allows for very general forms of the support fsn g, the set of singularities
of the Borel major, whi h via eq. (2.80) be ome the set of exponential-suppression
onstants. In many ases { parti ularly when onsidering nonlinear equations where
produ ts of a fun tion with itself or its derivatives must be dealt with { one may want to
move within sets of resurgent symbols that are losed under formal series multipli ation
(form a multipli ative algebra), and mathemati al theory therefore prefers to deal with
support sets that form additive semigroups. Of spe ial importan e among these is one
parti ular kind of support, where all sn sit equidistantly on the nonnegative real axis,
sn = n s1 ;
s1 real and > 0 ;
n = 0; 1; 2; ::: ;
(2.89)
and whi h not only plays a prominent role in resurgen e theory (in parti ular, it is ubiquitous in E alles treatment of resurgent solutions to nonlinear di erential equations)
but, as it happens, is also present in the resurgent symbols of OPE type relevant to
QFT oupling dependen e. These, as illustrated by our two-point example of eq. (2.59)
above, feature the onstants
4
>0;
n = 0; 1; 2; :::
(2.90)
sn = n s1 ; ;
s1 =
0

Bn = n B1 ;

1
2
0

B1 =

;

n = 0; 1; 2; :::

(2.91)

In this ase, the resurgent symbol (2.70) assumes the spe ial form of a double formal
power series:
1
1
 X

X
B1 e s1 n
an; p p :
(2.92)
un
f( ) 
p=0

n=0

The o urren e of an n-th power of a dimensionless " ounting parameter" u for the n
summation, where in our ase
2
(2.93)
u= 2 ;
k
is a typi al feature of su h symbols. Sin e all sn are now on the real s axis, the representation of eq. (2.79) an alternatively be written as a single Lapla e integral,
Z1
s
1
(2.94)
f( ) =
d s e b (s) ;
0
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with a ombined Borel minor given, a ording to line 13 of Table 1, by
1
X
 (s n s1 ) bn (s n s1 ) :
b (s) =
n=0

(2.95)

It is no more analyti along the positive s axis, but has nite dis ontinuities in the
support points. For the individual minors bn (s), the lass of fun tions (2.87) onsidered
up to now must be enlarged here to in lude distribution-valued terms, sin e Bn , by eq.
(2.91), be omes larger than one as n in reases so the rst line of Table 1 an no more be
32 or B = 13 for SU (3) gauge theory with 3
used. (Re all typi al values su h as B1 = 81
1
49
or 6 fermion spe ies respe tively, for whi h Bn > 1 at n  3 or n  4.) For the terms
in eq. (2.92) where p n B1 = k is a negative integer, the Borel transform is a delta
distribution Æ (s) when k = 1 and a derivative of a delta distribution, Æ(k 1) (s sn ),
when k  2:
k e sn

=

L [Æ(k

1) (s

sn); )

(k = 1; 2; 3; :::: ) :

(2.96)

This is veri ed immediately by using the de nition
Z

ds

Æ(k 1) (s) g (s)

=(

)k 1

 k 1 
d g

d sk

1

s=0

(2.97)

in the Lapla e integral (2.94). For the terms with noninteger p n B1 =
< 1,
one even needs to introdu e fra tional derivatives of delta distributions, fun tionals that
perform the minor mira le of the mapping
Z1
sn
s
1
d s e z Æ( 1) (s sn) = z e z
( non-integer) :
(2.98)
z
0

I an hear your oophs { that is quite some ma hinery to deal with an obje t as simple
as n B1 ! Indeed the ombined minor of eq. (2.95), having now not only the nite
step-fun tion jumps but also all kinds of distribution-valued terms at the support points
s = sn , be omes ompli ated in a way that appears somewhat out of proportion for
the relatively simple stru ture of the symbol (2.92). While the Borel-Lapla e framework
remains essential for the de nition and basi theory of resurgen e, it may therefore well
turn out to be a lumsy tool when it omes to the pra ti al re overy of a resurgent f (z )
from its symbol, and it may be ome legitimate, for that purpose, to look around for
simpler alternatives { we emphasized earlier that Borelization, for all its power, has no
monopoly.
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On the other hand these observations show learly that distribution-valued terms of
delta and derivative-of-delta type are natural ingredients for Borel transforms of resurgent fun tions { as indeed we might have guessed already from line 3 our Table 1. They
do not reate new problems, in the sense that they do not infringe on either the existen e or the univaluedness of the Lapla e transform. This is the main reason why
in the following we will not be on erned with the so- alled "instanton singularities"
of Borel transforms that arise in the semi lassi al treatment of QFT's with instanton
solutions. These, as dis ussed by tHooft [THO79℄, are simply integer-order derivatives
of Æ (s sn ), whi h produ e dis rete additions to the Lapla e transform by the pattern
of eq. (2.96) above.
When does a resurgent symbol (2.70), or the more spe ial double-power-series form
(2.92), determine uniquely an analyti fun tion f ( ) whose small- expansion it represents? (In this ase the symbol is again referred to as summable.) Here omes a
big disappointment: to the best of my knowledge, no suÆ ient onditions are presently
known that would ome in as handy for a realisti , asymptoti ally free QFT as the
Nevanlinna-Sokal riterion (1.24) does for the superrenormalizable theories. Su h onditions, if they were to be of pra ti al value, would as a minimum have to allow for the
spe ial analyti ity situation in the omplex plane governed by the so- alled tHooft
singularities [THO79℄, at whi h we had a glan e in Fig. 1.1 ) and whose origins we
will explain in more detail in se t. 2.4 below { singularities that pre lude even the minimalisti assumption of a small-angle "se torial" analyti ity of f ( ) that is routinely
made in the mathemati al treatments of resurgen e. The modest ontribution of se t.
2.4 will be to prove, by expli it ounterexample, that these singularities by themselves
need not sabotage unique re onstru tion. But a ompa t and onvenient positive riterion a ommodating them seems to be la king. It is lear that if all the Borel minors
obtained by analyti ontinuation of the series (2.87) have suÆ ient smoothness and
limited growth to make the partial Lapla e transforms in (2.80) well-de ned, and if the
n series in (2.80), with these transforms as weights, onverges on at least some segment
of the positive axis in luding the point = 0, then at least on that segment the resurgent fun tion f ( ) is uniquely re overable. But this set of onditions is so restri tive
as to be pra ti ally useless. For example it has been plausibly onje tured for realisti
QFT amplitudes [DAV82℄, and will be strikingly apparent again in se t. 2.4, that the
interesting ase is for all bn s individually to have positive-s poles, but for these poles
to an el in the ombined minor b (s) of eq. (2.95) so the total f ( ) is nevertheless univalued. (This s enario seems also to be known [CNP93℄ in mathemati al theory.) The
resurgent symbol is then obviously an awkward way of de omposing su h an amplitude,
but we still need to ra k our brains about it be ause physi s makes us run straight into
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su h awkward de ompositions.
In this (for the time being) unsatisfa tory situation, the best one an do perhaps
is to ask what the "es aping" parts, the parts undetermined by the resurgent symbol,
would look like if f ( ) were not to be uniquely re overable. We already noted in passing
that just as the es aping terms for an ordinary semi onvergent expansion must vanish
faster than any power as ! 0+, the es aping parts for the more omprehensive
resurgent symbol must be what resurgen e theory alls rapidly de reasing fun tions,
fun tions vanishing faster than any exponential exp ( onst: = ). To be more pre ise
we must, as earlier, adopt more spe i hypotheses: let us therefore fo us on the spe ial
ase of (2.92) relevant for QFT, and let us assume a behavior of the an; p oeÆ ients
with respe t to n su h that the n sum at xed p,
1
X
s1
an; p X n ;
where
X = u B1 e
;
(2.99)
n=0

is no worse than semi onvergent with fa torial error bounding, analogous to eq. (1.13).
We may then repeat verbatim the error-minimization argument with respe t to N of
se t. 1.1, and on lude that the sum of (2.99) is determined up to es aping terms with
the small- expansion
Kp
e X X Lp f1 + O (X )gp ;
(2.100)
with onstants Kp (> 0) and Lp (real), and with the bra keted power series in X possibly
being again semi onvergent. This formula is interesting in that it shows that { under
these more spe ial but still entirely reasonable assumptions { the super-exponential
suppression of the "rapidly de reasing" fun tions turns out to really be as fast as
exp ( exp 1= ), or in other words, faster than exp ( = k ) for any and k. For the
semi onvergent bra ket, arguing heuristi ally, we may repeat our hain of argument at
the beginning of this se tion, and on lude that the es aping terms form the nontrivial
part of a resurgent symbol in X ,
1
X
Kp; q
(2.101)
e X X Lp; q f1 + O (X )gp; q :
q=0

By resupplying the p summation omitted up to now and reordering the entire expansion
by in reasing K s (here of ourse, is another ta it assumption { that there is a smallest K ), we nd that the terms left undetermined by the symbol (2.92), if any, should
themselves be representable as a small- expansion of the form
1
X
s1
B s1
e Km ( 1 e ) ( B1 e )Lm Rm ( ) ;
(2.102)
m=0
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where Rm ( ) is some resurgent symbol in .
In the physi s ontext, larity may be helped by rewriting the symbol (2.92) as
a double expansion in powers of 0 and as in (2.54), i. e. by undoing the series
multipli ation of (2.58). Call d the mass dimension, and Q2 some typi al, Eu lidean
squared momentum of the vertex fun tion under onsideration; all other invariant
momentum arguments of may then be repla ed by their dimensionless ratios, xi , with
Q2 . The heuristi argument just given may then be summed up in the small- expansion
(we mostly omit dependen es on the uninteresting set fxi g for leaner writing):
(
 2
1
X
1
Q
2
2
2
p
d
(Q ; fxi g;  ; ) = (Q ) 2
a0; 0; p
2

p=0
2
3
 2
1
1  2 n X
X
Q
p5
0
4
a0; n; p
+
2
2
Q

p=0
n=1
  2
 2   2 n
2
1
1 X
1
X
X
Km Q2
0
Q
0 4
e
+
am; n; p
2

Q2
m=1
n=1 p=1
)

+ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:

3

p5

(2.103)

The new es aping terms are hara terized by a Gaussian de ay at large momentum, with
0 providing the de ay length. In view of their exoti oupling dependen e displayed in
eq. (2.102), they are probably outside the range of what an usefully be treated by a
Borel-Lapla e pro ess with respe t to .
We should now pause and re e t on the fa t that here, at a point where we have
hardly done more about resurgen e theory than quote a few general on epts and basi
formulas, we have already been tou hed by its great organizing power: where in the
matter of oupling dependen e we originally expe ted a horrible mess, we now see an
orderly hierar hy of small- suppressions emerging, with progressively stronger suppression at small oupling a ompanied by progressively faster de rease at large momenta.
This insight remains valuable even while we have no omplete ertainty about the presen e or absen e of the third line (and possibly fourth and further lines) in eq. (2.103).
If we nd ways of treating the dynami al e e ts leading to the se ond line of (2.103),
i. e. of onstru ting vertex fun tions whose small- expansions are resurgent symbols
rather than perturbation series, we will have made de nite progress and omitted at most
terms with a de nite, rather exoti large-momentum behavior. Moreover, we will have
gained a framework for adequately treating an impressive array of nontrivial dynami al
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problems. Take nonperturbative mass generation and dynami al symmetry breaking:
the onversion of a massless perturbative into a massive nonperturbative propagator,
des ribed s hemati ally by

k2

!

k2

+

20

+ ::: =

k2



1+

 2
0
k2

+ :::



(2.104)

involves power, not exponential, orre tions in 20 = k2 . The breaking of dilatation symmetries by renormalization involves tra e anomalies that are powers, not exponentials,
of 20 .
In my opinion, the view is even brighter, sin e everything in present knowledge favors
the assumption that for the stri tly renormalizable and asymptoti ally free theories, eq.
(2.103) is omplete after its se ond line, just as for the superrenormalizable theories it
was omplete after the rst line. (Here " omplete" refers to unique re overability from
a small- expansion.) Let me list a few arguments (there may be more) in favor of this
assumption.

 A purely qualitative but nevertheless strong argument is that the ompleteness

postulate underlying the OPE is very probably orre t. In a theory based on a
nite number of lo al elds as basi degrees of freedom, it is diÆ ult to see what
basi operators should be available for expanding produ ts near a point other than
the set of all lo al omposites at that point. Therefore the OPE, very probably,
does not miss further es aping terms as in the third line of eq. (2.103), and
represents a summable resurgent-symbol expansion.

 Although the question of onvergen e for the OPE is not settled, the n summation

at xed p in the OPE, eq. (2.99), in ontrast to the perturbative p sum at xed n,
is very probably not semi onvergent but has a nite radius of onvergen e, so that
in fa t it leaves no room for es aping terms of type (2.100). This is be ause the
growth of the oeÆ ients an; p with n is ontrolled by the growth in the number l (n)
of lo al operators with mass dimension n and va uum quantum numbers, and this
number, in ontrast to the fa torial growth of the number of Feynman diagrams
in the p dire tion, in reases only exponentially. Consider a theory with B bosoni
elds b (x) (b = 1 ::: B ) of unit mass dimension in D spa etime dimensions, and
regard a lo al operator produ t of mass dimension n as an array of n slots. Ea h
slot an be lled, either with one of the b , or (apart from the rightmost slot) by
one of the D spa etime derivatives   . (We adopt the onvention of having ea h
  a ting only on the next  eld to the right, sin e the a tion of a   on two or
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more elds gives terms like

  (a b ) = (  a ) b + a (  b )

(2.105)

and therefore nothing new). Thus the number of lo al omposites of mass dimension n is
B  (B + D)n 1 :
(2.106)
The number we alled l (n) above is distin tly lower, sin e only the operators
ontra ted to va uum quantum numbers will give nonzero va uum ondensates,
but in any ase we have the exponential estimate

l (n) < (B + D)n :

(2.107)

It is true that oin iden e of the n0 - eld fa tors, where n0  n, at the same
spa etime point x leads in momentum spa e to n0 loop integrations in a va uum
ondensate, but this in rease in the number of loops is already present in the
perturbation sum in the p dire tion, where it is known to ontribute only to the
power-and-exponential growth in eq. (0.5), not to the fa torial one (the p-loop
integrals an usually be bounded from above by a p th power of some one-loop
integral). Thus

an; p


 
! ( onst:)p nV un 1 + O n1

(n

! 1)

(2.108)

is the likely behavior. (Well, yes, as I hear some initiates among you saying, there
are still the "renormalon" type sequen es of p-bubble diagrams that we will also
meet in se t. 2.4 and that generate their own p ! growth in the p dire tion in
the manner exempli ed by eq. (2.139) below { but remember we are dealing here
with behavior at xed p. In the n dire tion, what we have diagrammati ally is
growth in the number of lines entering and leaving a single omposite vertex, at
onstant number of intera tion verti es in the remainder diagram, and this does
not generate bubble hains). Thus the series of (2.99) is likely to have the nite
onvergen e ir le (in X ) of a generalized geometri series, su h as (1.39), and the
question of es aping terms (2.100) does not arise.

 Dimensionful observables in latti e-QFT al ulations, in the removal-of-regulator
limit, s ale like a power of 0 as fun tions of the oupling, but not like
(power of 0 )





0
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+

1e

onst:1
20

+ :::



(2.109)

(I am, of ourse, simplifying a little: latti e al ulations are parametrized in terms
of a bare oupling g0 (a) at latti e spa ing a rather than a renormalized one, but
the dependen e of (0 )latti e  a on g0 is still the same as for our  =  in eq. (2.25)
on g). Indeed this behavior is routinely used by latti e theorists as an indi ator
that they are suÆ iently lose to the ontinuum limit. This is a spe ial ase of the
general statement that momentum or oupling dependen es as in the third line of
(2.103) have nowhere been en ountered in any of the nonperturbative approa hes
applied so far to QFT.
There are therefore sound reasons for believing that stri tly renormalizable
and asymptoti ally free eld theories will be about summable resurgent symbols,
just as the superrenormalizable theories are about summable perturbation series.
The methods des ribed in Chapter 3 are tuned to this ex eptation.
2.4

A Resurgent Model Amplitude

Several features of amplitudes having resurgent oupling dependen e through the
lambda s ale, su h as their pe uliar singularity stru ture with respe t to the oupling,
and the tri ky things that an happen when su h an amplitude is approa hed through
de omposition into its semi onvergent perturbation series and a nonperturbative remainder, are well illustrated by a simple model fun tion that an be analyzed ompletely in
both the and Borel planes. This model depends, other than on the oupling , on
a single s alar Eu lidean momentum variable k2 , as does a two-point fun tion in QFT,
and expli itly on the sliding s ale , but sin e it is taken to be dimensionless, it an
depend on the latter two arguments only through the dimensionless ratio k2 = 2 . It is
given by the spe tral representation
 2

q ;

 2
Z1

2
k

;
=1
(2.110)
d (q 2 ) 2
2

k + q2
0

with the de eptively simple spe tral fun tion,



 2
q

2

;



=  (q2

2 (; ))

1+


2

ln

 2
q

2

;

(2.111)

:

(2.112)

where as a ari ature of a QFT lambda s ale we adopt
2 (;

)=

1
2 e



,

() = ln
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The rst, "nonperturbative" fa tor in (2.111), whi h simply limits the spe tral integration to q2  2 , s hemati ally represents the assumption that the intermediate
states ontributing to have through nonperturbative mass generation a quired invariant masses of at least . The se ond, "perturbative" fa tor mimi ks a typi al resummation of a perturbative subseries; it displays the logarithmi q2 dependen e typi al of
perturbative amplitudes, and ontains a positive onstant  hara teristi of its (imagined) building-blo k diagram. We will always restri t  to
0 < <2;

(2.113)

sin e at  = 2 the amplitude would ease to exist, even in its renormalized form of eq.
(2.115) below, due to a divergen e of the integral at the lower limit q2 = 2 . (This is
merely a onsequen e of the fa t that in order to minimize kinemati al ompli ations,
we have avoided building orre t threshold behavior into the spe tral weight (2.111). If
we were more fussy about threshold behavior, we would in lude in the  of eq. (2.111)
an extra fa tor
p
q2 (q2 2 )
(2.114)
q2 + 2
that would preserve integrability at q2 = 2 even for  = 2, but this would also burden
us with an extra parameter, and would deprive the model of the useful generatingfun tion property mentioned after eq. (2.222) below, thus rendering the whole exer ise
mu h less transparent and instru tive).
Sin e (2.111) de reases too slowly at large q2 to make the spe tral integral onvergen e at the upper limit, we apply a ari ature of renormalization, rewriting the
amplitude as
2

 2

 2
Zk
p
d (p2 )
k
;
= (1; ) +
F
;
(2.115)
2
p2
2
2

in terms of the derivative fun tion

F

 2
k

2

;



=

k2


 (k 2 )

 2
k

2

;



=

Z1
k2

0

 2



 q 2 ;
2
d (q ) 2
;
(k + q2 )2

(2.116)

while absorbing the ultraviolet divergen e in the onstant
(1; ) = 1

Z1

0

 2



 q 2 ;
2
d (q ) 2
:
q + 2
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(2.117)

It is the nite amplitude F of eq. (2.116), rather than the original quantity of eq. (2.115)
whi h serves more or less as a pretext, that will be the main obje t of our study.
We rst take a look at the singularity stru ture in of (2.110) or (2.116) with the
spe tral weight (2.111). From the "perturbative" fa tor of the latter, the amplitude
re eives a k2 -independent singularity at



q2
ln 2
2


1+



=0;

(2.118)

while from the spe tral denominator we have a k2 -dependent singularity at

q2 + k2 = 0 ;

(2.119)

whi h when varying k2 produ es a bran h ut in the k2 plane at "Minkowskian" values
k2 = 2 ::: 1, the standard pattern in QFT two-point fun tions. Here, however,
we are after the plane: in both onditions q2 ranges from 2 to +1 so we may
parameterize
1
t = 0 ::: 1 :
(2.120)
q2 = 2 et = 2 e(t ) ;
Then sin e ln (q2 = 2 ) =
plane singularity line at

t

1, ondition (2.118) gives a "perturbative" oupling 
2

1



;
t
i. e., a bran h ut on the negative real axis at
=

=

t = 0 ::: 1 ;

1 ::: 0 :

(2.121)

(2.122)

If this were the only singularity with respe t to the oupling, we would again be in
the enviable situation of having Phragmen-Lindelof analyti ity in a se tor of in nite
radius and opening angle 2 ( Æ) with in nitesimal Æ. The physi s behind this kind of
bran h ut { whi h, in identally, is also inherent in Dysons QED argument [DYS52℄ {
is generally that the QFTs underlying an amplitude su h as (2.110) be ome unstable at
real negative and produ e omplex, two-valued Eu lidean orrelation fun tions, whose
imaginary parts are related to the de ay width of the unstable va uum state.
The spoiler of this simple pi ture is the singularity arising from (2.119), whi h upon
using (2.120) reads
1
k2
e(t ) =
(2.123)
2
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or, sin e k2 is Eu lidean and therefore positive,

t

1

ln

 2
k

2

= ln ( 1) =

 i  (2 n + 1) ;

n = 0; 1; 2; :::

(2.124)

At a given Eu lidean k2 , we therefore have a whole in nite sequen e of singularity urves
in the plane,
(t) =



t

ln



k2
2



1

 i  (2 n + 1)



t = 0 ::: 1 ;

;

n = 0; 1; 2; ::: (2.125)

By taking the real and imaginary parts of this equation and eliminating the parameter
t between the two, one nds
(Re )2 + (Im

 rn)2 = rn2 ;

i. e., the equations of two sequen es of nested ir ular ar s in the

rn =

1
1 1 1
=
; ;
; ::: ;
2 (2 n + 1) 
2  6  10 

(2.126)
plane, with radii
(2.127)

and tangent to the real axis from above and below at = 0+ (see Fig. 2.3). The k2
dependen e is in the lengths of these ar s, whi h are more or less than those of semi ir les
a ording to whether k2 is more or less than 2 . (The situation depi ted in Fig. 2.3
orresponds to the rst, that of Fig. 1.1 ( ) to the se ond ase).
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Im α

2
k -dependent

}

r1

}

r0

Re α
2

k -independent

Fig:2:3

Singularity lines of the model amplitude in the omplex plane
at Eu lidean k2 . In addition to the k2 -independent bran h line
on the real negative axis, only the rst two pairs from the
in nite sequen e of nested, k2 -dependent bran h lines are
shown.

Obviously, this "nonperturbative" kind of singularity is very general: it arises solely
from the fa t that the s ale of the spe tral integration, or of the k2 bran h ut in the
Minkowskian, is set by a threshold proportional to the strongly nonperturbative 2 . This
is why tHooft, in dis overing this pe uliar family of singularities [THO79℄, did not even
need an expli it amplitude fun tion. It is lear that this set of singularities pre ludes
not only the use of theorem (1.24) to as ertain uniqueness of re onstru tion from the
perturbative expansion, but also any form of se torial analyti ity { the "horn-shaped"
region of analyti ity de ned by the two largest ar s allows for no nite se torial opening
angle along the positive real axis. Although we have emphasized that the onditions
of theorem (1.24) are suÆ ient but not ne essary onditions, this has generally been
taken as a plausibility argument against the possibility of unique re onstru tion, and the
tHooft singularities ever sin e have hovered as a kind of vague threat over the entire
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subje t of oupling dependen e. This still should not deter us from pro eeding with
the analysis of (2.116), sin e after all at physi al , whi h are real and positive, that
amplitude is manifestly well-de ned and single-valued, and sin e we know by now that
there is more to physi s than the perturbative expansion.
To examine the perturbation series of the amplitude (2.116), it is onvenient to use


1
q2
x = ln 2
2




 (k2 )

;



k2
1
= ln 2
2




(2.128)

as integration and external variables respe tively. Then
 2

Z1
1
k
1
1
F
;
=
:
dx
2
2
2
1
+
x
osh
(
x

)
1

(2.129)

2

Look rst at the Taylor oeÆ ients of F with respe t to at = 0+: you qui kly
realize that the nonperturbative dependen e through the lower integration limit does
not ontribute here. For example,



Z1
1

F 1
1
dx
=

2
1 + x
osh2 (x ) 


1
2

1 d
2 d



1
2

 

1
2
osh (x

1



) 1 +  x

x = 21

:

(2.130)

As ! 0+, the se ond term vanishes exponentially, and so do all terms in the higher
derivatives  n F =  n ex ept those in whi h all n derivations a t only on the "perturbative" fa tor of the integrand: the lower limit in (2.129) only reates the exponentially
suppressed, and therefore "es aping", dependen e we des ribed in (1.20). Thus the
perturbation series is identi al with the formal expansion around = 0 of the integral
+1

 2
Z
1
1
1
k
dx
=
:
(2.131)
F pert 2 ;
2

2
osh (x ) 1 +  x
1
A ordingly, we would all the remainder integral

F nonp

 2
k

2

;



=

1
2

1

Z2

1

dx
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1
osh2 (x

1
) 1 +  x

(2.132)

the nonperturbative part, so that

 2
k
;
= F pert + F nonp :
(2.133)
F
2
But something weird has happened here: the pres ription to let ! 0+ in the Taylor
oeÆ ients { that is, the very de nition of perturbation theory { has for ed us to take
the lower integration limit in (2.131) to minus in nity, so that now we not only integrate
beyond the ir le of onvergen e, jxj < 1 , of the perturbative integrand { a sin for
whi h we expe t punishment in the form of a semi onvergent perturbation series {,
but inevitably also over its pole at x = 1 =  , thus reating a bran h ut and the
asso iated multi-valuedness in on the entire real axis in the F pert and the positive
axis in the F nonp portion. (On the other hand it is obvious that in F pert , tHoofts
" ir ular" -plane singularities of Fig. 2.2 have disappeared: with 2 no more setting
the s ale of the q2 integration as in (2.120), ondition (2.119) no more translates into
a singularity ondition in the -plane.) Clearly this problem is entirely spurious, sin e
in the full amplitude (2.129) at physi al positive , the integration starts only at x =
1
2 and never tou hes that pole. Thus if we want to interpret (2.131) as the sum
of perturbation theory, we will have to spe ify a pres ription of how to approa h the
spurious bran h ut, and be areful to use the same pres ription in the nonperturbative
pie e (2.132) so the two nuisan es an ultimately an el. Looking ba k at (2.128), we
see that x = 1 orresponds to having q2 = 0, rather than the "true" q2 = 2 , as the
lower limit in the spe tral integral of (2.110) or (2.116): perturbation theory has reated
for us a spurious infrared problem by for ing us to integrate over massless intermediate
states that are plainly absent in the full theory. Again it is immediately lear that this
problem is very general, and of signi an e far beyond the present simple model: the
full theory has the spontaneous  s ale in almost all of its thresholds (the only ex eption
being ele troweak amplitudes involving the massless photon), but perturbation theory,
by "losing" that s ale, gets us involved in false infrared problems that will manifest
themselves in false nonsummability.
For the moment, we may ignore this problem, sin e we are only interested in the
formal power-series expansion of (2.131),

 2
1
X
k
pert
p F (p) pert () ;
(2.134)
;
=
Ff
2
p=0
whose individual Taylor oeÆ ients are well de ned:
+1
Z
0
1
0 (x + )p
(
p
)
pert
p
F
( ) = (  )
:
dx
2
osh2 x0
1
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(2.135)

Here we used x0 = x . The evaluation is fa ilitated by the observation that F pert
possesses a s aling property of the renormalization-group type: by writing in (2.131)
1
=
1 +  (x0 + )

3

2
4

1+  5

1+

1





1+ 

 x0

;

(2.136)

one sees that apart from the square-bra keted prefa tor, F pert at general k2 looks like
the one at k2 = 2 , i. e. at  = 0, but with a k2 -dependent e e tive oupling:

F pert

 2
k

2;





=

(k2 ) =



(k2 )

1+




2

F pert (1; (k2 )) ;

(2.137)

:

(2.138)

ln



k2
2



It is therefore suÆ ient to evaluate the oeÆ ients (2.135) at  = 0. This an be done
with the help of the formula [GRY94℄


Z1
1
1
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1
 (p) (p + 1)
(p 6= 1)
(2.139)
=
dx
2p 1
2p 1
osh2 x
0

and of the symmetry properties of the integrand, giving

F (p) pert (

= 0) = [(

)p



+ 1℄ 1

1

2p



1

 (p)

  p

2

p!

(2.140)

Sine  (p) ! 1 as p ! 1, this indeed displays the fa torial-growth pattern of (0.5),
with onstants 0 = 1; B0 = 0, and A0 = 2 . Due to the symmetri range of the x
integration, "alternating" and "monotoni " ontributions are present in equal mixture
so only even-p oeÆ ients are nonzero { an oversimpli ed feature of the model. This
feature will disappear anyway when al ulating the full expansion (2.134) at k2 6= 2
from the s aling relation (2.137): by expanding the last fa tor in ea h term of
 2

1
X
k
pert
Ff
F (p) pert ( = 0) p [1 + ( )℄ (p + 1)
(2.141)
;
=
2
p=0
in powers of , and olle ting powers of , one nds the series (2.134) with

F (p) pert () = ( )p

  p

2
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2
4

p
X

q=0

3

fq(p) (2 )q 5 p! ;

(2.142)





1
1
= [1 + (
 (p q) :
(2.143)
1
p
q!
2 q 1
These oeÆ ients, for all the simpli ity of the model, again display typi al properties of
QFT perturbation series: the k2 dependen e through logarithms, whi h in this ase are
infrared singular at k2 = 0 due to the spurious infrared problem we produ ed, and the
fa t that the p - th term ontains a p - th degree polynomial in these logarithms. The
"leading-logarithms" (LL) subseries, omprising the terms with q = p, has fp(p)  p! = 1
(use  (0) = 12 ), and is therefore, as usual, a purely geometri series,
 2

1
X
k
1
pert
F(LL) 2 ;
(  )p =
=
;
(2.144)

1 + (  )
p=0

fq(p)

)p q ℄

whi h is identi al with the leading term in (the prefa tor) of relation (2.137) and,
moreover, with the omplete perturbative fa tor of our spe tral fun tion (2.111) taken
at k2 instead of q2 { in LL approximation, that fa tor seems to sail un hanged through
the folding operation of (2.131). It is lear from a look at (2.142), however, that su h an
approximation barely s rat hes the surfa e of the resummation problem: as mentioned
already in hapter 0, the summation of subseries with nite onvergen e radius usually
evades the diÆ ulty of the p! growth that resides here in the q = 0 (i. e.  = 0) terms.
For later use we note a di erent, still formal representation of F pert that follows
upon using the property


1 ( )n 1
X
1
(2.145)

(
p
)
=
1
2p 1
np
n=1
of the zeta fun tion [GRY94℄. In the ensuing, double formal series

Ffpert (1; ) =

1
X
n=1

( )n

8
1
<X
:

p=0

[( )p + 1℄ p!



2n

9
p =
;

;

(2.146)

we would be tempted to identify the inner series as the asymptoti expansion of a
ombination of E i fun tions a ording to (1.63):





1
2n
2n
2
n
2
n
1 X
pert
n
( ) 2n e  E i
e E i
(2.147)
Ff (1; ) =
 n=1


but even this partial resummation would onfront us with the ne essity of supplying a
pres ription for approa hing the spurious bran h ut, whi h at real and positive values
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of would reside in the se ond Ei fun tion of (2.147) at ea h n. (The fun tion at
k2 = 2 6= 1 would then again follow from the s aling relation (2.137), i. e. by making
the substitution
1
! 1 + 
(2.148)
and supplying the prefa tor). Exploiting a representation of type (2.146) will therefore
be mu h easier for the Borel transform.
Borel-Lapla e analysis of the F pert amplitude begins with the observation that the

right-hand side of the s aling relation (2.137) is pre isely of the form appearing in the
9th line of our Table 1 (page 30) on the left-hand side, with ! =  . Thus

bpert

 2
k

2



( ) s bpert (1;

;s = e

s)

(2.149)

is the Borel image of the s aling relation (2.137). The "Borelized" perturbation expansion at k2 = 2 = 1 has oeÆ ients (2.140) without the p! fa tor:


1 
  p 
X
1
pert
p
bf (1; s) =
[( ) + 1℄ 1
sp :
(2.150)
p 1  (p) 2
2
p=0
Its ir le of onvergen e is jsj < 2 = . Analyti ontinuation beyond the ir le is, in
this ase, possible by summing the series in losed form. One may, for example, apply
relation (2.139) in reverse after having divided it by p! :
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osh ( s x)
;
osh2 x

(2.151)

where we used the symmetry of the integrand. Use of the integral formula [GRY94℄


Z1

1 + y2
1 y2
osh (y x)
y
y
dx
= B 1+ ;1
=
(2.152)
2
2
(2)
osh2 x
0

and of a well-known property of the gamma fun tion [MOS66℄,
z
;
(1 + z ) (1 z ) =
sin ( z )
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(2.153)

gives nally

bpert (1; s) =

and, therefore,

bpert

 2
k



2; s =

 s
2

sin 2  s

 2  s
 2

(2.154)

 s
2

sin 2  s

:
(2.155)

k2
The onsequen es of our having spuriously integrated over the perturbative pole in
(2.131) are now manifestly on us: this Borel transform has poles on the real s axis
at
2
n = 1; 2; 3; ::: ;
(2.156)
s =  n;

and while those at negative s do not obstru t unique Lapla e re onstru tion (1.45) of
F pert at physi al values of , those at positive s do. The perturbative expansion of F is
not Borel summable. We already pointed out that this property has at best indire tly
to do with the presen e of tHoofts set of ir ular-ar singularities in Fig. 2.3, sin e
in F pert these are altogether absent; instead it arises from our having reated, through
the very de nition of the perturbative expansion, a spurious bran h ut in F pert on the
real positive axis { that is, from our having lost the 2 threshold that gave rise to the
tHooft ar s in the rst pla e. I am emphasizing this in order to bring more pre ision to
the vague notion that the perturbative nonsummability in, for example, QCD amplitudes
is somehow onne ted to the tHooft singularities.
It is useful for later purposes to make the poles of bpert more expli it, either by
looking up the Mittag-Leer expansion of the inverse sine in (2.155), or by using the
representation analogous to (2.146), with repla ed by s and p! omitted, and with its
inner series therefore summing to
1 
1 
+
(2.157)

s
s :
1 + 2n
1
2n
Either route leads to the representation
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It onsists of a meromorphi part,
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(2.158)

3
5

;

(2.159)

and an entire remainder fun tion. (Remember e2  = k2 = 2 ). In trying to give a
meaning to the Lapla e integral
 2



Z1
s pert k 2
k
1
pert
F
dse b
;
=
;s
(2.160)
2
2
0

we are therefore for ed [ECA81℄ to spe ify a path of integration around ea h of the
in nite sequen e of positive-s poles in the se ond term of (2.159): at ea h of these we
may deform the path of integration along the positive real s axis to run slightly above
(s ! s + i ") or slightly below (s ! s i ") the pole. We thus fa e an in nitely
multivalued fun tion of , whose bran hes may be indexed as

 2
k
pert
;
n = +1 or 1 (all n)
(2.161)
Ff1 ; 2 ; 3 ; :::g 2 ;

and are omputed by repla ing the se ond term in (2.159) by
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2



n

:

(2.162)

Among these, the two bran hes where all n s are +1 or -1 may be hara terized by a
single overall shift, s ! s + i " or s ! s i ", of the Borel variable, whi h by virtue
of (1.47) may in turn be transferred to the variable :

b ((t

 i ") )

! b (t  i "0 )

! b (t (  i "00 )) :

(2.163)

So these two bran hes meet at the bran h ut on the positive real axis of what by
de nition is the physi al sheet with respe t to of the fun tion F pert :
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(2.164)
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(2.165)

With this lari ation of bran h-point stru ture, both the perturbative amplitude
in its two main bran hes (2.164) and (2.165) and its Borel transform may now
be given in well-de ned losed forms involving known trans endental fun tions. The
fun tion [MOS66℄


1 ( )n
z
X
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G (z ) =
2
2
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and its property

G (z + 1) = G (z ) +

may be used to express
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2; s
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( ) s
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(2.167)
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2

i

 i0

;

(2.168)

where the rst term in the square bra ket ontains the ontribution from "harmless",
negative-s poles, while the se ond term brings in the undesirable poles at positive s.
Analogously, the integral representation (2.131), now given a pre ise meaning as a representation of the two main bran hes through the !  i 0 pres ription, may be
written (at k2 = 2 )
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1
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(2.169)
2
osh2 x 1 +  x 1 (  i 0)  x
0

and ompared to an integral representation of the fun tion
[MOS66℄ along its bran h line Re z = 12 ,
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 i 0) ; (2.170)





1:
(2.171)
 i 0) =  i 0 21  0 +  i
These are evidently unphysi al onstru ts, sin e an Eu lidean amplitude at real momenta
and physi al ouplings must be real and single-valued.

F pert (1;

Enough of the perturbative portion { there is more to life! We turn to the nonperturbative remainder (2.132), at rst treated formally sin e again we wish to derive only
a formal resurgent-symbol expansion. In the variable

y=
we have
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We expand
4 osh2
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and obtain F nonp in the form (2.70) of a resurgent symbol,
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(2.174)

(2.175)

with support at the points sn = n; n = 1; 2; 3; ::: ; and with the formal series resulting
from the expansion of
Z1
e n y 
n
fn ( ) = ( ) n d y
(2.176)
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as oeÆ ients. By using t = n y as an integration variable, we obtain
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(2.178)
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has the formal expansion
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(2.179)

The series fn; f therefore all exhibit the fa torial-divergen e pattern of eq. (0.5), with
onstants


2 
2
n
; B0 = 0 ; A n = n
;
(2.180)
n = ( )
2 

and, thererfore, also a pattern similar to the perturbative expansion, whose oeÆ ients
(at k2 = 2 ) were given by (2.140). For higher ns they all follow from the series f1; f
by simple dilatations, ! n . This is a spe ial, simple form of the phenomenon of
resurgen e des ribed in se t. 2.3. With a look ba k at eq. (1.59), fn may alternatively
be expressed as


(2 ) n
2 n (2  ) n
n
Ei
fn ( ) = ( )
e
:
(2.181)
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It is one of the oversimpli ed and unrealisti features of our model that at k2 6= 2 ,
the fn; f series for n  1 do not develop the perturbative logarithms, 2  = ln (k2 = 2 ),
that were present in eq. (2.142) for the perturbative series

f0; f ( ) := Ffpert

 2
k



2;

:



(2.182)

This is essentially a onsequen e of the simple fa torizing stru ture of eq. (2.111). The
only k2 dependen e in (2.175) is therefore the purely nonperturbative one of "power
orre tions" through the appearan e of n - th powers of the dimensionless parameter,

u=e

2

=

 2


k2

;

(2.183)

just as in the generi form of eq. (2.92). In view of the lambda-s ale de nition (2.112),
this gives to the omplete resurgent-symbol representation of F ,

 2
1  2 n
X
k
fn; f (; ) ;
(2.184)
=
Ff 2 ;

k2
n=0
the form of an operator-produ t expansion as in (2.54).
It is easy to nd the "Borelized" fn series,
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and their analyti ontinuations through resummation,
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(2.185)

(2.186)

Ea h has a pole on the positive real s axis, but the interesting observation is where these
poles are when we form the ombined Borel transform (1.19) of the nonperturbative part
(2.175) by using the last line of Table 1:
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(2.187)

The poles, be ause of (2.113), are at points where the step fun tions are unity, so in
order to isolate them we write
 (s

n) = 1
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(2.188)

and have
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(2.189)

What we suspe ted all along is now manifest: the se ond term, whi h sums up the
poles on the positive Borel axis, exa tly an els the orresponding se ond term in the
meromorphi part (2.159) of bpert . The full Borel transform
 2 
k
(2.190)
b 2 ; s = bpert + bnonp

is only pie ewise smooth on the positive s axis due to the rst term in (2.189), but
otherwise perfe tly well-behaved in the Lapla e integral, whi h therefore yields a wellde ned fun tion having the resurgent symbol (2.184) as its formal small- expansion.
It only remains for us to he k whether the Lapla e re onstru tion indeed gives ba k
the original fun tion (2.129). We use (2.168) and (2.189) to write
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where R olle ts the pie es with smoothed-out, positive-s poles:
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For the rst term in (2.191), use of relation (2.167) and of the integral representation
[GRY94℄
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= 2 dx
G
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osh x
0

gives, after a few lines of al ulation, the ontribution
Z1
1
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2
2
osh x 1 +  (x + )

(2.194)

0

to the Lapla e integral. Note the lower limit of zero, rather than of minus in nity as in
F pert . In the se ond, R part of (2.191), the only minor tri k you may need is to observe
that in the term oming from the step fun tions, whi h may be written as
" 1
#
Z1
X
y
1
1 
( )n 1 n e n ( + 2 )
dy
(2.195)
 y
1
2
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with integration variables y = s = n, the onvergent series in square bra kets an be
resummed in the manner of eq. (2.174) above. The rest is straightforward and the
ontribution from the R term be omes
1
2

Z0
1
2



dx
1
:
2
osh x 1 +  (x + )

(2.196)

The two ontributions together indeed reprodu e the fun tion (2.129). The BorelLapla e pro ess at physi al values of the oupling has worked perfe tly, unobstru ted
by either the tHooft set of singularities, or by the spurious poles on the positive Borel
axis introdu ed by the arti ial perturbative-plus-nonperturbative de omposition. It
has worked be ause we based it on the full resurgent symbol as the adequate asymptoti
representation of a resurgent amplitude, rather than on the inadequate perturbation
series.
The spurious right-hand poles in the perturbative Borel transform (se ond term of
eq. (2.159)) are of ourse, as some of you already noted, a not-so-unrealisti model of
the so- alled infrared renormalons, just as those on the left-hand Borel axis ( rst term
of eq. (2.159)), whi h are not spurious at all but remain a true and important feature
of the full resurgent amplitude, represent the so- alled ultraviolet renormalons [GNV℄
[WEI96℄ [ZNJ89℄. (The ompletely symmetri manner in whi h both arise here from eq.
(2.154) is presumably among the oversimpli ed features of our model.) The renormalons
{ another spe ialty on whi h we will be unable to dwell in any detail [BEN99℄ { generally
arise through one of the perturbative partial resummations with nite

+

+

+

+ .....
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Fig:2:4

Example of a family of diagrams whose summation in perturbation
theory gives rise to renormalons. The diagrams represent loop ontributions to the two-point fun tion of an elementary or omposite operator denoted by a ross.

onvergen e radius mentioned in the introdu tion: in this ase, the geometri -series
summation of hains of two-point or four-point bubble graphs inserted into a larger loop
for some two-point orrelation (of elementary or omposite elds), as illustrated in Fig.
2.4. Although in su h a diagram family there is only one hain diagram per loop order
p { namely, the one with p 2 bubbles {, their insertion into the larger loop generates
p! growth by the mathemati s expressed in formula (2.139), so that here one has a
me hanism produ ing fa torial divergen e independent of the "standard" me hanism of
growth-in-number-of-diagrams. That these infrared renormalons must get an elled, on
the level of the ombined Borel minor (2.95), by opposite ontributions from what we
would now all the higher elementary resurgent symbols, seems to have been inferred
rst, in the ontext of an OPE analysis of the nonlinear sigma model, by David [DAV82℄,
who also onje tured the an ellation would persist in realisti theories. What the
present model study an add to his (exa t but somewhat indire t) argument is to show,
with the greatest simpli ity and expli itness, how the problem arises dire tly from the
de nition of perturbation theory, and how it disappears when the resurgent oupling
dependen e of an amplitude is viewed and treated as a whole.
What, then, are the morals to be drawn from this model? It seems to me there
are at least two. First, there is absolutely no reason to be afraid of tHoofts -plane
singularities: in the perturbative portion, they are missing anyway; in the full resurgent
fun tion, they do not impede BL re onstru tion. In my opinion they are a tually a sign
of health { they indi ate that the nonperturbative thresholds proportional to 0 have
been left inta t, and have not been perturbatively mutilated.
Se ond, as for the re overability of the amplitude from its resurgent symbol, it is
learly imperative to keep together the perturbative and strongly nonperturbative portions as mu h as possible, sin e only the sum of both leads (at positive ) to an univalent
fun tion. As mu h as possible? Sin e we were dealing here with a simple model amplitude having an expli it integral representation, we were able to "sum the whole thing",
i. e. to perform Lapla e re onstru tion from the ombined Borel minor in the form of
eqs. (2.194) and (2.196) { but that route is learly not viable in the real world where
all we may know about an amplitude is that it should be (part of) a oupling-resurgent
solution to some ompli ated Dyson-S hwinger hierar hy. But here a simple idea almost
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suggests itself: if we annot hope to sum everything in one blow, ant we at least establish what one might all a quasi-perturbative series, i. e. an expansion in whi h the
n summation in the "nonperturbative dire tion" has been performed, either ompletely
or in some systemati approximation, at ea h xed p? In the physi ally relevant ase of
the real-and-equidistant support, eq. (2.92), we would then have something like
1
X
2 p;
(2.197)
f( ) 
p (0 )
p=0

a semi onvergent series in in whi h the oeÆ ients p arry the strongly nonperturbative dependen e through 0 / exp ( s1 = ). Sin e ea h p keeps the perturbative
(n = 0) and nonperturbative (n  1) terms together, and sin e we know the full
fun tion is ultimately univalued at real positive , we may be bold and onje ture that
this series should be Borel summable as a formal series in , i. e. if we treat the 20
dependen e in the p as a dependen e on an extra parameter unrelated to . It will
be interesting, and yield a little harvest of extra insight into the resurgent stru ture, to
he k this out for our model amplitude.
We write the omplete resurgent symbol Ff of eq. (2.184) in the form
 2 n
1 X
1
X

p;
an; p 2
Ff =
k
n=0 p=0

(2.198)

where the oeÆ ients an; p an be assembled from eqs. (2.142) and (2.179):
(

an; p = Æn; 0 ( )p
Æn; 0 ) (

+ (1

  p

" p
X

2

)n

1

#

fq(p) (2 )q

q=0
 p
2
 p + 1
2

)

1
p!
np

(2.199)

Performing the n sum at xed p then gives the form of eq. (2.197), with oeÆ ients
 2 n
1
X

2
an; p 2
:
(2.200)
p ( ) = a0; p +
k
n=1
Here, the sum of the n

 1 terms,
1

 p
2
 p + 1
2

p!

1
X
n=1
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1
np



2
k2

n

;

(2.201)

onverges in the domain

2
<1;
(2.202)
k2
whi h illustrates our general expe tation that the n summation should not be semi onvergent but have a nite radius of onvergen e. Within that radius, it an be performed
in terms of a known lass of trans endental fun tions, the polylogarithms,
1 zn
X
Lip (z ) =
(jz j < 1) ;
(2.203)
np
n=1
whose p = 2 member you may have met in al ulations of two-loop (or three-point
one-loop) Feynman graphs; the p = 0 and p = 1 members are a tually elementary
fun tions:
z
Li0 (z ) =
;
Li1 (z ) = ln (1 z ) :
(2.204)
1 z
The analyti ontinuation beyond (2.202) is provided by the integral representation
Z1
ze x
1
d x xp
;
(2.205)
Lip (z ) =
p!
(1 z e x )2
0

whi h again en ompasses the two elementary ases (2.204). (We have rewritten the usual
integral de nition of Lip found in tables [DEV84℄ through a hange of variable and a
ouple of partial integrations.) Thus,
p (

2 ) = p!

8
  p <

2

( )p

:

p
X
q=0



fq(p) ln

 2 q
k

2

+

1

1

 p + 1
2

Lip



9
=
2

k2 ;

: (2.206)

Now for Borel summability we do not seem to have made mu h progress { in parti ular,
the telltale alternating signs that would indi ate banishment of Borel singularities to the
left-hand, real Borel axis are not visible. But wait! Up to now we failed to express both
parts of eq. (2.206) in the same variable. Maybe in order to really fuse them into one
quantity, what we should do is to reexpress the perturbative portion of Ff ,


1
X
k2
a0; p ln 2  p ;
Ff(pert) =
(2.207)

p=0
in terms of the variable k2 = 2 , rather than k2 = 2 , by using
ln

 2
k

2

= ln
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 2
k

2

1

(2.208)

(remember eq. (2.112)) and reshuing the perturbative series. This requires a page
of algebra but leads to a simple result, expressible as another RG-type s aling relation:

Ff(pert)

 2
k

2

;



=

1

1

(pert)
 Ff
2

 2
k

;
2 1




2

:

(2.209)

(Note that the  dependen e hidden in = () is still present on the r. h. s.; we
merely hanged the s aling of the momentum variable k2 .) In other words we now have
for F (pert) a rearranged expansion


1
X
k2
(2.210)
Ff(pert) =
a0; p ln 2 p ;

p=0
)p p!

  2 r
p
 p
X
k
(
p
)
2
fr ln 2
 p + 1

r=0
2

;
(2.211)
1
whi h is no more the perturbation expansion in the stri t sense { the Taylor series of
F at = 0+ { but has the formal advantage of being expressed in the same variables
as the nonperturbative terms. (Let me on e more emphasize it is an oversimpli ed
feature of our model that this reshuing of logarithms should be ne essary only in the
perturbative part. More realisti amplitudes always have dependen e on ln (k2 = 2 ) also
in the modi ed Wilson oeÆ ients Un(R) ; n  1, of eq. (2.54), and will need regrouping
of logarithms in these quantities as well). It is then plausible that we should rede ne
our quasi-perturbative expansion to mean

 2
 2
1
X
k

p
;
;
(2.212)
=F
F =
p
k2
2
p=0
a0; p = (

with oeÆ ients now given by
p

= a0; p +

1
X
n=1

an; p

 2 n


k2

;

(2.213)

rather than by eq. (2.200). Sin e the stru ture (2.143) of the fr(p) oeÆ ients enfor es
( )r = ( )p , we have
p

 2


k2

( = 2)p
p!
=
[1 ( = 2)℄p + 1

( p
X

r=0

fr(p)



ln

 2 r


k2

+ Lip



2
k2

)

:

(2.214)

This rede nition now pays o in a surprising way: what we have in the urly bra ket is
the r. h. s. of a known "duality relation" for the polylogarithms [DEV84℄, a relation
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onne ting Lip s at large and small arguments:
(

)p + 1 Li

p (z )

=

p
X
r=0

fr(p)



ln



1
z

r

+ Lip

 

1
z

:

(2.215)

Under this new de nition we an therefore indeed merge the perturbative and nonperturbative parts at a xed p into a new quasi-perturbative obje t given, up to fa tors, by
a single polylogarithm:
 2




( = 2)p
k2
p
= ( ) p!
Lip
:
(2.216)
p
k2
[1 ( = 2)℄p + 1
2
From eq. (2.205), it is lear that Lip ( z ) at real, positive z is positive, so the alternating signs ( )p we were looking for are now present. That the series (2.212) with
oeÆ ients (2.216), and with 2 = k2 treated as a parameter unrelated to , is indeed
Borel summable with respe t to an be seen by yet another rewriting of the integral
representation (2.129), using as integration variable
1
(2.217)
t = 2x + = y ;
whi h is the negative of the one employed in (2.173) for the nonperturbative part alone.
We get


 2
 2
Z1
1
1 
k
k
 i;
(2.218)
= F 2;
=
dt
F 2;
h

2
t



2 (2 )
1
+
t
osh
2
2 
0
where

 = 2 +

1

 2
k

:
(2.219)
2
Due to the strong onvergen e provided by the osh 2 fa tor, the fun tion F (e ; ) at
xed  is obviously analyti with respe t to in Re > 0. Note that the tHooft
singularities do not now disturb this on lusion; they would arise from the "hidden"
dependen e in e = k2 = 2 whi h for the present purpose we have eliminated by
treating  as a xed parameter. Moreover, one easily evaluates
Z1
( )p p!
tp
p F
=
d
t
(2.220)
h

 ip + 1 ;
 p
2 (2 )p + 1

2 t  1 +
osh
t
0
2
2 
and by estimating



1+



2



= ln

  (p + 1)



t
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1

(Re

> 0) ;

(2.221)



as well as osh 2 t 2   4 e t , one establishes a bound of type (1.14), similar to
what we had for superrenormalizable amplitudes in (1.27):






p F
2
2  p
k2

(p!)2 :
(2.222)
 p
2  2

Therefore we have Nevanlinna-Sokal onditions satis ed in the half-plane Re > 0, and
F is Borel summable with respe t to . (As a purely mathemati al aside, we have shown
the fun tion F of eq. (2.218) at  = 1 to be a generating fun tion for the fun tions
2 ( )p + 1 p! Lip ( e ), i. e. to generate them as oeÆ ients when expanded with respe t
to .)
The quasi-perturbative expansion (2.212), in this respe t, is better behaved than
the perturbative one, but we should not lose sight of the fa t that there is now no easy
way ba k from the former to the latter. The beautiful duality formula (2.215) be ame
appli able only after we repla ed the perturbation expansion in the stri t sense by the
rearranged series (2.210), whi h is no more the Taylor expansion at = 0+ of F .
The rearrangement is in nite, in the sense that one quasi-perturbative term olle ts
ontributions from in nitely many perturbative terms and vi e versa. As a result, in
writing (2.212) we have "lost the perturbative limit": the formal limit of  ! 0 with
p s remaining nite, whi h previously ould be obtained by simply dropping the last
term in ea h of the oeÆ ients p of (2.206), annot now be re overed any more from one
or a nite number of quasi-perturbative terms. In the zeroth quasi-perturbative order,
the analog of the OPE obje t (2.56) whi h sums up the terms without powers of but
with all powers of 2 , we have

F

 2
k



;0 =
2

0

 2
k

2

=

1

1


2

k2
;
k 2 + 2

(2.223)

and although the limit  ! 0 here exists, it di ers from the perturbative F (0) pert = 1
by the fa tor 1 2 1 , whi h sums a geometri series oming from all perturbative
terms. In the higher quasi-perturbative orders, the 2 ! 0 limit does not even exist
termwise; we ould retrieve it only when undoing the rearrangement of eq. (2.210)
by applying relation (2.208) ba kwards { i. e. by a knowledging that 2 and are,
in fa t, not unrelated. In a al ulation where we an determine only a nite number

of quasi-perturbative terms, we therefore have no easy way of making onta t with the
perturbative series, and of he king whether it omes out as a limiting ase. One might

take the view, why bother at all about a perturbative limit in this sense? After all, the
very point of an RG-invariant s ale is that it annot be swit hed o in any way, and sin e
the interesting regime we would like to explore for nonperturbative phenomena, in both
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Quantum Chromodynami s and ele troweak theory, is the regime k2 <
 2 , we ould
dismiss the  ! 0 limit as uninteresting. Still, the diÆ ulty of staying in tou h with the
perturbative expansion remains a nuisan e in some respe ts. Take, for example, the RG
results on large-momentum behavior: they stipulate that the perturbative zeroth-order
vertex fun tions should be approa hed, with logarithmi orre tions otainable through
perturbative leading-log summations, and sin e these are exa t limiting results one would
like to preserve, one feels unhappy about losing the easy way ba k to their veri ation.
The loss is o set, to be sure, by onsiderable gain in the des ription of the smallregime. By eq. (2.203), we now have the orre t behavior F ! 0 as k2 ! 0 in
ea h quasi-perturbative term. What is more, due to the analyti properties of the Lip
fun tions { for p  1, they all have bran h uts at real argument larger than unity {, ea h
term now also re e ts the orre t "spe tral" singularities of F at Minkowskian values
k2  2 , in luding the pole at k2 = 2 arried by the p = 0 term (2.223) and the
physi al ut at k2 < 2 in the p  1 quasi-perturbative orre tions. Thanks to the
tight linkage between the 2 and k2 dependen es, the quasi-perturbative resummation
of (2 )n powers in the resurgent symbol has automati ally furnished a very satisfa tory
analyti ontinuation in the k2 plane, whi h resummations of perturbation theory alone,
even disregarding its false infrared singularities, ould not provide. It would then seem
that the quasi-perturbative series deserves a try in the "real" problem, and hap. 3 will
sket h some steps in that dire tion.

k2
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3 Constru tion of Resurgent Amplitudes
3.1

The Approximating Sequen e

We have seen that the operator-produ t expansion, in a stri tly renormalizable and
asymptoti ally free QFT, is of the form of a resurgent symbol in the oupling onstant
. As su h, it asserts that amplitudes in those QFTs are resurgent fun tions of . We
have also seen that there are good reasons for assuming that this symbol is summable,
that is, the small- expansion of a unique analyti fun tion of . In physi s terms, there
are good reasons for expe ting the OPE to be omplete, i. e. to leave no room for further
terms that would es ape the resurgent-symbol representation by having stronger-thanexponential suppression as ! 0+.
The impli ations of these two insights are quite strong. If we nd methods of onstru ting systemati ally, or at least in a systemati approximation, the unique analyti
oupling fun tions waiting behind the resurgent symbols, we will have a ounted not just
for one spe ial type (as an easy misunderstanding might suggest) but for the totality of
the strongly nonanalyti oupling dependen e. It therefore seems worthwhile to look for
and try out su h methods. The method des ribed in this, our last hapter, builds on
the plausible hypothesis of summability of the resurgent symbols, and attempts to systemati ally re onstru t the strongly nonperturbative oupling dependen e of orrelation
fun tions { the dependen e manifesting itself in the resurgent symbol through powers of
the RG-invariant s ale  { from their equations of motion.
In developing su h a method we will nd ourselves ompelled to deviate somewhat
from standard strategy. Standard pro edure relies on the fun tion being a solution to
some di erential or di erential- um-fun tional equation. Its rst step is then to obtain
the fun tions resurgent-symbol expansion by purely formal manipulation, inserting the
symbol into the governing equation and omparing terms. (If the equation is nonlinear, it be omes important at this point that the set of elementary resurgent symbols
form an algebra under multipli ation.) In mathemati al theory, ompletion of this step
is usually taken for granted; it belongs, so to speak, to a realm of pre-mathemati al
heuristi s. The pro edure then ontinues in the manner we illustrated in se t. 2.4 with
our model amplitude: one "borelizes" the individual power series, separately for ea h
n, and performs analyti ontinuation to obtain the Borel minors bn (s). If these are
suÆ iently nonsingular (integrable singularities, as pointed out by Sokal [SOK80℄, an
be tolerated) and restri ted in growth on the positive Borel axis, one may pro eed to
evaluating their Lapla e transforms that appear in eq. (2.80). Finally, one onfronts the
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n series of that equation: if it has nonzero onvergen e radius, it may require another
analyti - ontinuation step; if it is summably divergent, it will all for another BL resummation. If all goes well, one nally rea hes the holy grail, a globally valid representation
of the full resurgent fun tion.
For physi ists dealing with QFT, while this standard pro edure should be in the
ba k of their minds, there are ogent reasons for pro eeding in di erent order. As we
noted in studying our model, it is a onsequen e of the very de nition of perturbation
theory that individual bn s are in general ai ted with spurious Borel nonsummability,
and thus for e us to ope with spurious multivaluedness at all intermediate stages of
the re onstru tion, while we are onvin ed that the full fun tion must ultimately be
univalued at physi al, positive ouplings. We saw that the easiest way to avoid this is to
keep perturbative and nonperturbative ontributions tightly together by using a quasiperturbative expansion, that is, by rst performing the n summation in the symbols
nonperturbative dire tion at xed p. You might hoose to all this a "resummation of
the OPE in the n dire tion", but you know by now why I am relu tant to use that term {
it sounds as if the OPE, for realisti amplitudes, were something fully al ulable ab initio
that one ould simply take and subje t to some pro ess of ontinuation. In truth, as we
have emphasized, the OPE is not known ab initio, sin e is does not by itself determine its
own strongly nonperturbative ingredients, the va uum ondensates. We will therefore
be for ed to re over our strongly nonperturbative ontributions from exa t equations
of motion, whi h supply the dynami al prin iple the OPE is la king. In the pro ess,
the va uum ondensates will lose some of their entral role in des ribing the strongly
nonperturbative e e ts, that role being taken over by dimensionless nonperturbative
parameters more easily a essible through the equations of motion (and from whi h one
may later re over the ondensates if one so desires).
Of ourse, with realisti amplitudes there is again no way of performing the entire n
sum at xed p in one blow, as we did for our model in writing eqs. (2.206) or (2.214). But
we may attempt to do it in terms of a suitable systemati sequen e of approximations,
amounting to resummations of the (2 )n power series that grow progressively more
omprehensive with in reasing approximation order. These resummations, as again we
learned in our model, will automati ally provide a sequen e of analyti ontinuations,
in reasingly a urate, to the momentum region of Q2 <
 2 .

As we stressed already at the end of se t. 1.2, it is not ompulsory for us to use
"Borelization" in doing this { all the more as we trust the n summation at xed p to
already have nonzero radius of onvergen e. Indeed we shall nd other approximating sequen es better adapted to the task. Enumerating su essive approximants (well
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dis uss their detailed form in a moment) by an index r = 0; 1; 2; :::, we denote
 2 n
1
X

[r; p) (2 ) = r t h approximant to
n; p
2
Q
n=0

(3.1)

at a xed quasi-perturbative order p.
There is, to be sure, a subtle drawba k to this ne essity of employing approximants
to the n sum. At nite level r, we an no more expe t a quasi-perturbative expansion
based on su h approximants to a hieve the omplete an ellation of spurious poles in the
ombined Borel minor that we were entitled to expe t from the full n summation. This
is not mu h of a problem as long as we al ulate amplitudes at an energy s ale  where
the oupling () is small enough to ensure good semi- onvergen e for the sequen e of
partial p sums,
[r; p℄

=

p
X
q=0

[r; q) (2 )

()q

(r; p = 0; 1; 2; ::: ) ;

(3.2)

as we do in most of present-day ele troweak theory: then these sums may be taken
dire tly as approximants to the amplitude, without ever onfronting the Borel plane.
But when () is not small, as in the hadroni region of QCD, we will have to rely
on a BL pro ess for the p summation, and at low approximation levels r we will then
be able to avoid only a small number, in reasing with r, of the "nearest", i. e. nextto-the-origin, spurious Borel poles. Sin e nearest poles in the s plane dominate largebehavior in the -plane, and sin e in an asymptoti ally free theory the large- regime
is also the low-momentum regime, we may qualitatively expe t our approximation to
have its largest errors at low momenta and, on in reasing r, to gradually work its way
down from the large-momentum regime. Nevertheless, the rude analyti ontinuations
it provides at low r to the low-momentum region will have nite error and be usable
even down to Q2 = 0, where the error of the original resurgent symbol, an expansion in
terms of 2 = Q2 , would be ome in nite.
If we then start our re onstru tion s heme by inserting su h a ontinuation-throughresummation, rather than the original OPE-type expansion, into the equations of motion,
we reap several bene ts. First, it turns out it is really only for p = 0 that we need to
spe ify an expli it sequen e of approximating fun tions: the nonperturbatively modi ed,
zeroth quasi-perturbative orders [r; 0) , whose exa t ounterparts we met in the form of
eq. (2.56) for the OPE, and in the form of eq. (2.223) for our model amplitude. The
higher quasi-perturbative orre tions, [r; p) with p  1, will then be generated for us
by the equations of motion themselves. Now hoosing approximants for [r; 0) is a lot
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easier than for general p, sin e they do not need to be saddled with typi al ompli ations
that only the higher-p orre tions are supposed to bring { in parti ular, with logarithmi orre tions to large-momentum behavior, and with the asso iated dependen e on 
( ompare eq. (2.53) in our dis ussion of the OPE). Drawing on the body of experien e
we alluded to in onne tion with formulas (1.28) and (1.53), we therefore again hoose
rational approximants, but this time with respe t to  and not to { i. e. expressions
of the form
0
l
P

m=0
l
P
n=0

fm (fkg) (2 )m
gn (fkg

(3.3)

) (2 )n

(for bosoni amplitudes). We seem to need two indi es, the polynomial degrees l0 and
l, to label su h an approximant, but here we reap our next bene t, sin e asymptoti
freedom greatly simpli es the matter. Re all that the RG leads to exa t asymptoti formulas for vertex fun tions when the entire set fkg of momentum arguments are s aled up
uniformly, and that these formulas simply feature the zeroth-order perturbative expression, (0) pert , multiplied by ertain logarithmi orre tions. But the logarithmi fa tors
arise from (resummation of) perturbative orre tions with p  1, and in our ontext
are therefore for the higher [r; p) s to bring; they have no business with [r; 0) . So of the
latter we must demand naive asymptoti freedom:

fkg; )

[r; 0)
N (

!

fkg)

(0) pert
(
N

(all k

 ) :

(3.4)

In exploiting this ondition, it is best to pro eed in steps and deal rst with the simplest
ase of a two-point vertex fun tion (N = 2), or negative-inverse propagator, depending
on a single s alar Eu lidean k2 ; verti es with N  3 that require more momentum
variables will be taken up later. Sin e 2 is dimensionful, and we assume no Lagrangian
masses present, the approximant (3.3) is then automati ally rational with respe t to k2
too, with
0
fm = m (k2 )l m ;
gn = n (k2 )l n ;
(3.5)
and with real onstants m and n sin e the omplete approximant should be real at
real Eu lidean k2 . (At this point, things would seem to be ome substantially more
ompli ated when Lagrangian masses m
^ are present, sin e the m and n ould then
still depend on the dimensionless ratios m
^ 2 = k2 { but let us ontinue to on entrate on
the massless ase.) Now the (0) pert in ondition (3.4), whi h are none other than the
ordinary Feynman rules, are polynomial in k, and in parti ular for N = 2 and a massless
s alar eld,
(0) pert
(fkg) = k2 :
(3.6)
2
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Thus ondition (3.4) xes the relative degrees of our approximant in advan e at l0 =
l + 1. We do not fa e the prospe t, as one usually does in working with rational
approximants, of having to work through the entire Pade table at given total degree
l0 + l; we need to explore only the next-to-diagonal line l0 l = 1 of it. So in fa t we
need only one labeling index, and we will from now on adopt the onvention of using
the denominator degree l as the lassifying index r for our approximants to irredu ible
vertex fun tions:
0
r=l=l 1
(N = 2)
(3.7)
(For propagators, or onne ted two-point fun tions,

D

 G2( onn) = ( 2 ) 1 ;

(3.8)

and the index r is then also the numerator degree of rational propagator approximants.)
Sin e without any loss of generality we may hoose

g0 (k) = (k2 )r ;

0 = 1 ;

(3.9)

the level-r approximant is now hara terized by a set of 2 r + 2 dimensionless, real
parameters
0[r℄; 1[r℄; ::: r[r+℄ 1 ;
1[r℄; 2[r℄; ::: r[r℄
(3.10)
and assumes the expli it form
[r; 0) 2
2 (k )

for a s alar two-point vertex, where

N2[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ) =
[2r℄ (k2 ;

2 )

=

r
X
n=0

N2[r℄ (k2 ; 2 )
= [r ℄
2 (k2 ; 2 )

rX
+1
m=0

m[r℄ (k2 )r + 1

n[r℄ (k2 )r

n (2 )n

(3.11)

m (2 )m

;

(3.12)

(0[r℄ = 1) :

(3.13)

(Of ourse, if 2 has Lorentz-tensor or Dira -matrix stru ture, as do the elds in a gauge
theory, su h a formula applies separately to ea h of the Lorentz-s alar "invariant fun tions" in a de omposition of the vertex into basis tensors or basis matri es. For example,
an SU (N ) gauge- eld propagator Da b (k), with Eu lidean ve tor indi es ;  = 1 ::: 4
and olor indi es a; b = 1 ::: N 2 1, would de ompose into transverse and longitudinal
pie es with respe t to k,

Da b (k) = Æa b [t  (k) DT (k2 ) + l  (k) DL (k2 )℄ ;
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(3.14)

with proje tors t  and l  given by

k k
= Æ 
k2

t  (k) = Æ 

l  (k) ;

(3.15)

and the fun tions [DT (k2 )℄ 1 , [DL (k2 )℄ 1 would ea h have an approximant of the form
(3.11)). The ubiquitous indi es [r℄ are umbersome but ne essary at this stage to remind
us that the oeÆ ients of a rational approximant must be re al ulated at every new order
r.
You may ask at this point why we did not exploit ondition (3.4) / (3.6) more fully
{ up to now, we only ensured
[r; 0) 2
2 (k )

! 0[r℄ k2

(k 2

 2 ) ;

(3.16)

so why dont we impose 0 = 1, i. e. f0 (k) = (k2 )r + 1 ? Here I have to remind you of
the experien e with our model amplitude, and ask you to ast a glan e at eq. (2.223)
above. If we insist on establishing a quasi-perturbative expansion in the sense originally
envisaged, and exempli ed by eqs. (2.197) and (2.206), then indeed we should require
0 = 1. (For the inverse of the fun tion DL (k2 ) de ned by eq. (3.14), the orre t analog
would be
[DL (k2 )℄ 1
! 1 k2 (k2  2 ) ;
(3.17)
with  the gauge- xing parameter, in the linear ovariant gauge xing usually employed.)
But if we allow for the possibility that our approximation might turn out to be quasiperturbative in the rede ned sense of eq. (2.212)
and (2.216), we must allow for a
 1

of eq. (2.223), whi h amounts to
onstant fa tor 0 6= 1, analogous to the 1 2
a nite renormalization. As long as we have not begun to determine our approximant
(3.11) from a dynami al equation, we annot know whether that equation will reveal a
tenden y to prefer one or the other of the two expansions, or something in between. So
aution would advise us to keep the option of 0 6= 1 (or 6= 1 =  ) at this time.
It is trivial to re over from eq. (3.11) the expansion orresponding to what we met
in the OPE ontext as eq. (2.56): by expanding (3.11) in powers of 2 = k2 for k2  2 ,
we have
n



(2[r℄

1[r℄ 1[r℄

[r; 0) 2
2
2 (k ) = k
h

+

0[r℄ + 1[r℄

1[r℄ 0[r℄
+

0[r℄
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2
1[r℄

2
k2

2[r℄

i  2 2

k2

o

+ ::: ;

(3.18)

so if we imposed 0[r℄ = 1 we ould identify, at level r,

U1(R) (0; 0) = 1[r℄

1[r℄ ;

U2(R) (0; 0) = 2[r℄

1[r℄ 1[r℄



1[r℄



2[r℄ ;

(3.19)

et . Indeed it would be nothing but standard Pade pro edure to determine the m , n
oeÆ ients from the rst 2 r + 1 of these equations if the Un (0; 0) were known quantities.
They arent, and so eqs. (3.19) are useful mainly as a kind of sum-rule he k on the
va uum- ondensate ombinations Un(R) (0; 0) (20 )n of eq. (2.57) that an in prin iple be
omputed on e the  s and s have been determined from dynami s.
More interesting, parti ularly with a view toward generalizations to higher vertex
fun tions, is another simple rewriting of (3.11), namely the partial-fra tion de omposition of its inverse (the propagator approximant) with respe t to the variable k2 . De ompose the numerator polynomial (3.12) into its root fa tors,

N2[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ) = 0
then

D[r; 0) (k2 ) =
with residues,

rY
+1 
l=1

rX
+1
l=1

k2 + l[r℄ 2



(3.20)

[lr℄
;
k2 + l[r℄ 2

(3.21)

r
P

[lr℄

=

n[r℄ ( l[r℄ )r n
n=0

rQ
+ 1  [r℄
0
l[r℄
k
k=1
(k 6= l)

(0[r℄ = 1) :

(3.22)

This may be viewed as arising from the Eu lidean Kallen-Lehmann representation,
Z1
 (s)
;
(3.23)
D (k2 ) = d s 2 2
k + s 2
0

by a dis rete approximation of the spe tral fun tion,

2 (s)

! [2r; 0) (s) =
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rX
+1
l=1



[lr℄ Æ s



l[r℄ :

(3.24)

Sin e the spe tral fun tion is positive and has its support in the Minkowskian, we expe t a sensible approximant to have all its l s and l s non-negative; for the residues,
omparison of the k2  2 limits of (3.21) and (3.11) gives the sum rule

0

rX
+1
l=1

[lr℄ = 1 :

(3.25)

The 2 r + 2 dimensionless quantities

1[r℄ ; 2[r℄ ; ::: r[r+℄ 1 ;

[1r℄; [2r℄; ::: [rr+℄ 1

(3.26)

represent a parametrization equivalent to (3.10); when 0 = 1, equation (3.25) turns
into a relation among the l s that redu es the number of independent parameters
by one. For later onvenien e, we also note the orresponding de omposition of the
vertex fun tion (3.11) itself, whi h pro eeds from the root-fa tor de omposition of the
denominator polynomial (3.13),
[2r℄ (k2 ; 2 ) =

r 
Y
s=1



k2 + u[2rs℄ 2 :

(3.27)

Sin e in this ase the numerator polynomial is of higher degree, the de omposition now
takes a slightly di erent form,
[r; 0)
2

=

0[r℄

"

k2

+

u[1r℄ 2

+

r
X
s=1

#

u[2rs℄ + 1 4
;
k2 + u[2rs℄ 2

(3.28)

with the sum now representing a dis rete approximation to the bran h ut of the selfenergy that mirrors the Kallen-Lehmann propagator ut. By omparison with eq. (3.18),
its parameters obey

u[1r℄
r
X
s=1

u[2rs℄ + 1 =

=




2
0

1
0

1

[r℄

;


1 1 + 12
0

2

[r℄

(3.29)

;

et .
If the eld whose two-point orrelation D represents had exa tly one parti le asp
so iated with it (as is usually assumed without dis ussion), then 1  and 1 would
approximate its mass and eld-renormalization onstant, and the higher l s and l s
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would provide a dis rete approximation to its dressing ut. But in a nonperturbative
ontext, where the zeroth-order perturbative spe trum may su er not only small shifts
but also qualitative hanges, it is quite possible for a quantized eld to give rise to more
than one parti le, or none at all, and in su h ases we en ounter a pra ti al disadvantage of our rational approximation: at low degrees r, there is no simple way of de iding
whether a given pole term in (3.21) approximates a genuine parti le pole, or is merely
part of the approximation to the dressing ut. The answer an only be found indire tly
by observing the approximation as r in reases: all experien e with rational approximants
indi ates that poles approximating "true" poles then display reasonable onvergen e of
their positions and residues, whereas the poles approximating a ut keep "hopping",
and at the same time spread to ever higher values of s, sin e at ea h su essive r the
approximation invents a new set of positions and strengths to a hieve an improved s an
of the ontinuous part of the spe tral fun tion.
We should again pause, sin e some of you may have taken o ense at this point
with our apparent lightheartedness in talking about su h trea herous obje ts as parti le masses and eld renormalizations. Havent we all learned that these things are
ultraviolet divergent, and an at best be traded for something experimental but not
really omputed? Here you should re all that at this stage we are dealing with a zeroth
quasi-perturbative order, and at zeroth order in powers of , renormalization onstants
are not yet divergent. The ultraviolet divergen es will at h up with us soon enough
on e we start omputing quasi-perturbative orre tions, but at the zeroth order we are
only into re onstru tion of the quantity that in the OPE ontext appeared as eq. (2.56)
{ a quantity whi h we noted is RG-invariant and nite. At this level, things like the
nonperturbative mass shift of eq. (2.104) do indeed have nite values. Even when it
omes to omputing quasi-perturbative orre tions, you should still remember the pattern we noted in eq. (2.49) { it is only for the perturbative portion that we expe t to
have to an el net ultraviolet divergen es. For the nonperturbative remainder, what we
are aiming at is a dire t ontinuation-through-resummation of the n sum of eq. (2.49)
with its ultraviolet- nite Vn;(Rj) oeÆ ients { we do not attempt to separately deal with
va uum ondensates and Wilson oeÆ ients, whose ultraviolet divergen es then an el
by eq. (2.46). That the dynami al equations should provide a me hanism allowing for
all these features is of ourse not trivial, but nevertheless true, as the next se tion will
show.
Let us return to eqs. (3.21) and (3.28) where we exploited the tight linkage, inherent
in the dimensionful hara ter of 2 , between the 2 and k2 dependen es to reinterpret
our original 2 approximation as an approximation to the expe ted k2 -plane analyti ity
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stru ture of our propagator or self-energy. It is this reinterpretation that provides the
best guide for our next and slightly more diÆ ult step: hoosing zeroth-order approximants for higher-than-two-point vertex fun tions, onsistent with the two-point form of
eq. (3.11). Here again we start with the simplest and most important ase of a single
s alar three-point vertex fun tion with Bose symmetry, depending on the three squared
Eu lidean momenta
k12 ; k22 ; k32
(3.30)
of its three external legs, and being otherwise dimensionless with unit perturbative limit,

fkg) = 1 :

(0) pert
(
3

(3.31)

(We have ta itly adopted the widespread onvention of de ning the three-point vertex
without a oupling fa tor g 0 , so what a tually enters into diagrams is g0 3 rather than
3 alone.) This again is not pre isely what o urs in a realisti gauge theory { a vertex
for three SU (N ) gauge-ve tor- elds, for example, has mass dimension plus one rather
than zero, and that dimension is arried by the Lorentz basis tensors in a de omposition
of the full tensorial vertex. In the index notation adopted for eq. (3.14) above, the
beginnings of su h a de omposition would read like
n

o


3 V; a b

= fa b

+ da b

(k1 ; k2 ; k3 )

n

Æ  (k2

k1 + k2 + k3 = 0

k3 ) F0(f ) (k22 ; k32 ; k12 )

+ Æ  (k3

k1 ) F0(f ) (k32 ; k12 ; k22 )

+ Æ  (k1

k2 ) F0(f ) (k12 ; k22 ; k32 ) + :::

n

Æ (k2

o

(3.32)

k3 ) F0(d) (k22 ; k32 ; k12 )

+ Æ  (k3

k1 ) F0(d) (k32 ; k12 ; k22 )

+ Æ  (k1

k2 ) F0(d) (k12 ; k22 ; k32 ) + ::: ;

o

with fa b and da b denoting respe tively the antisymmetri and symmetri SU (N )
stru ture onstants, whi h enter here in their apa ity as Clebs h-Gordans for the two
possible ways of oupling three adjoint-representation obje ts to a (global) gauge singlet.
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What is dimensionless is then the F0(f ) and F0(d) invariant fun tions, but they will of
ourse display only the redu ed Bose symmetry required to mat h the partial symmetry
of their asso iated tensor stru tures, and thus be symmetri or antisymmetri only with
pert
, as you will
respe t to the rst two of their arguments. The Feynman rule (0)
3V
(f )
remember, has only the fa b terms of eq. (3.32) with F0 s repla ed by unity, so we
have the perturbative limits


F0(f )

as 

(0) pert



=1;

F0(d)

(0) pert

=0;

(3.33)

! 0.

The dots in eq. (3.32) in ea h ase stand for a nite but lengthy list of other independent Lorentz-tensor stru tures (a tually, no less than eleven of them), forming triplets or
singlets under the group of permutations of the three ve tor- eld legs, and ea h a ompanied by its own invariant fun tion. It will emerge only mu h further down the road
(and be ommented upon in our losing se tion) that in the zeroth quasi-perturbative
order we are onsidering here, this umbersome (2  14)-term tensorial stru ture fortunately simpli es { most of the Lorentz tensors not made expli it in eq. (3.32) are tensors
involving three powers of momentum rather than one, and being therefore a ompanied
by invariant fun tions of mass dimension minus two rather than zero, and in the zeroth
quasi-perturbative order these turn out to be ex luded by onsiderations of renormalizability. Here, however, we should not let ourselves be sidetra ked too mu h by these
purely kinemati al and enumerative aspe ts of tensor stru ture, so you will allow me
to refer you rather summarily to the standard referen e [BCU81℄ on these aspe ts. For
the issues we wish to address, onsideration of a purely s hemati , s alar three-variable
fun tion hara terized by eq. (3.31), or equivalently restri tion to the F0(f ) fun tion of
eq. (3.32) with limit as in the rst of eqs. (3.33), will be quite adequate.
For su h a fun tion, a rational approximant with respe t to 2 , of the form of eq.
(3.3), must have l0 = l by virtue of ondition (3.4), so again we need only one labelling
index. But otherwise, eq. (3.3) alone is now mu h too unspe i to represent a omputationally useful approximant. (All we an say at this stage about its fn and gn oeÆ ients
is that ea h must be of the form (Q2n )l n , where Q2n is some dimension-two ombination
of the variables (3.30), times some dimensionless fun tion of two independent dimensionless ombinations.) It might be suÆ ient if the dynami al equations to be invoked
were di erential or integral equations with respe t to the oupling, whi h would orrespond to the situation alled "equational resurgen e" in mathemati al theory [ECA81℄
[STS96℄. But here the equations at our disposal will be integral equations with respe t
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to momentum variables, and for an approximant to be apable of exploiting these equations, it must then detail the momentum dependen e in a manner omparable to eq.
(3.11) for the one-variable ase. In addition to the resurgent oupling stru ture, whi h
we are resumming at the p = 0 level through fun tions (3.3), we need some additional
input here. What an help us a ross this gap are onsiderations of analyti ity. From
the general properties of QFT amplitudes, we expe t 3 to be analyti (in the usual
loose sense, i. e. ex ept for a denumerable set of poles and uts) in the omplex plane
of ea h of its variables (3.30) at xed values of the other two, in a manner analogous
to the single-k2 analyti ity embodied in the spe tral representation (3.23). It therefore
seems sensible, and not unduly restri tive, to postulate that our 3 , at least at the zeroth
quasi-perturbative order, ts into the form of a triple Cau hy-integral representation,
(p = 0) 2 2 3
(k1 ; k2 ; k3 ;
3

Z

2 ) =

C1

Z

Z

C2

C3

(0)
3 (s1 ; s2 ; s3 )
ds1 ds2 ds3 2
: (3.34)
2
(k1 + s1  )(k22 + s2 2 )(k32 + s3 2 )

For a Bose-symmetri fun tion, the spe tral weight 3 , whi h may in lude distributionvalued terms, should be symmetri in its three variables, and the ontours Ci in the
three si planes should be identi al to one C . Also the full fun tion must be real at real
Eu lidean momenta, so if C omprises any se tions away from the real s axis (whi h for
o -shell variables like our ki2 annot be ex luded), these, as well as the asso iated portions
of (0)
3 , should only appear in omplex- onjugate pairs. We will always understand the
form (3.34) to allow for terms depending on less than three variables, by interpreting
the ompa t notation (0)
3 as

(0)
3

= 0
+ 4

3
Y

[ki2 Æ (si )℄ + 2

i=1
3
X

k=1

X

i<j

[ki2 Æ (si )℄[kj2 Æ (sj )℄ 3; 1 (sk )

[kk2 Æ (sk )℄ 3; 2 (si ; sj ) + 6 3; 3 (s1 ; s2 ; s3 ) ;

(3.35)

with a positive onstant 0 , and with (i; j; k) y li in the se ond and third terms. This
fun tion then has large-momentum limit
(p = 0)
3

! 0

(all ki2

 2 ) ;

(3.36)

and all our earlier omments on the 0[r℄ of eq. (3.16) are again appli able.
The main onsequen es of postulate (3.34), for our purposes, are that if we now
generate an approximant to (0)
3 by adopting a dis rete approximation analogous to
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(3.24),

! [3r; 0) (s1 ; s2; s3) =

(0)
3 (s1 ; s2 ; s3 )

n1 ; n2 ; n3 = 0

n[r1℄ n2 n3







r
P

 Æn10 k12 + (1 Æn10 ) 2 Æn20 k22 + (1 Æn20 ) 2 Æn30 k32 + (1 Æn30 ) 2




 Æ s1





n[r1℄ Æ s2



n[r2℄ Æ s3



(3.37)



n[r3℄ ;

then automati ally that approximant will (i) be rational not only with respe t to 2
but also to the ki2 , and (ii) possess a denominator fa torizing in the three ki2 whi h
mirrors the produ t stru ture of the Cau hy-integral denominator. (To a ommodate
the stru ture (3.35) we add the onvention that

0[r℄ = 0

(all r)

(3.38)

in eq. (3.37).) For full Bose symmetry we should have

n[r1℄ n2 n3

ompletely symmetri in (n1 ; n2 ; n3 ) :

(3.39)

Therefore if we put the entire approximant over a ommon denominator we arrive at the
form
N3[r℄ (fki2 g; 2 )
[r; 0)
2
2
(3.40)
3 (fki g;  ) = [r℄ 2 2 [r℄ 2 2 [r℄ 2 2
3 (k1 ;  ) 3 (k2 ;  ) 3 (k3 ;  )
with a numerator polynomial of degree 3 r in 2 and of degree r in ea h of the squared
momenta,

f g;

N3[r℄ (

ki2

2 ) =

3r
X

r
X

Æ + m1 + m2 + m3 ; 3 r x[mr℄1 m2 m3

 = 0 m1 ; m2 ; m3 = 0
 (k12 )m1 (k22 )m2 (k32 )m3 (2 )

x[mr℄1 m2 m3

;

ompletely symmetri in (m1 ; m2 ; m3 ) ;

(3.41)
(3.42)

r℄ =  [r℄
x[rrr
(3.43)
0
and with a denominator fa torizing into three degree-r polynomials similar to (3.13),

[3r℄ (k2 ; 2 ) =

r
Y
s=1

100

(k2 + s[r℄ 2 ) :

(3.44)

In the notation of our original eq. (3.3) for the rational approximants, eq. (3.40) therefore
has
0
l = l = 3r
(N = 3) ;
(3.45)
rather than l = r as in eq. (3.11). Indeed it will turn out that on this point analyti ity
has given us good guidan e, sin e it will be just this ombination { of l = r for 2 with
l = 3 r for 3 , and more mat hing ls for the 4 vertex { that will prove itself apable
of self- onsisten y in the equations of motion.
When all ki2

 2, eq. (3.40) gives an expansion
fki2 g; 2 ) = 0[r℄

[r; 0)
3 (



(

" [r℄

x
1 + r; r;[rr℄
0

1

r
X
s=1

s[r℄

!# 
2

2 2
+
+ 2
k12
k22
k3



)

+ :::

(3.46)

that may be regarded as a three-point ounterpart of eq. (2.56) { a three-variable OPE,
restri ted here to terms of zeroth perturbation order with respe t to .
The foregoing dis ussion of [2r; 0) and [3r; 0) approximants has, I hope, provided
suÆ ient illustration of the guidelines and te hni alities that go into a onstru tion of
zeroth quasi-perturbative orders as a systemati sequen e. You will therefore allow me
to skip the orresponding onstru tion for a four-boson vertex { the highest fun tion for
whi h su h a onstru tion will be found ne essary. With no less than six independent
kinemati invariants, and with a plethora of possible tensor stru tures, this fun tion
requires a mu h lengthier but not mu h more illuminating onstru tion. Only mu h
further along the way { that is, after having learned some lessons from trying to get
these onstru tions self- onsistent in the equations of motion { will it emerge that for the
zeroth quasi-perturbative order, [4r; 0) , tensorial stru tures and fun tional dependen es
are strongly restri ted, so that the nal approximants are still manageable. For the
moment, it may be more important to address your feelings that my remark about
this being the highest onstru t ne essary sounds ompletely obs ure. The equations
for orrelation fun tions, in whatever variant, are always hierar hi ally oupled { so in
order to establish a four-point amplitude, arent we going to need a ve-point one, and
so on forever? In other words, mustnt we live in fear that unlike their perturbative
pert
{ our new "rules" will endlessly
zeroth-order ounterparts { the Feynman rules (0)
N
proliferate? It seems nontrivial (at least to me) that su h fears in fa t should turn out
to be unfounded.
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3.2

Self-Consisten y of the Generalized Feynman Rules

The best of the bene ts from our n-resummed, quasi-perturbative re onstru tion
strategy are yet to be reaped. They emerge on e we insert the mat hed set of zerothorder approximants, as onstru ted in the last se tion, into the intera tion (loop) terms
of exa t equations of motion. As announ ed, and as expe ted, these loop terms then start
produ ing the quasi-radiative orre tions [r; p) , p  1, in what is basi ally the rst step
in an iteration pro ess around a nonperturbatively improved starting point. But more
importantly, we nd four pleasant surprises. First, despite the strongly nonperturbative
hara ter of the [r; 0) s with their ubiquitous -s ale terms, the loops turn out to be
readily al ulable by the known methods of loop omputation and regularization, simply
due to their rational stru ture in momenta. Se ond, in addition to produ ing p  1
orre tions, the loop terms prove themselves apable of reprodu ing the nonperturbative
parts of our zeroth-order input, thus onferring true self- onsisten y on the improved
starting point. Third, while the p  1 orre tions ontinue to arry the ultraviolet loop
divergen es, the me hanism operative in the self-reprodu tion sees to it that the nonperturbative zeroth-order terms, the quantities [r; 0) { (0) pert at all levels r, establish
themselves in a nite manner, as one would expe t and demand from our onsideration
of the OPE. Fourth, the same me hanism relieves us from our nightmare of proliferation
of Feynman rules, by stri tly limiting the formation of zeroth-order proper verti es to
a small nite set of these fun tions. It is these features together that seem to justify
designation of this nite and self- onsistent set of [r; 0) s as generalized Feynman rules.
The system of exa t equations of motion we are going to exploit is the oldest known
su h system, the integral equations rst established by Dyson [DYS49℄, who derived them
by Feynman-graph summation, and by S hwinger [SCH51℄, whose fun tional derivation
made it plain that they are in fa t independent of any perturbative framework. They are
referred to as the DS equations. Although they still were fundamental eld-theory tools
for su h resear hers as S hwinger, Bogolyubov, and Symanzik, they are rarely dis ussed
in textbooks nowadays (two 1980s texts that give them more than passing mention
are [ITZ80℄ and [RIV87℄), but I hope you may have had at least a super ial en ounter
with them and will re ognize a DS system (from its typi al, hierar hi al stru ture) when
you see one. For the DS equations of non-abelian gauge theories, the standard original
referen e is [EIF74℄; ondensed statements of their derivation and main properties an
also be found in the review arti les [ROW94℄ and [AVS01℄, whi h on entrate on exa t
numeri al solutions { another line of resear h whi h our fo us on oupling dependen e
will not allow us to pursue in any detail.
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To olle t the minimum of formal relations we will need to refer to, we temporarily
ignore the fa t that we a tually have to deal with non-abelian gauge-theories (these
being the only ones for whi h our basi premise of asymptoti freedom is orre t in
the physi al dimension D = 4) and write simpli ed equations for some generi eld
' (x), using notations as in eq. (1.25) above. The generating fun tional of Eu lidean
orrelation fun tions,

ZE [J ℄ =

1

Z

N

D ['℄ e

SE ['℄ + (J; ')

;

(3.47)

with normalization N su h that ZE [0℄ = 1, is postulated to be invariant under simultaneous in nitesimal translations of all its integration variables,

! '0 (x) = ' (x) + Æ ' (x)

' (x)

(all x) ;

(3.48)

in the sense that D ['0 ℄ = D ['℄. (For the mathemati ally minded, it is not unproblemati to use translation invarian e for an in nite-dimensional measure, but sin e the
pro edure leads qui kly and elegantly to equations of motion that an also be established independently by operator te hniques, we will a ept it here as a formal generating
tool.) This gives the statement that
1

N

Z

n

D ['℄ Æ 'Æ(x) e

SE ['℄ + (J; ')

o

=0;

(3.49)

whi h may be written as
D

E
Æ SE ['℄
+ J (x) = 0 ;
Æ ' (x)
J

(3.50)

using the expe tation-value notation

hAiJ = N1

Z

D ['℄ A ['℄ e

SE ['℄ + (J; ')

(3.51)

for fun tionals A of '. Further rewriting along familiar lines puts this into the form
(

Æ SE ['℄
Æ ' (x)

)



' ! ÆÆJ

J (x)

ZE [J ℄ = 0 ;

(3.52)

a relation sometimes alled the master DS equation. The equations for the 1-, 2-, 3... point orrelation fun tions then follow from this relation the same way that the
fun tions themselves follow from (3.47): by fun tionally di erentiating 0, 1, 2, ... times
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with respe t to J and putting J = 0. For example, after one di erentiation with respe t
to J (y) one arrives at
D
Æ S ['℄ E
' (y) E
= ÆD (y x) ;
(3.53)
Æ ' (x) 0
and if SE , as usual, onsists of a bilinear kineti term

' (x) Kx ' (x)

(3.54)

with symmetri , positive-de nite di erential operator Kx , plus tri- and quadrilinear
intera tion terms olle ted in a "potential" V (' (x)), then (3.53) will be an integrodi erential equation for the two-point fun tion G2 (y; x) of eq. (0.1) of the form

Kx G2 (y; x) = Æ4 (y

x)

h' (y) V 0 (' (x))i0 ;

(3.55)

oupling that fun tion to three- and four-point fun tions of the spe ial forms

h' (y) (' (x))2 i0 ;

h' (y) (' (x))3 i0 :

(3.56)

It is this hara teristi oupling to the next higher fun tions that is referred to as hierar hi al. Upon onverting the equations from x spa e to momentum spa e, the identi ations of two or three points in the fun tions (3.56) will turn into single or double
internal-momentum integrations (loops). Finally, one trans ribes the equations from full
orrelation fun tions GN to onne ted, amputated, and 1 PI fun tions N to give them
their most transparent form.
In Fig. 3.1 I have attempted to write diagrammati ally the three lowest levels { the
equations for two-, three- and four-point verti es { of what might be alled a generi
DS system. (These three equations, for our purpose, will a tually turn out to bear a
ru ial intrinsi distin tion, being the equations for the super ially ultraviolet-divergent
fun tions). For ea h equation, Fig. 3.1 sele ts a set of typi al and re urrent features: in
the rst line of ea h, the r. h. s. starts out with an "inhomogeneous" term representing
pert
a zeroth-order perturbative vertex (0)
(terms 2 A, 3 A, 4 A). Next on ea h r. h. s is
N
a loop term ontaining no vertex fun tion higher than the one on the l. h. s., so that
with su h an intera tion term alone the equation would lose upon itself (terms 2 B, 3 B,
4 B). Spoiling this losure is, on the se ond line of ea h equation, a loop term featuring
the next higher vertex fun tion, whi h brings in the hierar hi al oupling (terms 2 C,
3 C, 4 C).
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+

{

}

finite number of
other loop terms

Fig. 3.1

Beginnings of a s hemati Dyson-S hwinger hierar hy in
diagrammati form. Small ir les prepresent bare verti es;
heavy lines, exa t propagators; large ir les, exa t proper
verti es as spe i ed. Dashed line in 4 equation indi ates
limit beyond whi h loop terms do no more ontribute to
generation of zeroth quasi-perturbative order.

Also present in most ases, but not made expli it, are a nite number of other loop
terms, whi h in the ase of non-abelian gauge-boson verti es will in lude two-loop terms
arising from the se ond type of fun tion in (3.56). By suitably interpreting the dressed
propagators (heavy lines) and dressed verti es (large ir les) in their expli it terms, and
suitably lling in the non-expli it ones, these three graphi al equations may be viewed
as en ompassing the lower levels of pra ti ally every known DS hierar hy.
To guard
against misunderstanding, I must interje t a remark here. Be ause of the hierar hi al
oupling, DS systems, like their non-relativisti ounterparts in statisti al me hani s,
are usually solved by "de oupling" approximations whereby the next-higher verti es in
some equation are expressed in terms of lower ones, thus losing the system. Although
these de oupling approximations are eÆ ient devi es for generating partial resummations, and in my opinion do not deserve the low esteem in whi h they seem to be held by
most ontemporary parti le theorists, it must be emphasized that what we are going to
study in this se tion { the self- onsisten y of nonperturbatively modi ed zeroth orders
in a quasi-perturbative resurgen e re onstru tion { has nothing to do with de oupling
approximations. The one "de oupling" that will o ur here will be both automati and
exa t, and will arise from the basi property of renormalizable theories of having only
a limited number of super ially divergent orrelation fun tions. De oupling approximations may be useful at later stages, parti ularly when dealing with the equations for
super ially onvergent higher amplitudes of whi h our Fig. 3.1 stops short, but for the
purpose at hand, they play no role whatsoever.
The ommon form under whi h all the equations of Fig. 3.1 may be subsumed is
N

=

(0) pert
N

+ g02 N [ ℄

(N = 2; 3; 4) ;

(3.57)

whi h makes expli it the fa t that all intera tion terms arry at least one power of the
squared bare oupling, g 02 . The DS intera tion fun tional, N , onsists of loop integrals over integrands involving all verti es up to N + 1 (or N + 2 in the presen e of
quarti intera tions), and is nonlinear, as is dire tly visible from the graphs of Fig. 3.1.
Straightforward iteration of eqs. (3.57) around the zeroth perturbative orders is one way
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of generating the perturbation series (0.4), but in su h an iteration, in whi h at every
stage one evaluates integrals over fun tions known from previous steps, one never fully
fa es the true hallenge of (3.57), whi h is a self- onsisten y problem: nd a set of N s
su h that, when inserted into the N fun tionals, they are apable of reprodu ing themselves. Nonperturbative treatments, along whatever lines, must address that hallenge:
to determine, in mathemati al terms, a xed point of the ompli ated mapping de ned
by the r. h. s. of eqs. (3.57). In our spe i ontext, not the least part of that hallenge
is to establish from eqs. (3.57) the nonperturbative parts of the zeroth-order input { the
terms
(0) pert
[r; 0)
(r = 0; 1; 2; ::: )
(3.58)
N
N

whi h arry powers n with n  1 but no powers (g2 )p with p  1 { in spite of the
fa t that the intera tion terms always have at least one power of g 02 in front. For this
to be possible, the intera tion fun tionals N must obviously be apable of produ ing
terms with fa tors of 1 = g2 from suÆ iently nonperturbative input, and indeed that is
what they will be seen to be doing below. (One might say that the basi "mistake" of
perturbation theory is to miss pre isely this possibility.)
Besides a multitude of aspe ts of DS systems that will have to go unmentioned in the
restri ted time and spa e of these le tures (a few will be taken up in our losing se tion),
there is one that is so rarely dis ussed in the literature, and so intri ately onne ted
to renormalizable ultraviolet-divergen e stru ture, that I feel I should omment on it
before plunging into the te hni alities of self- onsisten y. In a theory with up to quarti
terms in its a tion fun tional SE ['℄, the "master DS equation" (3.52), of whi h our
individual equations (3.57) are fun tional moments, is a fun tional-di erential equation
of the third order for the generating fun tional ZE [J ℄. From the analogy with di erential
equations, one would therefore expe t that the rst three fun tional Taylor oeÆ ients
in the expansion
Z
1 1 Z
X
ZE [J ℄ =
dD x1 ::: dD xN GN (x1 ::: xN ) J (x1 ) ::: J (xN )
(3.59)
N
!
N =0
will be left undetermined by the equation and will have to be spe i ed as "initial onditions" (for the evolution of the fun tional away from J = 0). The N = 0 oeÆ ient,
the va uum Norm G0 = ZE [0℄ = h0j0i, is xed at unity by normalization, and the
N = 1 oeÆ ient, the single- eld expe tation G1 = h0j' (x)j0i, vanishes in theories
without elementary s alar elds (or indeed remains an empiri al parameter in Higgseld theories, but then thats what we have been a ustomed to). But the idea that
the N = 2 oeÆ ient, the propagator G2 (x1 x2 ), should have to be put in as an
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initial datum sounds positively bewildering. I must refer you to the ex ellent dis ussion in se t. 1.4 of ref. [RIV87℄, whi h uses the so- alled stati ultra-lo al model of
Caianiello and S arpetta [CAI74℄, for insight into how the perturbation series seems to
evade this problem { basi ally, it steers you ta itly into a parti ular solution in whi h
the initial datum G2 is assigned a spe ial value, while displa ing the freedom of hoosing
initial onditions into its undetermined "es aping" terms. (Again, analogs of this have
been known in E alles theory of resurgent solutions to nonlinear di erential equations,
where the perturbation series is referred to as the "formal solution"; see the "epilogue"
of [CNP93℄). In any truly nonperturbative treatment, however, the initial- onditions
problem is bound to reappear, and indeed the numeri al studies of propagator equations
des ribed in [AVS01℄ have met with indetermina ies presumably related to this question.
In our ontext, the problem will resurfa e in a very lear- ut and interesting way: while
the standard DS system will produ e self- onsisten y onditions determining the polynomials N2[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ) of eq. (3.11) above, whi h at ea h level r en ode the parti le-pole
positions of the propagator and the mesh points for the dis retization of its ontinuum
integral through their root-fa tor de ompositions (3.20), onditions that would determine the oeÆ ients of the polynomials [2r℄ (k2 ; 2 ) of eqs. (3.13) and (3.27) { that
is, the weights to be assigned to those poles and mesh points { will be found la king.
When re e ting on the origins of this indetermina y, both in DS systems in general
and in our more spe ial problem of zeroth quasi-perturbative orders, we are led ba k
to looking at the OPE in e. g. the form of eq. (2.54). We noted that the oeÆ ients
Un(R) appearing there ontain information about renormalized va uum expe tations of
omposite operators of mass dimension n { singular produ ts of up to n elementary
elds at the same spa e-time point. In the ordinary DS system, the loops do represent
some of these omposites { the quadrati and ubi omposites of eq. (3.56) { but not
more, while the OPE, when following it to higher ns, obviously arries more information about higher omposites. The natural onje ture then is that the indetermina y
revealed by the initial- onditions argument is related to insuÆ ient omposite-operator
information in the ordinary DS equations. To supply the missing information in a way
that is ompatible with, and forms a natural extension of, the ordinary DS system, one
may therefore think of using DS equations with in reasing numbers of oales ing points
in x spa e, whi h in momentum spa e would orrespond to integrating out in reasing
numbers of the independent momenta. On the simplest level, for example, the y ! x
limit of eq. (3.53) would give
D
Æ S ['℄ E
=0
(3.60)
' (x) E
Æ ' (x) 0
(remembering that ÆD (0) = 0 in dimensional regularization), whi h in momentum spa e
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will turn into an equation for the integrated quantity
Z

dD k h (0) pert i
D
(k)
(2 )D

1

D (k) ;

(3.61)

rather than for D (k) itself. (This equation is a single-number ondition, and at the order
[1℄
r = 1 of rational approximation, where only a single oeÆ ient u[1℄
2 = 1 needs to be
determined in the polynomial [1℄
2 , it would already suÆ e for ompleting the "initial"
onditions). On the next level, oales en e of two of the three spa etime points in a
three-point equation would lead to an equation for the quantity
Z

dD q ~
G
(2 )D 3



1
1
p; p + q; p
2
2



q ;

(3.62)

whi h is still an equation for a fun tion of p, and oales ing all three points would give
the integral of this equation over p, whi h like the equation for (3.61) is a single-number
ondition. Equations of this kind have been termed "equation-of-motion ondensates"
in some OPE studies [AHL92℄, and have been used as he ks on Wilson- oeÆ ient alulations, but in our ontext they stand to assume a more fundamental role. In ordinary
integral-equations theory with well-behaved fun tions and onvergent integrals, on e you
have solved an equation, the integration of that equation over its domain of de nition
will not, of ourse, generate new information. In a theory with renormalizable ultraviolet divergen es, the situation is di erent { omposite-operator divergen es require
new renormalization steps beyond the usual eld and parameter renormalizations, and
the above-des ribed momentum-integrated DS equations therefore do bring in new information. In these le tures we will take the view that they are an adequate means of
ompleting the initial onditions.
When taking up self- onsisten y in earnest, it is again best to rst on entrate on
a partial task in whi h the basi me hanisms an be seen at work in an exemplary way.
Let us therefore fo us on the rst, inverse-propagator equation of Fig. 3.1, and let us
single out, among the intera tion terms on its r. h. s., the one-DS-loop diagram (2 C),
whi h is the simplest one to bring in the ru ial hierar hi al oupling. We take the
D 1 on the l. h. s. to be a s alar fun tion of k2 , k being the external momentum
owing through the equation, with perturbative limit (D(0) pert) 1 given by (3.6), and
with zeroth quasi-perturbative order given, at level r of rational ontinuation, by (3.11)
or (3.28). The equation reads, in the notation of (3.57),

D 1 (k2 ) = k2



g 20 2 C [ ; k2 ) + [other loop terms℄ ;
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(3.63)

where, remembering our parentheti al remark after eq. (3.31)
2 C [ ;

k2 )

1
=
2

Z

 D (q2 ) D ((k

dD q
(2 )D
q)2 )

(0) pert (q;
3 (q

k; k

q)

(3.64)

k; k; q) :

In order to get mass dimensions (and the asso iated degrees of divergen e) right without
having to delve again into the paraphernalia of gauge-theory tensor stru ture, we will
pert
pat h up things a little and supply both 3 and (0)
with an extra unit of momentum
3
dimension in an ad ho fashion, su h that their produ t develops an extra ontra tion
fa tor
[(k q) q℄ [ q (q k)℄ = (2 q k)2 :
(3.65)
(Never mind this little dose of pat hwork { it will do all the essential things right. If
you feel un omfortable with it, you may do an instru tive pie e of homework by setting
up, say, the gluon-loop ontribution to the gluons transverse DT 1 as de ned by (3.14),
with full tensor stru ture for 3 gluon as in eq. (3.32), working in Landau gauge to avoid
mixing in DL s, and grind out the tensor ontra tions. You will nd that our ad ho
fa tor does things qualitatively right for the ultraviolet-divergent terms, whi h turn out
to be what matters here).
In a rst iteration, we now substitute D and 3 by their zeroth quasi-perturbative
orders, using eq. (3.40) at level r of rational ontinuation, with perturbative limits given
by (3.6) and (3.31). That is, we de ide { in order to keep all inessential ompli ations out
of the following dis ussion of the self- onsisten y pro edure { to only look for solutions
with
0[r℄ = 1 ;
0[r℄ = 1 ;
(3.66)
whi h represents a kind of boundary ondition. Indeed we remember from se t. 2.4 that
there may be at least two di erent meanings, related by nite res aling, to the on ept
of quasi-perturbative zeroth-order, and we expe t that the DS fun tionals in prin iple
an produ e both (and perhaps more), so a supplemental ondition of some kind will be
ne essary. Eq. (3.63) assumes the form
[D 1 (k2 )℄[r; 0) + g2 [D 1 (k2 )℄[r; 1) + O (g4 )
=

k2


g02 2 C [ [r; 0) ; k2 )

+ [other loop
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terms℄[r; 0)

+

O (g2 )

;

(3.67)

where
2 C [

[r; 0) ; k 2 )



=

( Z

dD q
(2 q
(2 )D

1
2

N3[r℄ (q
[3r℄ ((q

k )2

k )2 ; k 2 ; q 2 ;

[2r℄ (q2 ; 2 ) [2r℄ ((k
N2[r℄ (q2 ; 2 ) N2[r℄ ((k

2 )

)

1

q ) 2 ; 2 )
q)2 ; 2 )

(3.68)

:
2 )
2 )
At this point, to shorten the dis ussion, we anti ipate a simplifying fa t that will soon
be obvious: the rational-approximant poles at k2 = u[2rs℄ 2 (s = 1 ::: r), whi h a ording to eq. (3.11) we are postulating for the l. h. s. of eq. (3.67), an at zeroth
quasi-perturbative order arise only from the last fa tor 1 = [3r℄ of (3.68) but not from
the bra keted integral. Therefore we immediately have a rst set of self- onsisten y
onditions, whi h in the notation of eq. (3.44) read
k)2 ; 2 ) [3r℄ (q2 ;

s[r℄ = u[2rs℄

[3r℄ (k2 ;

(s = 1; ::: r) ;

(3.69)

and whi h imply that quite simply
[3r℄ (k2 ) = [2r℄ (k2 )

(all r) :

(3.70)

We remark, without elaborating, that this situation will repeat itself when onsidering
the three-point equation, to the e e t that
[4r℄ (k2 ) = [3r℄ (k2 )

(all r) ;

(3.71)

where [4r℄ is the polynomial appearing in denominators of level-r approximants to the
invariant fun tions of the 4-point vertex. In other words, the vertex-denominator (or
propagator-numerator) polynomials [2r℄, and the vertex-fun tion bran h uts whi h they
represent, turn out to be a ommon element in all zeroth-order, basi vertex fun tions.
Depending on viewpoint, this element is "handed up" or "handed down" the ladder of
DS equations by the hierar hi al oupling, whi h is seen here playing a prominent role.
For our immediate task, this brings substantial simpli ation sin e s now an el
in the integrand of (3.68). For the remaining fra tion, it is straightforward to write a
partial-fra tion de omposition, rst with respe t to the loop variables q2 and (k q)2
and then also with respe t to the external k2 . The former step redu es (3.68) to a linear
ombination of the basis integrals
[r℄ (k 2 ;
Im;
n

2 )

=

Z

dD q
(2 )D [(q

(2 q k)2
[r ℄ 2 2
k)2 + m
 ℄ [q + n[r℄ 2 ℄
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(m; n = 1 ::: r + 1)
(3.72)

These may be evaluated in D = 4 2 " by the standard te hniques, the result being
i
1 h [r℄ 2 2
[r℄ (k 2 ; 2 ) =
2 + B [r℄ (k 2 ; 2 ; ")  2 :
Im;
(3.73)
A
(
k
;

;
"
)

k
n
m; n
(4 )2 m; n
r℄
[r℄
The fun tions A[m;
n and Bm; n are given by the Feynman-parameter integrals
r℄ (k 2 ;
A[m;
n


2 ;

") =

Z1

0

 [12 z (1 z) 1℄ 1"
2 ;

") =

Z1

(3.74)



+ ln 4  + 4 z (1

0



i "





[r℄ (k 2 ;
Bm;
n

h

r℄ (k 2 ; 2 ; z )
d z [m;
n

z ) + O (") ;

h

i "

r ℄ (k 2 ;  2 ; z )
d z [m;
n



 8 [z m[r℄ + (1 z) n[r℄℄ 1"



(3.75)



1
+ O (") ;
2
and near D = 4 have weak, logarithmi dependen es on k2 and 2 through the ( ")-th
power of the quantity
r℄ (k 2 ; 2 ; z ) = z (1
[m;
n

+ ln 4  +

h

[r℄ + (1
z ) k 2 + z m

i

z ) n[r℄ 2 :

(3.76)

(To maintain orre t mass dimensions, we have stopped short of expanding the noninteger power). After olle ting the debris of the partial-fra tion de ompositions, eq.
(3.67) now assumes the form
[D 1 (k2 )℄[r; 0) + g2 [D 1 (k2 )℄[r; 1) + O (g4 )
=
+

k2



g0
+
4

r
X
s=1

2 (

r0[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ; ")  k2 + r1[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ; ")  2

(3.77)
)

r2[rs℄ + 1 (k2 ; 2 ; ") 4
+ [other loop terms℄[r; 0) + O (g2 ) ;
k2 + u2 s 2

where the quantities ri[r℄ have stru ture

ri[r℄

=

rX
+1 h
m; n = 1

i

r℄ (k 2 ; 2 ; ") + b[r℄
[r℄
2 2
a[i;r℄m; n  A[m;
n
i; m; n  Bm; n (k ;  ; ") ;
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(3.78)

and therefore weak k2 and 2 dependen e near D = 4. About the dimensionless oefients a[i;r℄m; n and b[i;r℄m; n, we need to know no more than that they depend linearly on
the level-r, three-point vertex oeÆ ients x[r℄, and in general nonlinearly on the set of
parameters of the inverse propagator itself (the u[ir℄ of eq. (3.28), or any equivalent set).
With eq. (3.77), we are ready for posing the self- onsisten y question. It is, by the way,
no later than at this stage that one realizes that ondition (3.70) is a ne essity.
This is, on e more, a moment to pause { two observations are worth mentioning.
First, while our integrand, with its 2 terms all over the pla e, is manifestly a strongly
nonperturbative obje t whi h has no power-series expansion in the oupling at all, nothing has kept us from omputing the loop by the standard te hniques. These te hniques
are sometimes, misleadingly, referred to as "`perturbative", whi h sounds as if they were
appli able only in pure perturbation-theory al ulations, but in fa t they depend, of
ourse, only on the rational stru ture of integrands with respe t to momenta.
Se ond, it is lear that from a purely te hni al standpoint, nothing would have stood
in the way of our using dire tly the resurgent symbols { that is, the operator-produ t
expansions { of D and of 3 in the loop integral (3.64). Instead of (3.72) we would have
en ountered momentum integrals of type
Z

2

q 21 k
dD q
(2 )D [(q k)2 ℄s [q2 ℄t

/



1
k2

s + t 3 + "

;

(3.79)

whi h are in reasingly singular as k2 ! 0, and we might have pro eeded to mat hing
the series involving these integrals to the series of eq. (2.56) at in reasing orders n,
thus determining in prin iple the resurgent-symbol oeÆ ients Un(R) (0; 0). But it would
nevertheless have been foolish to do so. On the mathemati al side, the oeÆ ients of
proportionality in (3.79) would be Feynman-parameter integrals in reasingly divergent
for s or t > 2, and would for e us to throw in a new set of rather obs ure regularizations
that might (hopefully) go away in the symbols's nal resummation. Even if we were willing to adopt su h an ugly formalism, after all the e ort we would still be around with
our resurgent symbol, a large-k2 asymptoti representation, and would have made no
progress at all toward knowing the fun tion (D 1 ) at intermediate and small k2 { just as
in Borel-Lapla e re onstru tion when we forget the ru ial ontinuation step (1.51). On
the physi al side, we would have de omposed the well-de ned physi al e e t des ribed
by our diagram Fig. 3.1 (2 C) { the self-dressing of a eld quantum by virtual pairs
of quanta of its own kind { in a totally unreasonable way: into a sum of in reasingly
infrared-singular terms with in reasingly violent small-k2 an ellations between them.
Finally, this pro edure would have broken down ompletely for the "tadpole" diagram
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of Fig. 3.1 (2 B): by using the resurgent symbol for its single-D integrand, we would
have de omposed it into a sum of s ale-free integrals whi h vanish in dimensional regularization, whereas with any reasonable analyti ontinuation this term ontributes a
nonzero multiple of 2 , in marked ontrast to perturbation theory. Thus it is abundantly lear that (as mentioned already in the introdu tion) we annot simply plug our
resurgent symbols into the dynami al equations in order to determine their parameters
{ some amount of analyti ontinuation is ne essary from the outset to deal with obje ts
globally usable in momentum spa e, and it is su h obje ts that we are trying to establish.
Returning to eq. (3.77), we note that although our task here is more intri ate than
the standard task of mat hing a rational approximant to an expli itly known fun tion,
the two problems seem to share the property that there is in prin iple a ontinuum of
mat hing pres riptions for determining the approximants oeÆ ients { Pade I or II,
as mentioned after our eq. (1.53) above, are just two among many (and Pade II in
itself already represents a ontinuum of possibilities). But a moments re e tion will
show that in the present problem there is a distin tly preferred mat hing strategy: we
should learly see to it that we get the poles (at the zeroes k2 = u[2rs℄ 2 of the 2
denominator) right, from the r. h. s. of (3.77), for the postulated zeroth-order (D 1 )[r; 0) .
If we failed to ensure this, the remainder in eq. (3.77), whi h is to give (the (2 C)-type
ontribution to) the rst-order-quasi-perturbative orre tion g2 (D 1 )[r; 0) , would have its
typi al one-loop analyti ity properties ontaminated by splinters from the zeroth-order
poles, and thus would be plagued by approximation errors that be ome lo ally in nite in
the k2 plane. Having already ensured orre t pole positions through onditions (3.69),
we therefore need to mat h residues at those positions. Looking at eq. (3.28) (with
0[r℄ = 1) above, we are led to imposing the self- onsisten y onditions

u[2rs℄ + 1

=



g0
4

2

r2[rs℄ + 1 ( u2 s 2 ; 2 ; ")

(s = 1 ::: r) :

(3.80)

For the r1 2 term, there is no su h obviously preferred mat hing pres ription, so here
we may freely hoose a mat hing point k2 = !1 2 :

u[1r℄

=



g0
(4 )

2

r1[r℄ ( !1 2 ; 2 ; ")

(3.81)

(This freedom of hoi e is a tually part of the freedom of performing nite renormalizations, sin e the u1 term an be shifted around by a lo al Lagrangian ounterterm).
In all these onditions, the anxious question of hows-this-going-to-give-a-zeroth-order,
with the expli it g 20 fa tor in front, is still hanging over us.
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2 ,

But only apparently! With k2 , in these onditions, now nailed to xed multiples of
the Am; n and Bm; n fun tions entering in eq. (3.78) now appear with values
r℄ ( 2 ; 2 ; ") = (2 ) " 1 f1 + [O (")℄ ( )g ;
A[m;
(3.82)
n
"

o
1n
4 (m + n )[r℄ + [O (")℄ ( ) ;
(3.83)
"
so all the ri[r℄ at mat hing points 2 in onditions (3.80) and (3.81) are found to have
fa tors of (2 ) " 1" up front. Now take a loser look at the quantity

[r℄ (
Bm;
n

2 ; 2 ; ") = (2 )



"











g () 2
2 " 1
g0 2 2 " 1
=
;
(3.84)
( )
Z
4
"
4
2
"
where relation (0.6) has been used. Pro eed the way you are a ustomed to, Laurentexpanding the last two fa tors around " = 0. You have








1 2 "
2
1
=
ln
(3.85)
+ + O (") :
2
2
" 

"
The logarithmi term survives the " ! 0 limit in the same, familiar way as the wellknown ln (k2 = 2 )s in a perturbative al ulation, but it di ers from them in one important respe t: it leads them by one order in the quasi-perturbative (g2 )p lassi ation.
From eq. (2.25),
ln

 2


2

=



4
g ()

2

1
0



1 + O (g2 ln g2 )



(3.86)

at the one-loop level. This is pre isely the 1 = g2 fa tor needed to "eat" the overall g2
fa tor in (3.84) and make zeroth-order-in-g2 terms possible. Theres more: we now have








 g 2 1
1
g0 2 2 " 1
=
+ ::: Z ;
(3.87)
( )
1+ 0
4
"
4 "
0
but Z , to the same order, is given by eq. (2.13), so that to the order at whi h we
al ulate here, the ultraviolet divergen e too gets "eaten" in the spe ial quantities that
enter our mat hing onditions. From eq. (3.80), this in parti ular means that no nonlo al
ounterterms will be needed for the pole terms in eq. (3.77): as we expe ted from our
dis ussion of the OPE, they establish themselves in a nite manner.

Our simple one-loop-level argument has established the values
r℄ ( 2 ; 2 ; 0) = 1 ;
A[m;
n
0
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(3.88)

[r℄ (
Bm;
n

2 ; 2 ; 0) =

4
0

 (m + n)[r℄

(3.89)

at D = 4 only up to terms O (g2 ln g2 ), whi h still seem to be a potential nuisan e
in onditions (3.80) through (3.81). It is therefore useful to know that a more areful
argument [STI96℄ establishes these values exa tly to all orders. This argument avoids
the use of the unrelated expansions (3.85) and (2.13) ompletely, and instead employs
the exa t integral representations for the two middle fa tors on the r. h. s. of eq. (3.84).
For Z , we already noted tHoofts representation, eq. (2.12) above. For (2" ) " { be
areful here to onsider the " > 0 quantity formed with the full " > 0 beta fun tion
(2.8) { it is a matter of a few lines of al ulation to dedu e from de nition (2.20) the
exa t representation
 2 "


"

2

=

g12
g2 ()

exp

( (g Z
= 4  )2

(g1 = 4 )2

)

d 0
;
0 + "  (0 )

(3.90)

involving again the fun tion  () de ned by (2.11). Upon ombining the two representations one sees that in the quantity (3.84), the dependen e on g2 (), and therefore on ,
an els exa tly (remember g1 is a trivially RG-invariant integration onstant). Further
analysis of the integral in


g0
4

2

1
g12
(2" ) " =
exp
" (4 )2 "

(

(g1Z= 4 )2
0

d 0
0 + "  (0 )

)

(3.91)

by exa tly the same te hnique as applied in eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) gives, nally,


g0
4

2

(2" )

"

1
1
= [1 + O ("; " ln ")℄ ;
"
0

(3.92)

rigorously independent of g2 (). Despite the super ial similarity, this should not be

onfused with eq. (2.16); it says something on eptually quite di erent. While (2.16) is
a representation for Z with a g2 () dependen e of the r. h. s. that is diÆ ult to ontrol
as long as one does not know the exa t RG beta fun tion, the result (3.92) states the
presen e of an exa t RG invariant, whi h, moreover, is nite and s heme-independent
at " = 0. Its point is the exa t ontragredien e of the g2 dependen es in the quantities
(2.12) and (3.90) already at " 6= 0. Both a g2 fa tor and an 1" divergen e get "eaten" in
this remarkable ombination.
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It is not ne essary, in these seminars, for us to pursue the onsequen e of eqs. (3.88)
and (3.89) through the ri[r℄ fun tions to the self- onsisten y onditions (3.80)/(3.81) in
every detail. It is suÆ ient to state that the latter now assume, at " = 0, the general
form


1
[r℄
[
r
℄
[
r
℄
(s = 0 ::: r) ;
(3.93)
u2 s + 1 = R2 s + 1 fug ; fxg
0

with fun tions R2 s + 1 depending linearly on the set fxg[r℄ of three-point vertex oeÆients, and in general nonlinearly on the set fug[r℄ of the inverse-propagator parameters
ui themselves. These onditions allow one, remarkably, to establish fun tions (D 1 )[r; 0)
of zeroth quasi-perturbative order from DS loops with a g20 prefa tor, and to do so in an
ultraviolet- nite manner not requiring nonlo al ounterterms.
As we have anti ipated, apart from equations su h as (3.70) and (3.71) that establish
a ommon set of denominator oeÆ ients u[2rs℄ for all vertex fun tions, we have not found
onditions that would really determine these oeÆ ients. We have already sket hed how
one may go about lling this gap by invoking higher degrees of ompositeness; setting
up equations for the quantities (3.61) and (3.62) one obtains the r additional onditions
needed. Apart from the te hni al ompli ation that su h equations now have at least
two-loop terms on their right-hand sides, and involve the tri kery of extra ting two-loop
divergen es, their treatment requires no truly new ideas; in parti ular, relation (3.92)
again plays a entral role. We therefore skip details of these "integrated" onditions
entirely. For the same reasons, we do not enter into details of the next higher vertex equations, whi h involve appli ation of the same te hnology to more variables and
lengthier loop integrals. For example, the middle (three-point) equation of Fig. 3.1,
when analyzed for terms of zeroth quasi-perturbative order, will produ e onditions for
the three-point parameters fxg[r℄ of the general form

x[mr℄1 m2 m3 =

1
0

Sm1 m2 m3





fug[r℄; fxg[r℄; ftg[r℄ ;

(3.94)

with right-hand sides now involving the set ftg[r℄ of four-point numerator oeÆ ients.
The stru ture of these onditions, whi h after multipli ation with enough denominators
be ome a system of nonlinear algebrai equations, mirrors quite losely the stru ture of
the underlying DS system with its nonlinearities and hierar hi al ouplings.
As for the remainder terms in eq. (3.77) that we expe t to yield the rst quasi-
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perturbative orre tion, we are now left with


g
g2 [D 1 (k2 )℄[r; 1) = 0
4
h

r1[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ; ")

+

r
X
s=1

2 (

r0[r℄ (k2 ; 2 ; ") k2 +
i

r1[r℄ ( !1 2 ; 2 ; ") 2
(3.95)

r2[rs℄ + 1 (k2 ; 2 ; ") r2[rs℄ + 1 ( u2 s 2 ; 2 ; ") 4

k2 + u2 s 2
)

+ [ ontributions from other loop terms℄
The unsubtra ted term r0[r℄ k2 arries the 2 ! 0 "`perturbative limit" as it would
ome out from the usual perturbative al ulation of the loop, in luding the perturbative
1 ultraviolet divergen e. The other terms, whi h the self- onsisten y pro ess has left
"
subtra ted, are both ultraviolet nite and (for the terms with 4 ) regular at k2 =
u2s 2 , sin e by eqs. (3.78), (3.74) and (3.75) they are linear ombinations of the
quantities
h

i "

h

r℄ (k 2 ; 2 ; z )
[m;
n

" (k2

+

2 ) z (1

r℄ (
[m;
n

Z1

i "

2 ; 2 ; z )

=

n

z ) dw wz (1 z ) k2

(3.96)

0
h

[r℄ + (1
+ z m

z ) n[r℄

(1

w) z (1

i

z ) 2

o (1 + ")

:

With respe t to renormalization, we are therefore led into pre isely the situation we
expe ted from our OPE dis ussion around eq. (2.49): we have to follow the "two-tra k"
pro edure of supplying an expli it ounterterm, proportional to g2 1" , for the perturbative
portion, while the terms with powers of 2 establish themselves in an ultraviolet- nite
manner. As for the g 20 in expression (3.95), we note that its rigorously g2 -independent
ombination (3.92) with the quantity (2 ) " 1" no more o urs, and sin e we are working
within a quasi-perturbative s heme, we must therefore revert to the usual pattern of
treating it as 2 " g2 () + O (g4 ), the 2 " serving as usual to render the ([r℄ ) " terms
in the quantities (3.74) and (3.75) dimensionless.
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I is lear that our ondition (3.66) of maintaining stri t perturbative limits bars
us from "oversubtra ting" our result (3.77), in the sense of subtra ting also the r0[r℄
term at some point k2 = !0 2 and invoking the me hanism of eq. (3.92). Su h a
pro edure would inevitably lead us away from the perturbative limit 0 = 1 and into
a di erent version of the quasiperturbative expansion, analogous to the one we noted
for our model amplitude in eqs. (2.212) and (2.214). We are not going to explore this
route here, interesting as it may be, sin e it would also for e us to reorganize the entire
perturbative-renormalization pro edure, and therefore would lead us too far away from
our stated fo us.
Several features of this self- onsisten y me hanism are worth ommenting on. First,
the nal self- onsisten y onditions at D = 4 (i. e. " = 0) are independent of the hosen
subtra tion points u2 s 2 and !1 2 , sin e the latter only enter into the terms O (")
in eqs. (3.82) and (3.83). The subtra tion points do, however, enter into the rst-order,
quasi-perturbative orre tion [D 1 ℄[r; 1) of eq. (3.95), and are essential for keeping it
un ontaminated by the zeroth-order rational-approximation poles.
Se ond, the onditions at D = 4, while derived here in a dimensional-regularization
s heme, make no referen e any more to a spe ial renormalization s heme, sin e 0 is
s heme-independent. Now di erent s hemes, as a noted in eq. (2.23) above, have 
s ales di ering by onstant numeri al fa tors. This leads us to suspe t that upon s aling
 by a fa tor, the onditions will remain invariant when s aling all the nonperturbative
x and u oeÆ ients inversely to the 2 powers with whi h they are asso iated. This
s aling property indeed turns out to be present in the system, and has the e e t that
the onditions in fa t determine only the ratios of all oeÆ ients to one of them. The
undetermined oeÆ ient, with its asso iated 2 power, e e tively de nes a modi ed s ale
~ whi h an be xed only by al ulating and mat hing some dimensionful observable.
,
Third, it is manifest that the entire me hanism is intimately tied to the presen e
of the ultraviolet loop divergen es: the ru ial term (3.86), and the ensuing terms (3.88)
and (3.89), while themselves nite, have survived the removal-of-regulator limit " ! 0
only due to their asso iation with a 1" divergen e. We have all known su h an e e t from
our experien e with perturbative logarithms, but here it assumes a new and mu h more
prominent role. The self-reprodu tion of zeroth quasi-perturbative orders is therefore not
only a genuine quantum e e t (as it omes from loops) but also a genuine quantum- eld
e e t (as it omes from divergent loops).
This has the immediate onsequen e that, fourth, the formation of zeroth quasiperturbative orders be omes rigorously restri ted to the small nite number of super ially divergent verti es { by and large, the same fun tions that already possess a zeroth
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perturbative order. You need no big al ulation to see this. In a super ially onver-

gent amplitude, the one-loop ontributions have fa tors of g 02 but are, by de nition,
genuinely onvergent, so they annot trigger the me hanism of eq. (3.92) and remain
quasi-perturbative orre tions of the rst order. The two-loop ontributions, with fa tors
of g 04 , may exhibit ultraviolet divergen es, but only in the form of one-loop subdivergen es produ ing a single 1" fa tor, and generally in the higher l-loop terms the number
of 1" fa tors produ ed lags behind the number of overall g 02 fa tors by at least one unit.
So the me hanism of eq. (3.92) an "eat" at most l 1 of the l fa tors of g 20 , and all
ontributions remain p  1 quasi-perturbative orre tions.
The same onsideration applies to terms su h as (4 C) of Fig. 3.1 that ouple the
highest super ially divergent to the lowest super ially onvergent verti es. Sin e there
pert
is no (0)
in a renormalizable a tion, the lowest ontributions to term (4 C) have 5
5
repla ed by its onvergent one-loop terms and two fa tors of g02 in front, of whi h at
most one an be eaten. Thus as far as self-reprodu tion of zeroth orders is on erned,
the hierar hi al oupling automati ally stops a ting after the four-boson vertex equation.
On e more we have a ne line (depi ted in the third equation of Fig. 3.1) marking a
fundamental divide, this time within the stri tly renormalizable theory itself: between
the equations for super ially divergent and for super ially onvergent fun tions.
The self- onsisten y onditions, fth, do nevertheless retain an in nite-expansion
aspe t of a di erent kind, at least in the somewhat onservative treatment we have afforded them here. We have been lassifying the ontributions to the right-hand sides of
the integral equations in the time-honored way by their number of loops, or independent momentum integrations, that arise upon iterating the equations around the newly
established, nonperturbative starting points [r; 0) . It is lear that this will translate
into an analogous loop lassi ation of ontributions to the right-hand sides of the selfonsisten y onditions. In a super ially divergent amplitude, there is no lagging of the
number of g20 prefa tors; an l-loop diagram here produ es terms of type
(g 20 )l





1 1
1
1; ; 2 ; ::: l
" "
"



(3.97)

and through the me hanism of eq. (3.92) therefore gives ontributions to the quasiperturbative series of the forms
1
1 2l 1 1 2l 2
(3.98)
(g ) ;
; ::: l ;
(g2 )l ;
2 (g )
0

0

0

all the way down to the zeroth order: a given loop number l produ es not only terms of
order (g2 )l but also orre ts all previous orders (g2 )p with p < l. That the tight oupling
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between l and p orders hara teristi of a perturbative single- oupling theory should get
loosened is presumably something that happens in any truly nonperturbative treatment.
(It ompli ates diagrammati argument, in that a quasi-perturbative orre tion [r; p)
with p  1 an no more simply be written as a set of p-loop diagrams, but must in lude
nite ounterterms to a ount for the pie es that go into orders p0 < p). But here it
has the spe i onsequen e that the self- onsisten y ondition for a generi oeÆ ient
x[r℄ of a zeroth-order nonperturbative approximant in prin iple gets orre tions from all
higher loop orders that form a series in powers of 1 = 0 :

x[r℄ =

1
0

X([rl ℄= 1) +

1

2
0

X([lr=℄ 2) + :::

(3.99)

This type of series will not reate new summability problems of its own, sin e from (3.97)
you see that it arises from the "most strongly divergent terms", terms proportional to
(1 = ")l , in all loop orders l, and these terms, like the "leading logarithms" to whi h they
are losely related, generally do not exhibit fa torial divergen e but form a series with
nonzero onvergen e radius, behaving roughly like a geometri series. But I have not yet
had enough experien e with this formalism to have a ready suggestion for its pra ti al
resummation, whi h at this time remains a (somewhat te hni al but not unimportant)
resear h problem. In pure SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory, where 0 = 113 N , eq. (3.99)
learly is of the nature of an N1 expansion (though only formally, sin e Xl[r℄ may well
ontain ontributions omparable to ( 0 )l of its own), and sin e general experien e with
1 expansions indi ates they tend to work mu h better than anyone has a right to expe t,
N
it seems not unreasonable to start out by drawing on lusions from the lowest orders of
(3.99) only.
Sixth and last for these omments, while we have stopped short of te hni al detail
for three-point and four-point vertex equations (on that subje t I must refer you to refs.
[DRI99℄), it is already lear from the inverse-propagator equation alone, in e. g. the
form (3.77), that the me hanism allows us, in the well-de ned approximation of a zeroth
quasi-perturbative order, to wat h the spe ta le of the spontaneous generation of mass
for a eld that was massless on the Lagrangian level { the pro ess we referred to in eq.
(2.104). If the eld de ides to form a single massive parti le, its squared mass at level r
will be given by the rst root of the propagator denominator (3.20),
(m2 )[r℄ = 1[r℄ 2 ;

(3.100)

with 1[r℄ al ulable from the self- onsistent ui oeÆ ients. Be ause of the s aling property, solution of the [r; 0) self- onsisten y problem alone does not, of ourse, make this
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an absolute predi tion, sin e at this stage you do not yet know whi h  s ale you are
working with. But ratios of parti le masses do in prin iple be ome predi table. It is
interesting to note that in some sense this is already true on the r = 0 level (whi h is
not to be onfused with the perturbative limit). The r = 0 approximation is so rude
that it an be a used of internal in onsisten y { as you see from (3.41), it keeps the
three-point, and in fa t also the four-point, vertex fun tions at their perturbative forms
(0) pert
, at least under our "boundary ondition" (3.66) above, but it does allow the
3; 4
inverse propagator a nonperturbative mass term proportional to 2 ,
2
(D 1 )[0; 0)℄ = k2 + u[0℄
1  ;

(3.101)

so that 1[0℄ = u[0℄
1 . With su h a rudely restri ted s heme, you are not surprised when
[0℄
you work out the self- onsisten y ondition and nd the form u[0℄
1 = onst.  u1 whi h
allows only the trivial solution u[0℄
1 = 0, sin e for realisti values of 0 the onstant
refuses to be unity. But it is interesting that for an asymptoti ally free theory with
0 > 0, the onstant is positive, so that even at this oversimpli ed level the system
sends a muted signal of its tenden y to produ e a spontaneous mass.
3.3

Things done and not done

At the end of these seminars, let us take a stroll along the periphery of the lands ape
that we tried to begin to explore, asting glan es at the few things than have been done
or attempted in the matter of onstru tion of oupling-resurgent amplitudes, and at the
larger number of things that have not been done but ould be worthwhile taking up if
you nd these questions interesting.
The method des ribed in the last two se tions for onstru ting resurgent vertex
fun tions from quasi-perturbative series, based on a set of generalized Feynman rules,
has not at this time been tested to a degree that one ould all omprehensive, but there
has been a reasonably omplete appli ation to massless QCD at r = 1, the lowest nontrivial level of rational ontinuation, for whi h I must refer you to the arti les [DRI99℄.
This study employs Landau gauge xing and plausibly motivated restri tions on the
oppressively ompli ated tensor stru ture of the four-gluon vertex, and on entrates on
the ase of at most two avors of massless quarks. If nds that the two super ially
divergent verti es for Faddeev-Popov ghosts, at the zeroth quasi-perturbative order, remain perturbative in Landau gauge xing, a on lusion I would like to see orroborated
by independent studies. For the zeroth-order self- onsisten y problem of the remaining
ve super ially divergent fun tions (three for the gluon and two for the fermion se tor),
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it nds a eptable solutions with all-real approximants, whi h after throwing out a few
on physi al grounds are even remarkably unique. Unlike the pure Yang-Mills ase (no
quarks) whi h is also onsidered, the r = 1 transverse-gluon propagator obtained is not
2
entirely satisfa tory, sin e its zero at k2 = u[1℄
2  slips a bit into the Eu lidean region,
thus violating re e tion positivity on a small Eu lidean interval { an e e t oming from
a strong oupling to virtual quark-antiquark pairs, whi h the approximation obviously
exaggerates. You will tolerate my not entering into further dis ussion of the propagators
obtained in those arti les { they are interesting, but their interpretation would drag us
into issues of on nement far removed from the fo us of these talks. Here I am quoting
refs. [DRI99℄ mainly as a demonstration of te hni al feasibility.
One problem for whi h refs. [DRI99℄ do o er a reasonably omplete solution, even
for arbitrary r, looks at rst like a purely te hni al one. But it turns out to have a bearing
on the fundamental issue of unitarity (total-probability onservation), and therefore let
me brie y stop at it on our stroll. When we found we had to impose eq. (3.70) as a selfonsisten y ondition, you may have wondered in passing what would have happened
in the diagram of Fig. 3.1 (2 C), or its analyti expression (3.68) at level r, without
that ondition. Then we would have had on ea h of the two internal lines, in addition
to the r-level propagator poles of eq. (3.21) that provide a dis retized Kallen-Lehmann
des ription of the propagation of the virtual parti le, r additional poles from an 1 = 3
fa tor that would plainly ontradi t the postulated propagator approximant. Condition
(3.70) saved us from that embarrassment, but only be ause in that diagram both internal
lines end in a bare vertex on the left-hand side. But now take a look at the se ond of
the DS equations of Fig. 3.1, the three-point vertex equation, and its loop term (3 B).
In that loop, the right-hand part involving the verti al internal line represents a dressed
one-parti le ex hange of the form
3 ( ::: ;

::: ; Q) D (Q2 )

3 (Q;

::: ; ::: ) ;

(3.102)

with Q the momentum of the verti al line. Sin e that line now extends between two

dressed verti es, only one of the two 1 = 3 s from these verti es gets an elled by the

2 numerator of D (Q2 ) by virtue of eq. (3.70), and now the embarrassment of the
"super uous poles" seems to be really on us: su h poles will, by the diagram- utting
rules for unitarity relations, produ e ontributions to these relations that do not orrespond to any a essible external states, so unitarity would be endangered. It is a minor
surprise (at least to me) to see that the formalism solves that problem automati ally by
its own devi es: one nds that the four-point vertex 4 in diagram (3 C) unavoidably
develops poles in its rossed hannels that are the exa t opposites of the "super uous"
poles in (3.102). (That on lusion, remarkably, follows from residue-taking operations
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in the three-point and two-point equations alone, that is, from lower equations in the
hierar hy). Note that sin e the denominators in these " ompensating poles" are not
propagators of any of the elementary elds of the theory, their presen e does not ontradi t the one-parti le-irredu ible nature of 4 . Their e e t in the present ontext is
to turn the verti al internal line des ribed by (3.102) into what refs. [DRI99℄ denote by
a dotted internal line, that is, a partial-fra tion de omposition of expression (3.102) in
whi h only the "true" propagator poles have been kept. Further analysis qui kly reveals
that these dotted lines really are almost everywhere, being present on every internal line
between two dressed verti es. They are an important ingredient for keeping the formalism in line with the unitarity requirement. One amusing onsequen e of their presen e
that has not even begun to be exploited is that they provide a natural dis retization of
Bethe-Salpeter bound-state equations that re nes itself with in reasing r.
What is entirely la king at present { and that brings us to the part of the ountryside
where the things not done are lying around { is tests of the formalism at levels r > 1
of rational ontinuation. (They are ne essary not only for numeri al re nement but also
be ause rational approximants have a reputation for sometimes behaving errati ally at
low orders). The reasons are, to a large extent, purely te hni al and have little to do
with physi s: the nonlinear algebrai systems of self- onsisten y equations turn out to
be a surprisingly tough assignment. Refs. [DRI99℄ were still able to get away with ad
ho methods of solution, exploiting a idental simplifying features of their Landau-gauge,
r = 1 system, but higher rs all for more systemati methods. From present experien e,
it seems fair to say that no presently known algorithm or available routine is apable of
lo ating the rapidly growing number of solutions of realisti r  2 systems ompletely in
tolerable amounts of omputing time, and most methods even have a hard time oping
with r = 1 systems. So here the formalism also reates a new hallenge for applied
mathemati s. The provisional solution urrently available is to rely on minimization
methods that do not guarantee to nd all solutions, to let them sear h a reasonable
portion of the spa e of starting values as nely as one an a ord, and to rely on the
experien e that a fully real and physi ally a eptable solution, as a rule, stands out quite
onspi uously and essentially uniquely.
The orrelation fun tions of QCD, by the way, may not represent the optimal proving ground for rst tests of the method des ribed here { or, for that matter, of any
method you may invent for oupling-resurgent re onstru tion. The fa t that the elementary QCD elds have no asymptoti ally dete table parti les asso iated with them
tends to intermix and obs ure all questions of nonperturbative methodology, in whi h
we are interested here, with questions of the physi al interpretation of various features
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of the fun tions obtained { parti ularly of the propagators. A mu h leaner environment on eptually is the SU (2) gauge system of ele troweak theory, with oupling to
fermions but without strong intera tions. Here, quasi-perturbative orre tions are almost ertainly small at energies around the relevant  s ale, and resurgent amplitudes
of the zeroth quasi perturbative order should allow one in prin iple to explore with some
amount of systemati s the question of pre isely how mu h an and annot be done without the help of a Higgs eld, parti ularly with respe t to dynami al mass generation.
All elementary elds here have asymptoti ally dete table parti les, so the requirements
on and interpretation of propagators are lean and simple.
The same environment may be well suited for studying the question of when-andhow-and-how-mu h the oupling-resurgent amplitudes break symmetries, parti ularly
the lo al gauge symmetries. Here I may remind you of the fa t that quantum lo al symmetries pla e mu h more stringent invarian e requirements on the fun tional measure
of the generating fun tional (3.47) than the simple translation invarian e we used for
deriving the DS equation (3.52). The DS equations, onsequently, are more fundamental than the Slavnov-Taylor identities that express lo al gauge invarian e on the level of
quantum orrelation fun tions; they reserve the right of produ ing symmetry-breaking
solutions. This possibility be omes parti ularly a ute in onne tion with nonperturbative solutions ontaining  terms { sin e the self- onsisten y of the latter, as we saw in
se t. 3.2, is a genuine quantum e e t arising from ultraviolet-divergent loops, they have
in prin iple the power to break lassi al symmetries, mu h like anomalies in that respe t.
pert
in eq. (0.4),
On the other hand the perturbative limits of amplitudes, denoted (0)
N
do preserve the quantum-symmetry identities, and that is all that is both ne essary and
suÆ ient for maintaining the most important pra ti al onsequen e of gauge invarian e
{ the perturbative renormalizability [WEI96℄. I ould therefore imagine (why not spe ulate a little on a asual stroll like this) that a pi ture of "subasymptoti symmetry
breaking" might emerge in general, where perturbative (0) pert 's as large-momentum
limits, with their proven Slavnov-Taylor omplian e, uphold renormalizability, while the
 terms oming into view one by one on moving down the momentum s ale in reasingly
deviate from Slavnov-Taylor. In QCD, things are probably di erent { the simple fa t
that gluons obviously do not get saddled with b- or even t-quark masses (through virtual
quark-antiquark pairs) would seem to require mu h stri ter adheren e to Slavnov-Taylor,
and the fa t that the solutions of refs. [DRI99℄ are not doing very well in that respe t
is another indi ator that the approximation level there is still too rude.
A purely methodologi al but de nitely hallenging luster of things-not-done enters around the question of whether the DS equations, as employed here, really o er the
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best framework for the re onstru tion of resurgent amplitudes. Clever rearrangements
of the pure-and-simple DS system, as it emerges from eq. (3.52) and is sket hed in Fig.
3.1, have long been known. Already in his rst paper on the subje t [DYS49℄, Dyson
used what may be alled a Bethe-Salpeter resummation of the QED three-point vertex
equation, whi h allows one to repla e the bare three-point verti es at the left ends of
diagrams (3 B) and (3 C) in Fig. 3.1 by dressed ones, while repla ing the right-hand portions of both diagrams by a Bethe-Salpeter kernel K4 one- and two-parti le irredu ible
in the horizontal hannel. Su h a rearrangement presumably shifts a substantial amount
of physi s from higher into lower loop orders, and may make a ru ial di eren e when
studying problems of symmetry breaking. It also provides partial, though not omplete,
relief from a perennial nuisan e in most DS equations with N  3 { the la k of manifest
Bose or Fermi symmetry due to the unsymmetri distin tion of the leftmost leg that orresponds to the primary fun tional di erentiation in eq. (3.49). In a non-abelian gauge
theory, however, one pays for the progress with equally substantial new ompli ation:
the information on the four-point amplitude, already by far the most ompli ated of
the super ially divergent ones, now enters the system in two di erent ways, as 4 and
as K4 , whose relation to ea h other must be stated as an additional dynami al equation. This roughly doubles the e ort required for dealing with the super ially divergent
subsystem. Still more sophisti ated rearrangements, originating in work by Symanzik
[SYM61℄ and arried out for non-abelian gauge theory by Baker and Lee [BAL77℄, allow
the elimination of bare verti es in favor of dressed ones to be ontinued down into the
propagator equations (thus reating a system with the remarkable property that its perturbative iteration does not produ e diagrams with overlapping ultraviolet divergen es).
But it on e more brings substantial additional ompli ation in that internal lines now
arry momentum derivatives of propagators in addition to the propagators themselves.
In the sear h for improvements along these lines, just about everything seems to ome
at a heavy pri e. None of these improvements tou hes the one feature of all DS-type
dynami al equations that the mathemati ian studying resurgen e would nd most disappointing: that they make no dire t referen e, either di erential or integral or otherwise,
to oupling dependen e, whi h enters them only in a somewhat indire t, parametri way.
Equations like the tHooft-Weinberg RG equations, whi h dire tly rea t to oupling dependen e through their trademark (g) g terms, would be mu h more after the heart
of the resurgen e theorist, but while formulating important restri tions on orrelation
fun tions, they are not statements of their full dynami s. Equations ombining the
oupling sensitivity of the tHooft-Weinberg with the full dynami al ontent of the DS
equations ould perhaps be found among various versions of the exa t RG di erential
equations of Pol hinski [POL84℄; one example that I happen to know of is ref. [WIE97℄.
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Equations of this kind ould be well suited for studying nonperturbative stru ture of the
resurgent type. On e more the subje t has not even begun to be explored.
Still strolling on, we dimly per eive from a distan e a set of problems that lie at
the borderline to mathemati s, and may well be the deepest and most long-term ones.
I emphasized at the outset that I would be appealing only to a few simple notions from
what may be alled the surfa e of resurgen e theory, not to its deeper onstru ts and
methods. But to bring these into play in the elu idation of nonperturbative oupling
stru ture may be fas inating in the short and unavoidable in the long run. To mention
one example, the ultraviolet-renormalon poles on the left-hand, real Borel axis that we
found to persist in our resurgent model amplitude are presumably a ommon feature
of most if not all orrelations in asymptoti ally free theories. In trying to hara terize quantitatively the features of oupling dependen e ontrolled by these singularities,
and in bringing to the fore the ommon traits of di erent orrelations arising from them,
E alles alien-derivative al ulus, with its beautiful onstru tive tool of resurgen e monomials, may have a nontrivial ontribution to make. Another onje ture brings us, on e
more, to QCD. There, the quasi-perturbative orre tions are not small enough at the
s ale  to be treated by "pragmati " semi onvergen e (as one would not hesitate to
do in ele troweak theory). A ordingly, the ultimate methods of solution may well be
those that abandon ompletely the n-versus-p-dire tion di hotomy still prevailing in our
quasi-perturbative s heme, and perform partial resummations that ut a ross the entire resurgent symbol. The prominent role, aready noted, that resurgent symbols with
support on the non-negative integers play in E alles treatment of di erential equations
may have heuristi signi an e here: perhaps the resummations needed may be di erential approximants in the oupling, resurgent solutions to a well- on eived sequen e of
di erential equations, hara terizable by holomorphi invariants of presently unknown
physi al meaning ...
Our little stroll has led us on to ights of imagination. For here and now, in my
opinion, the greater value of resurgen e theory lies not in spe i te hniques, intriguing
as they may be. It lies in providing a framework for thinking, and in onne ting disparate pie es of physi al knowledge. The study of QFT, to the extent that it has used
ontinuum methods, has been dominated on eptually by the perturbation expansion to
su h an extent that "summing the series" was all but synonymous with establishing the
full solution for generations of physi ists. Resurgent fun tions provide a mu h wider yet
pre ise framework, wide enough presumably to over the strongly nonperturbative oupling dependen e of asymptoti ally free theories. They quite literally open up a se ond
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dimension. From this, I would expe t, will arise their longer-term impa t.
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